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It is well accepted that productivity and industrial innovation have been the most 

important engine of growth at the macroeconomic level. Nevertheless, the performance at 

the country level cannot be dissociated from micro behaviors that induce technological 

change and enhance productivity at the firm level. 

The widely used linear model to depict innovation process is particularly relevant 

to explain it in technology intensive manufacturing. However, this industry level model 

does not describe appropriately the nature of innovation processes in sectors with lower 

technology intensity or the potential presence of various innovation processes coexisting 

within an industry. At the same time, a fundamental question of the innovation literature 

is to identify the degree of innovativeness and its effects on economic performance.  

This dissertation focuses on finding the extent of within sector heterogeneity in 

innovation patterns in Latin America and the determinants of productivity



 

 

 

and efficiency among innovative establishments. Then this study relates its findings to 

current trends in Science, Technology Innovation policies and programs being 

implemented in the region and provides a set of policy implications.  

The theoretical framework proposed builds a taxonomy of innovation patterns 

from the establishment level, including two dimensions neglected until today in 

innovation taxonomies: global connectedness and local agglomeration externalities. This 

theoretical framework and methodology may help policymakers evaluate the use of 

innovation programs and improve the program design.  

By using 2006 cross sectional establishment level data for 14 countries, this 

dissertation demonstrates that heterogeneity in innovation patterns within sectors is 

pervasive. Heterogeneity is greater in industries with higher R&D intensity. However, the 

results also show the presence of important patterns in a several industries to which most 

of the establishments in the sector adhere.  

This dissertation also shows that engagement with global production increases 

productivity. Nevertheless, only local exporters selling through arms length transactions 

show a higher degree of innovativeness. Localization economies have unclear effects in 

the propensity to innovate while, as predicted, high urbanization economies are 

associated with high establishment level innovation. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

 

Economic performance at the country level is intimately related to micro behaviors that 

induce technological change and enhance productivity at the firm level. The most widely 

used model to depict the innovation process is the  Linear Model of Innovation (Bush, 

1945), which is particularly relevant to explain the innovation process in technology 

intensive manufacturing. Contrastingly, within the manufacturing sector, innovation 

processes in industries with lower technology intensity (OECD, 2003), especially low 

technology sectors are not properly depicted by the Linear Model of Innovation nor fully 

captured by traditional innovation indicators such as  (Pavitt, 1984). Those manufacturing 

sectors are important in terms of employment and value added in most economies 

(Hirsch-Kreinsen, Jacobson et al. 2003; Hirsch-Kreinsen 2006)
1
, and innovate 

nevertheless though in different ways (Smith 2008).  

 

In addition, innovation policies are usually formulated at the sectoral level assuming 

common innovation behavior of establishments operating in the same sector (OECD, 

                                                 
1
 In 11 OECD countries LT, MLT and MHT industries account for roughly over 60 per-cent of 

employment in the manufacturing sector whereas the share of high-technology industries is less than 10 

percent. In terms of value added, for example, for the US which has the largest share of high technology, it 

represents just 18% of manufacturing GDP and only 3% of total US GDP 
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2003). Forefront studies in innovation cast doubt on the appropriateness of treating 

sectors as homogeneous entities (Dosi, 1988, Leiponen and Drejer, 2007). This research 

stresses the variety in establishments’ innovation behavior even in narrowly defined 

sectors. In most empirical analyses the tension between the micro (i.e. 

establishment/firm) and meso (sector) levels of observation largely remains unresolved.  

 

At the same time, a fundamental question within the innovation literature is to identify 

the degree of innovativeness of an innovation and its effects on economic performance. 

Answering this question is further complicated by shortcomings in innovation 

measurements. For example, the nature of innovations has a broader significance than 

patents, in line with Schumpeterian constructs. Counts of new products from trade 

magazines are a worthy effort but are not performed regularly (e.g. Acs, 1987). 

Approaches that use a “subject” approach capture broader measures of innovation 

identify innovative establishments as those that self-declared creating either new 

processes or products (Smith 2003). This approach has been employed by the 

Community Innovation Surveys in the European Union and the Investment Climate 

Surveys conducted by the World Bank in developing countries.  

 

These broader measures are of interest for two reasons. First, not all innovations are 

patented. Industrial organization studies have recognized that not all innovations are 

patentable and also that not all patentable innovations are chosen to be patented (Pakes 

and Griliches, 1980, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002). Second, nearly all innovations are 
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located inside the technological frontier; they are not outward displacements of the 

frontier, where patents are more likely to be used (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2002). In 

many cases firm innovations are adoptions and further adaptations from earlier frontier 

innovations. Because of that, these two measures of innovation outputs can provide an 

insight into the broader set of innovative activity, frontier and otherwise (Criscuolo, 

Haskel et al. 2005). And these are the metrics this dissertation uses to define innovations.  

 

Specifically, this dissertation tries to answer two sets of questions: First, “are the 

innovation processes homogenous within Latin American manufacturing establishments 

of the same sector?” If not, “what are the main innovation patterns?” “Can particular 

types of engagement to global manufacturing production be associated with certain 

innovation patterns?” And, “to which extent are innovation patterns establishment or 

industry specific?”.  

 

And second, the dissertation tries to assess “do particular types of engagement to global 

manufacturing production imply higher productivity levels at the establishment level?”. 

Moreover, it tries to answer the question “if the results change, do they depend on the 

performance metric used?”.  

 

This dissertation takes a three pronged approach to help fill in these gaps in 

understanding. First, it starts by using Pavitt’s taxonomy on sectoral innovation (Pavitt, 

1984) to build a theoretical framework that depicts innovation processes at the 
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establishment level. This approach differs from Pavitt’s and Pavitt-related (e.g. 

Archibugi, et al. 2001) innovation patterns which create sectoral taxonomies that are 

based on technological commonalities at the industry level. 

 

Second, in line with Pavitt and in addition to the traditional determinants to innovation 

(e.g. R&D expenditures), the proposed taxonomy includes as determinants: other sources 

of knowledge, sectoral interactions and the industrial sectoral structure. The proposed 

theoretical framework adds two dimensions to the original taxonomy: First, it 

distinguishes both conceptually and empirically different types of connectedness to 

global production networks using insights brought by the literature on global value chains 

(Sturgeon, 2008; Gereffi, Humprey, et, al, 2005). While this dissertation unit of analysis 

is the establishment, it uses firm ownership to differentiate between simple market 

linkages, governed by price; hierarchical relations between headquarters and local 

subsidiaries and network relationships in managerially independent firms. The metrics 

proposed go beyond current international technology diffusion indicators (i.e. FDI, 

imported inputs and exports, see Keller 2004) as they do not capture the different degrees 

of functional integration with global production chains (Zanfei 2000). The second novel 

dimension incorporates the effect of agglomeration externalities on innovation patterns.  

 

Third, this dissertation takes advantage of the richness of the 2006 dataset of 6354 

manufacturing establishments from 14 Latin American countries to formulate a Heckman 
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selection model to explain the productivity and performance determinants of 4646 self-

declared innovative establishments in either products or processes.  It differentiates 

effects in three types of productivity metrics, as the analyses compute: a) labor 

productivity, which takes into account only that production input; 2) value added, which 

considers labor and intermediate inputs and 3) technical and scale efficiency scores 

derived from data envelopment analysis (DEA) techniques, which include labor, inputs 

and capital. The efficiency scores incorporate the idea of a technological frontier which is 

defined as the maximum productivity in the industry and identifies the distance from the 

technological frontier, as a measure of the potential for catching up. The use of DEA 

analysis to calculate the technological frontier and establishment’s efficiency scores is a 

novelty in empirical micro-level innovation studies and it replaces the total factor 

productivity (TFP) estimation used by Griffith, Redding et al. (2004).  The cross section 

nature of the ICS data makes TFP calculation inaccurate due to simultaneity problems 

and selection bias or “endogeneity of attrition” problems by which the exit and entry of 

firms depends heavily on the productivity of the firm (Van Beveren, 2007).  

  

The dissertation is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the literature on sectoral 

taxonomies, globalization of production, within sector innovation heterogeneity, 

agglomeration externalities and innovation and productivity determinants. Section 3 

formulates the hypotheses of this dissertation. It divides the hypotheses into three groups: 

the first group links innovation patterns to different types of engagement to global 

production. The second analyzes within sectoral heterogeneity and the presence of 
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dominant innovation patterns in a given manufacturing sector. Finally, the third set of 

hypotheses is about the effects of agglomeration economies and engagement in global 

production in the propensity to innovate and the efficiency of innovative establishments. 

 

Section 4 describes the micro-data used in the analyses including Investment Climate 

Surveys, theory-driven choice of variables, management and transformation of the data 

and the empirical methodology used. The variables are grouped into four clusters of 

variables: 1) global production metrics, 2) knowledge sources, 3) establishment 

characteristics, and 4) market structure in the form of agglomeration economies.  

 

Section 5, presents the calculations and results related to the heterogeneity of innovation 

patterns within official sector classifications. It delves into the statistical techniques 

employed: multivariate data reduction and cluster analyses used to determine groupings 

of establishments sharing a similar innovation pattern.  

 

Section 6 includes a discussion on the empirical methodology and the results of the two 

stage Heckman selection model used to explain productivity differences among 

innovative establishments. It also differentiates the results between alternative 

productivity and scale and technical efficiency metrics. The non-parametric data 

envelopment analysis technique used to calculate efficiency scores is also presented in 

this Section.  
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Section 7 is a policy chapter, which depicts current trends in Science, Technology and 

Innovation (STI) program implementation in Latin America and relates the dissertation’s 

findings to potential improvements in program design. Finally, Section 8 presents the 

conclusions and a brief discussion on the limitations of this study and avenues for future 

work. 
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Section 2 Literature Review 

 

 

 

2.1. Innovation Patterns  

 

There is a need to describe the nature of innovation processes in sectors that do not 

follow the Linear Model of Innovation. This model relies heavily in the sequential 

trilogy: basic research, which is followed by applied research and development, and ends 

with production and diffusion (Bush 1945). The innovation process within this model is 

accurately depicted through indicators such as R&D expenditures, the number of 

scientists and engineers and patents (Rosenberg 1994).   

 

The Linear Model of Innovation was originally proposed in the 1940s by Vannevar Bush 

who stated that scientific progress is essential to technological innovation and economic 

development. This thesis was laid out in a policy paper meant to raise support for public 

funding of basic research (Bush, 1945). Basic research is performed without thought of 

practical ends. He argued that further progress of industrial development would 

eventually stagnate if basic scientific research were long neglected. Though the scientist 

doing basic research may not be at all interested in the practical applications of his/her 

work, it results in general knowledge and an understanding of nature and its laws. This 
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knowledge may be used later by society and especially by firms to increase the overall 

productivity of the economy. In general, science does remain an important condition and 

component of technological progress, and one that is fundamental in industries in which 

the sources of knowledge are deeply related to scientific discoveries.
2
  

 

The linear model of innovation conceptualized the steps involved in transforming a new 

concept to a practical reality in the form of a new product. The sequence is as follows: 

 

Basic research → Applied Research → Development → Production 

 

Applied research is nurtured by the results of fundamental (basic) research, and its 

emphasis is on generating new products and processes. Development comprises the 

improvement, prototyping, testing and evaluation of a process, material or device 

resulting from applied research. In the Linear Model of Innovation, in order to sustain 

basic scientific research it is necessary to train a large pool of scientists and to strengthen 

the centers of basic research, which are colleges, universities and research institutes. 

Nevertheless, there is a clear division of labor along the sequence among different types 

of agents who specialize in the various relevant stages. Typically, basic research is 

conducted in universities and public laboratories, while applied research and 

                                                 
2
 E.g. consumer electronics, pharmaceuticals, aircraft and spacecraft, etc. See Table2 for a list of science 

based sectors.  
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technological development are carried out by firms, especially large ones, which can 

afford expensive R&D investments (Balconi et al, 2010). 

 

The Linear Model of Innovation is particularly relevant to explain the innovation process 

in technology intensive manufacturing, also known as high technology industries.  

Contrastingly, within the manufacturing sector, the innovation process is not depicted 

well by neither the Linear Model of Innovation nor the traditional innovation indicators 

in industries characterized by the OECD (2003) as low technology (LT), medium-low 

technology (MLT), and medium-high technology (MHT) sectors
3
. Those manufacturing 

sectors  are important in terms of employment and value added in most economies 

(Hirsch-Kreinsen, Jacobson et al. 2003; Hirsch-Kreinsen 2006)
4
, and innovate 

nevertheless (Smith 2008).  

 

An earlier effort to pinpoint different innovation patterns within manufacturing was the 

pioneering work by K. Pavitt (Pavitt 1984), who focused on technological characteristics 

at the sectoral level.  In addition to the traditional determinants of innovation (e.g. R&D 

expenditures), the sectoral taxonomy included as determinants: other sources of 

                                                 
3
According to OECD categories (2003), the industrial sectors can be classified as follows: High-technology 

sectors („high-tech-HT“) with a R&D intensity or more than 5%, sectors with complex technology 

(„medium-high-tech- MHT“) with a R&D intensity between 3% and 5%. Industries which are not research-

intensive (“medium-low-tech-MLT” and “low-tech-LT”) have a R&D intensity below 3 percent. 

 
4
 In 11 OECD countries LT, MLT and MHT industries account, roughly speaking, for over 60 per-cent of 

employment in the whole manufacturing sector whereas the share of high-tech industries is less than 10 

percent. In terms of value added, for example, for the US which has the largest share of high technology, it 

only represents 18% of manufacturing GDP and only 3% of total US GDP 
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knowledge, the sectoral interactions and the industrial sectoral structure, thus leading the 

way to conclude that the linear model has limited application.  

 

Pavitt found that each innovation pattern tended to have a predominant learning and 

innovation behavior. In terms of main sources of technical change, dependence on either 

basic or applied research, modes of R&D (in-house or extramural R&D), tacitness or 

codified nature of knowledge, scale and relevance of R&D activity, and degree of 

appropriability of the innovations. Those innovation patterns can be related to the 

technology intensity of the encompassing sectors, a feature captured by the OECD 

classification (Table 2).  As well, Table 1 provides a taxonomy of different innovation 

patterns, the sectors that comprise each pattern, their typical firm size, and their 

innovation characteristics. 

 

Traditional manufacturing includes labor intensive and ‘‘mature’’ technology industries, 

such as textiles, footwear, tiles, and furniture. This group of industries can all be 

classified as low technology sectors and they tend to have stable, well-diffused 

technologies (See Table 2). SMEs dominate the traditional manufacturing sectors. These 

sectors are defined as having a supplier dominated innovation pattern because producers 

of inputs (machinery, materials and the like) introduce major production process 

innovations (Pavitt, 1984). As noted traditional sectors innovate mostly in production 

processes, and in incremental product change, not in generation of technology and their 
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innovation prospects are greatly influenced by their capacity to absorb knowledge created 

elsewhere in the economy.  

 

The new and external technologies are primarily embodied in capital equipment and the 

low end of supplier dominated firms has relatively simple skill requirements. Many 

traded products are undifferentiated and compete on price: thus, labor costs tend to be a 

major element of cost in competitiveness. Scale economies and barriers to entry are 

generally low. The final market grows slowly, with income elasticities below unity. 

However, there are exceptions to these features. There are particular low technology 

products in high quality segments where brand names, skills, design and technological 

sophistication are very important, even if technology intensity does not reach the levels of 

other industries (Lall, 2000).  

 

Firms can upgrade their products and processes by developing or imitating new products’ 

designs, and by interacting with large buyers who are increasingly playing a role in 

shaping the design of final products and the production process (time, quality standards, 

and costs). The production of traditional manufactures has undergone massive relocation 

from rich to poor countries, with assembly operations shifting to low wage sites and more 

complex design and manufacturing functions retained in advanced countries. This 

relocation has been the engine of export growth in these industries, though the precise 

location of export sites in textiles and clothing has been influenced strongly by trade 
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quotas and trade agreements (Gereffi et al 2005). Other exports that have benefited from 

active relocation in this group are toys, sports and travel goods and footwear (Lall, 2000). 

 

The natural resource-based sectors activities imply the direct exploitation of natural 

resources, for example, copper, marble, fresh fruit, and the like.  These sectors tend to be 

of lower technology intensity such as mineral and metal products and food and beverage 

processing. On occasions firms in these sectors are large and the output of extractive 

industries is seen as the ultimate internationally standardized product (Lall, 2000). For 

example, copper produced by a mine in Latin America is very likely to be identical to 

copper produced in Zambia. The possibilities to innovate are related to new technology 

that comes embodied in new machinery but also in production inputs, such as chemicals 

and seeds, as well as in improvements in process technologies. As a consequence, the 

high degree of fine tuning to machinery and intermediate inputs is required to suit the 

specific characteristics of the resources and their environment. The fine tuning requires 

strong user producer interaction. Both, traditional manufacturing and natural resource-

based sectors are, by far, the most important in developing countries in terms of number 

of firms, employment and production (UNIDO, 2009).   

 

The complex products group includes automobiles, auto components, aircraft, 

information and communications technology, pharmaceutical and consumer electronics 

among others. These industries are dominated by large firms which take advantage of the 

economies of scale intrinsic to the technologies of the sector but also have in-house 
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organized R&D and strong links to science.  Innovation in complex products industries 

can be analyzed using Pavitt’s original Science Based and Scale Intensive innovation 

patterns.  

 

First, science based industries have an innovation pattern that is the closest to the 

traditional Linear Model of Innovation, where in-house R&D is critical for innovation. 

Science based innovation has 5 stages: fundamental research, applied research, 

engineering development and prototyping, production engineering and service 

engineering (Balconi, et al 2010). These industries are high technology sectors which 

encompass pharmaceuticals, aircraft and spacecraft industries. Innovations are 

appropriated by the inventor and take the form of a large number of patents. These 

sectors are exporters of products to other sectors of the economy (Scherer 1982). Their 

products have advanced and fast-changing technologies. The most advanced technologies 

require sophisticated technology infrastructures, high levels of specialized technical skills 

and close interactions between firms, and between firms and universities or research 

institutions. However, some products like electronics have labor-intensive final assembly, 

and their high value-to-weight ratios make it economical to place this stage in low wage 

areas. These products lead in new international integrated production systems where 

different processes are separated and located by MNCs according to fine differences in 

production costs.  
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Second, for scale intensive industries firm size and the use of economies of scale matter 

greatly (e.g. automobile industry, railroad equipment, etc.). These industries are the 

heartland of industrial activity in several catching up economies. They tend to have 

complex technologies. Their innovation patterns are characterized by moderately high 

levels of R&D, advanced skill needs and lengthy learning periods, for which learning-by-

doing and by-using are important. Those in the engineering and automotive sub-groups 

are very linkage-intensive, and need considerable interaction between firms to reach ‘best 

practice’ technical efficiency. Automotive products have been of particular export 

interest to newly industrializing countries, particularly in East Asia (e.g. China and 

Korea) and Latin America (e.g. Argentina, Brazil Mexico) (Lall, 2000).  

 

The specialized suppliers group is composed of makers of machinery, equipment, and 

precision instruments. These sectors can also be classified as part of high and medium 

high tech industries. In this group, innovation benefits greatly from engineering expertise 

and repeated interactions with users. Specialized suppliers’ sectors innovate creating new 

products and exports them to other sectors of the economy (Scherer 1982). For example, 

machinery and precision instruments industries that served traditional manufacturing 

were crucial for the economic development of countries such as Finland, Germany and 

Sweden.  Empirical studies show that the strength of local technology-intensive suppliers 

and the specialized knowledge intensive services represents a common characteristic of 

the development path of these countries (Torres, 2010).  
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Specialized suppliers may have an important role in the enhancement of national 

technological capabilities, since some types of knowledge creation depend on a close 

relationship between suppliers and customers and the implicit exchange of information. 

Internationally successful export industries including natural based sectors can also help 

local suppliers to internationalize. Clustered industries attract more effectively the 

attention of foreign demand than an isolated firm; consequently specialized suppliers 

have more chances to follow the exporting industry in the process of internationalization. 

“In Denmark, for example, the large export-oriented dairy and fishing sectors have 

stimulated dozens of supporting industries in areas such as food processing machinery, 

fishing boats, varnish for boats, and radiotelephone communications equipment. A 

number of these industries are internationally competitive” (Porter, 1990, p.140).  

 

Location in agglomerations is important for small-scale specialized supplier firms. Being 

closely situated gives them an advantage communicating with each other and with their 

customers and hence they can quickly respond to the industries’ requirements. In other 

sectors, such as the standardized natural- resource based manufacturing, the distance to 

potential markets and the availability of raw materials and inputs may have a larger role 

in the firm location decision than being part of a geographically close knit group of firms. 

 

 

Table 1 - Sectoral Innovation Patterns  

Innovation 

Patterns 
Industries  

Typical 

Firm 

Size  

Learning  Innovation Characteristics  
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1. Traditional 

manufacturing  

Textiles and 

apparel, 

footwear, 

furniture, tiles  

SME 

Mainly 

supplier 

driven  

Most new techniques originate from 

machinery and chemical industries 

      

Opportunity for technological 

accumulation is  focused on 

improvements and modifications in 

production methods and associated 

inputs, and on product design 

      

 Most technology is transferred 

internationally, embodied in capital 

goods  

       Low appropriability, low entry barriers  

    

Innovation takes the form of new designs 

and branding. Trademarks would be the 

ideal way to appropriate innovation 

efforts  

2. Natural 

resource-

based  

Sugar, tobacco, 

wine, fruit, milk, 

mining industry  

SME/ 

Large 

Supplier 

driven, 

science 

based  

Importance of basic and applied research 

led by public research institutes due to 

low appropriability of knowledge 

      
 Innovation is also spurred by suppliers 

(machinery, seeds, chemicals, etc.)  

      

Increasing importance of international 

sanitary and quality standards, and of 

patents  

      
Low appropriability of knowledge, but 

high for input suppliers  

3. Complex 

products  

Automobile and 

auto 

components, 

aircraft, 

consumer 

electronics. 

Pharmaceuticals 

Large 

Scale 

intensive 

and  also 

Science 

based 

firms 

Technological accumulation is generated 

by the design, building and operation of 

complex production systems or products  

      In-house R&D is critical for innovation  

      
Process and Product technologies 

develop incrementally  

      

In consumer electronics, technological 

accumulation emerges mainly from 

corporate R&D laboratories and 

university. There is a skill entry barrier 

       Appropriability is medium, high  

4. Specialized 

suppliers  

Software, 

precision 

equipment  

SME 
Specialized 

suppliers  

Important user-producer interactions. 

Learning from advanced users 

      
 Low barriers to entry and low 

appropriability  

       
High in-house R&D for development of 

cutting edge technologies  

Source: Author’s elaboration based on Pavitt (1984) and Giulani et al. (2005)  
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Pavitt’s work highlights the interaction between sectors. Science based sectors and 

specialized suppliers provide newer technology, which is incorporated by supplier 

dominated sectors (i.e. low technology sectors). New technology is acquired both 

indirectly, through expenditures in machinery and new employees coming from related 

industries which facilitate technology migration or directly through, for example, 

technology license acquisition.  

 

In addition, the inter-sectoral links have a geographical aspect. The most developed 

countries (measured by a higher GDP per capita) have a manufacturing structure that is 

more specialized in sectors with higher technological content (Imbs and Wacziarg, 

2003)
5
, which in Pavitt’s taxonomy are science based and specialized suppliers 

innovation patterns. On the contrary, less developed countries tend to be also specialized 

but in less technological intensive sectors, mostly those with supplier dominated and 

scale intensive industries innovation patterns. 

 

Therefore, in general, there is a spatial diffusion of technologies from science based firms 

and specialized suppliers mostly located in more advanced countries to adopting firms in 

supplier dominated and scale intensive sectors especially in the developing world. As a 

consequence, the international diffusion of technology cannot be separated from the 

innovation processes of firms in the developing world.  

                                                 
5
 Imbs and Wacziarg (2003) provide evidence of a U-shaped relationship between specialization in 

production (measured by both value added and employment) and per capita income. Poor countries and—to 

a lesser degree—rich countries tend to specialize in the production of a fairly narrow range of activities 

however these activities tend to be different.  
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However, both Pavitt’s work and the innovation studies that followed the research on 

sectoral taxonomies analyzed innovative patterns in a “closed economy” context without 

explicitly taking into account international links. For example, research on innovation 

patterns in manufacturing has focused in the UK (Pavitt 1984), Italy (Archibugi, 

Cesaratto et al. 1991), and Greece (Souitaris 2002). Research on innovation patterns 

including  manufacturing and services has been performed for Denmark and Finland  

(Leiponen and Drejer 2007). 

 

Table 2 provides a guide to match the innovation patterns presented with the United 

Nations International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC)
6
 and the OECD 

classification of industries using sectoral technological content.  

 

 

Table 2 - Comparative Industrial Classification (OECD, ISIC, Pavitt Taxonomy) 

  
ISIC 

Rev. 3 

Pavitt’s 

taxonomy 

OECD 

R&D/production  

High-technology industries  

 Aggregate 

intensity2 

Median 

Intensity 

Aircraft and spacecraft  353 

Science based/ 

scale intensive 10.3 10.4 

Pharmaceuticals  2423 Science based 10.5 10.1 

Office, accounting and computing machinery   30 

Science based/ 

scale intensive 7.2 4.6 

Radio, TV and communications equipment     32 

Science based/ 

scale intensive 7.4 7.6 

                                                 
6
 This Table can be further expanded to include the North American Industrial Classification (NAICs). This 

could be achieved by using the correspondence table between sectors in the ISIC classification and NAICs. 

The correspondence table can be found in http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regso.asp?Ci=28&Lg=1. 

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regso.asp?Ci=28&Lg=1
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Medical, precision and optical instruments    33 

Specialized 

suppliers 9.7 5.6 

Medium-high-technology industries       

Electrical machinery and apparatus, n.e.c.    31 Scale intensive 3.6 2.3 

Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers    34 Scale intensive 3.5 2.8 

Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals   

24 excl. 

2423 

Science based 

2.9 2.2 

Railroad equipment and transport equipment, 

n.e.c.   

352 + 

359 

Scale intensive 

3.1 2.8 

Machinery and equipment, n.e.c.  29 

Specialized 

suppliers 2.2 2.1 

Medium-low-technology industries       

Building and repairing of ships and boats     351 

Specialized 

suppliers 1 1 

Rubber and plastics products   25 Scale intensive 1 1.1 

Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear 

fuel   23 

Scale intensive 

0.4 0.3 

Other non-metallic mineral products    26 Scale intensive 0.8 0.6 

Basic metals and fabricated metal products  27-28 Scale intensive 0.6 0.5 

Low-technology industries       

Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c.; Recycling      36-37 Na 0.5 0.5 

Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing 

and publishing   20-22 

Supplier 

dominated 0.4 0.1 

Food products, beverages and tobacco   15-16 Scale intensive 0.3 0.3 

Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 17-19 

Supplier 

dominated 0.3 0.4 

Total manufacturing 15-37  2.6 2.2 

Sources: Author’s elaboration based on OECD (2003), Pavitt (1984), Scherer (1982) 

 

 

 

2.2 Globalization of Production  

 

The question about the effects of spatial diffusion of technologies in developing countries 

has been widely researched by the international technology diffusion (ITD) branch of 

economics. For example, Keller (2004) provides a comprehensive review of the 

literature. This literature stream has focused in the channels of technology diffusion 

across countries, such as foreign direct investment and trade indicators, specifically, 

exports and imported inputs.  
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Nevertheless, the empirical evidence on ITD effects in enhancing developing countries 

economic performance is contradictory depending on the aggregation level of the 

analysis. Aggregate analysis at the industry level tends to find positive effects. For 

example, sectoral positive effects are documented on skills upgrading, measured as the 

share of total wage bill of non-production workers  in the presence of US multinationals 

in 16 developing countries (Slaughter 2002). On the other hand, analyses at the firm level 

find mixed evidence. For example, Berman et al. (2005) do not find a conclusive result 

on  positive effects for the share of skilled workers resulting from  increased proportions 

of exports and imported inputs in the sales of Indian manufacturing firms. Moreover, 

Fajnzylber and Fernandes (2008), using establishment level data, found mixed evidence 

on the effect of FDI, foreign licensing, exports and imported inputs on the share of skilled 

labor in Malaysia, China and Brazil.  

 

The contradiction between aggregate sector-level and micro-level findings may be partly 

because sector effects may capture the strong influence of large firms, while firm level 

analysis may reflect firm heterogeneity for which ITD has mixed effects. Second, the 

channels depicted in the ITD literature may not capture the different degrees of functional 

integration to the global production chains (Zanfei 2000) which may, in turn, induce 

varied effects of international technology diffusion in local economies.  
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For example, FDI may imply vertical integration among headquarters and wholly owned 

local subsidiaries. Alternatively FDI may take the form of a network relationship where 

there is partial foreign ownership but the local firm’s management is independent. 

Evidence from Romania shows positive spillovers of two types when there is joint 

domestic and foreign ownership (Javorcik & Sparatenau 2008). First, as FDI with joint 

ownership may face lower costs of finding local suppliers of intermediates, it is more 

likely to engage in local sourcing than wholly owned foreign subsidiaries, creating 

productivity spillovers to local producers in the supplying sectors (vertical spillovers). 

Second, MNEs tend to transfer technologies to their partially owned affiliates (i.e. 

associates), though less sophisticated technologies than to wholly owned subsidiaries, and 

therefore it facilitates knowledge absorption by local firms in the same sector (horizontal 

spillovers).  

 

Hence there is a rationale to go beyond current ITD metrics (i.e. FDI, exports and 

imported inputs). There is a need to specify the ownership structure of firms that 

participate in production on an international scope to better understand its effects on the 

productivity of local firms and plants.  

  

Another stream of research also analyzes the participation of local producers in the 

international markets. The literature on global commodity chains (GCC) and global value 

chains (GVC) (Sturgeon 2000; Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008) focuses on 

firm level governance across countries that have distinct impacts on industrial upgrading. 
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The early work on GCC literature (Gereffi 1999) posited that capital and technology 

intensive industries (e.g. electronics, autos; which have science-based and scale intensive 

innovation patterns, respectively) were related to certain types of global industrial 

organization. This organizational set up mainly involved multinational vertical 

integration (also known as hierarchical association schemes) and ownership relations 

between multinationals and closely “captive” suppliers. In these industries, 

manufacturers, usually multinationals, play the central roles in coordinating 

manufacturing networks (Gereffi 1999; Gereffi 2002).  

 

Another set of consumer goods industries such as apparel and footwear are likely to be 

governed by buyers, usually large retailers. These industries tend to have low technology 

intensity and in these sectors innovation is driven by design and marketing, and buyers 

outsource the manufacturing (Sturgeon 2008). These sectors share characteristics with 

Pavitt’s supplier dominated innovation patterns, which innovate mostly in production 

processes and which product innovation is not driven mainly by technology but by 

design.  

 

Sectoral technology flows were also studied by Scherer (1982) who identified technology 

“exporter” sectors in computer equipment, farm and mining machinery industries. These 

sectors have science based and specialized suppliers innovation patterns in Pavitt’s 

taxonomy. On the other hand, apparel and leather, textiles, lumber and wood products, all 

with supplier dominated innovation patterns, were technology “importer” sectors which 
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improved mostly in production processes that stayed within the sector (Scherer 1982). A 

logical implication is that in developing countries many times the chance to innovate lies 

in making production more efficient through new production processes (i.e. process 

innovations), rather than new products with new technology which mostly are crafted by 

the lead science based and specialized suppliers firms.  

 

The GCC literature evolved into GVC (Sturgeon, 2008) and the current research in GVC 

governance points out the shift in the organization of global production towards external 

networks outside multinational firms’ boundaries. Due partly to IT advancements that 

enable the codification of complex information and flexible capital equipment, it has 

been observed that both buyer and manufacturer driven chains have experimented with 

de-verticalization in production while relying in external networks that they do not 

necessarily own (Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005) 

 

GVC governance can be structured through different relationships (i.e. types of firm 

engagement to global production): a) hierarchical relations; where local firms are owned 

by a larger multinational firm; b) market relationships with no ownership relation, where 

the costs of switching to new partners are low for both parties due to product 

standardization, and c) network relationships between firms that cooperate because they 

possess complementary competences.  
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Recent work on GVC has identified five generic ways that firm coordinate between value 

chain activities (Gereffi, Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008): 1) simple market 

linkages, governed by price; 2) linkages within the same firm (vertical integration), 

governed by management hierarchy, and three types of networks: 3) modular linkages, 

where complex information regarding the transaction is codified and often digitized 

before being passed to highly competent suppliers; 4) relational linkages, where tacit 

information is exchanged between buyers and highly competent suppliers; and  5) captive 

linkages, where less competent suppliers are provided with detailed instructions(Gereffi, 

Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008).  

 

An area that is a work in progress in this stream of the innovation studies literature is to 

identify and operationalize GVC governance types and relate them to sectoral technology 

patterns beyond the case study methodology.  

 

 

 

2.3. Innovation Heterogeneity Within Sectors 

 

An important question is how well official sectoral categories accurately depict different 

innovation patterns. Pavitt’s and Pavitt-related (e.g. Archibugi, et al.) innovation patterns 

create sectoral taxonomies that are based on the technological commonalities at the 

industry level. Nevertheless, a central question on how accurate classifications that are 

based on the products manufactured (e.g. United Nations’ International Standard 
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Industrial Classification –ISIC, North American Industrial Classification System - 

NAICS) capture these innovation patterns.  

 

On one hand, the use of sectors to characterize innovation patterns is partially validated  

because industry specific characteristics  are averages of cross firm distributions that 

show stable patterns across time and countries (Dosi 1988). Nevertheless, as 

acknowledged by their proponents, the weakness of sectoral taxonomies is the high 

degree of variance across firms in each of the categories (Pavitt 1984; Archibugi 2001). 

For example, more recent research points out that there is no such thing as a firm with 

‘typical’ innovation and technological characteristics in, for example, low technology 

industries (Smith 2008).  

 

Empirically, Leiponen and Drejer (2007) confirmed what was already advanced by Dosi 

(1988) and later by Archibugi (2001): there is intra sectoral variation in the channels 

firms use to innovate. In Denmark and Finland innovation heterogeneity is pervasive, to a 

point that more than 40% of industries
7
 had less than half of its member firms in one 

innovation pattern. In other words, more than 4 out of ten of NACE sector categories did 

not have an innovation pattern dominating the sector.  

 

                                                 
7
 Analysis done at the 5-digit level of the NACE (Classification of Economic Activities in the European 

Community).  
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A direct consequence is that policymakers face the difficult challenge of formulating 

policies that are relevant to the majority of firms. Past data on sector “neutral” innovation 

policies in the US show that implicitly they end up serving specific industries
8
 as their 

usage is concentrated in a few sectors of the economy (Atkinson, 2007). Moreover, there 

is yet another layer to public policy formulation, as even industrial policies that target 

specific sectors may only affect a sub-group of firms, those that share the same 

innovation pattern. The reason is that it is not unusual to find firms with different 

innovation patterns co-existing within official sectors/industries (e.g. ISIC or NAICS).   

 

 

 

2.4 Agglomeration Economies  

 

Close localization of establishments has been considered important for increasing their 

efficiency (Marshall 1890). An establishment situated in an area of density or a cluster 

can enjoy the competitive benefits associated with agglomeration economies. On the 

other hand, an establishment in an isolated location would more likely increase its 

productivity through internal scale economies.  

 

                                                 
8
 R&D tax credits, a so called neutral innovation policy have been mostly used by high technology sectors. 

In 2004, 70 percent of the $6.4 billion in US tax credits were granted to high technology sectors (i.e. 

computer and electronic products- 26 percent, chemicals, including pharmaceuticals and medicines-16 

percent, information, including software-16 percent, transportation equipment, including motor vehicles 

and aerospace -12 percent).  
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External economies emanating from geographical agglomeration refers to the economies 

accruing to a firm from the level of economic activity in an area. They can be of two 

types:  First, “localization economies” include the benefits of being near other producers 

of the same commodity or service. And, second, external economies can refer to 

“urbanization economies”, that is, being close to producers of a wide range of 

commodities and services. 

 

Localization economies, which are possible because of the spatial concentration of firms 

in the same industry in a particular area, are external to the individual firms but internal 

to the industry. These within-industry economies are also identified as Marshall Arrow 

Romer (MAR) externalities (Marshall 1890; Arrow 1962; Romer 1986)
9
. They  arise 

from a larger number of firms in the same industry and the same place as shoppers are 

attracted to a place with many sellers, workers with industry specific skills are attracted 

to a greater concentration of industry, and the reductions in costs from continuous 

production spills to other firms located in the same place  (Lall, Funderburg et al. 2004).   

 

Localization economies also include sharing of sector-specific inputs and knowledge, 

intra-industry linkages, and opportunities for efficient subcontracting among firms. For 

example, firms that share specialized inputs and production technologies are more likely 

to cooperate in a variety of ways. Furthermore, a large concentration of firms within the 

                                                 
9
 Marshall (1890) stated that the concentration of an industry in a city helps knowledge spillovers between 

firms and the growth of that industry and that city. Arrow (1960) elaborated an early formalization on 

knowledge spillovers between firms in an industry while Romer (1986) introduced the issue of knowledge 

spillover as part of the endogenous growth theory. 
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same industry increases possibilities for collective action to lobby regulators, or to bulk 

bid prices of intermediate products and other factors of production (Henderson 1994, 

Henderson 1997). Evidence presented for the North Carolina textile cluster shows that 

localization in the same area can help firms overcome low returns to scale and grow large 

(World Bank, 2008).  

 

Urbanization economies arise from the co-location of a large number of different 

industries in the same place. These between industry  economies were first proposed by 

Jane Jacobs (Jacobs 1961), are also called Jacobs externalities  and come from adapting 

ideas from others. In an area where division of labor is made possible by the existence of 

different industries, workers in an industry bring innovation to other industries through 

user-producer interactions.  

 

For example, in the manufacturing sector, specialized suppliers need close interaction 

with their users to learn from them and fine-tune the design of, for example, precision 

machinery. Therefore, such machinery manufacturers may need to stay close to the 

producers that use the equipment. As well, in the services sector located in New York’s 

Wall Street and in the city of London, financial firms, insurance companies, and banking 

syndicates benefit from being close to one another. Such co-location stimulates the 

growth of other specialist services, such as legal, software, data processing, advertising, 

and management consulting firms (World Bank 2008). 
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Although industry concentration (both between and within economies) provides many 

benefits, some of these may be offset by higher input costs from rising competition 

between firms for fixed labor and land. Coincident with higher productivity, wages and 

rents may rise and transport costs may increase due to congestion. Especially for sectors 

with low skilled labor and standardized technologies, the net benefits of own industry 

concentration may be marginal (World Bank 2008).  From a policy making perspective, 

clusters of similar firms are sometimes promoted as the best environment for innovation. 

But the studies cited here find instead that diverse metropolises do better in breeding new 

products and processes. 

 

In a dynamic dimension, new firms often start in diverse cities, but they move to 

specialized cities after they mature. In Japan, the US and South Korea; trial plants, R&D 

and services are usually based in large cities, but mass production plants are in smaller 

cities or rural areas (World Bank 2008). Young firms appear to need a period of 

experimentation to determine their ideal production process.  In the early learning phase, 

diversified cities act as “nurseries” for firms to try out a variety of processes. Once a firm 

identifies its ideal process, it can begin mass production in specialized cities, where all 

firms share similar processes or specializations.  For young firms, urban diversity is more 

important. A new businessman may not know all the details of the product to be made, 

what components to use, where to source them, which workers to hire, and how to 

finance the venture and being located in a diverse large metropolis would help to figure 

out the procurement for the production process (Nakamura 1985). 
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Now the main pillars to the study of innovation processes within-sectors have been laid 

out: a) the level of analysis to study innovation are manufacturing establishments in Latin 

America; b) those establishments have different innovation  patterns, even though the 

establishments are classified in the same official sector/industry; c) global production 

ownership structures are  incorporated in the analysis to elucidate  innovation patterns 

and d) the potential intensity of agglomeration economies of both localization and 

urbanization economies in different innovation patterns. Now the focus shifts to examine 

the link between productivity, innovation and the potential catching up for less efficient 

establishments.  

 

 

2.5. Innovation and Productivity Determinants 

 

A fundamental question within the innovation literature is to identify the degree of 

innovativeness of a new product or process. One stream of the literature posits that this 

question can be approached by elucidating if the new products or new production 

processes are new to the world, new to the local economy or just new to the firm (Smith 

2003; Smith 2005).  

New-to-the-world products and technological processes are rare and mostly found in 

Pavitt’s science-based and specialized suppliers sectors, which are mostly high tech 

industries (See table 2). For example, in the UK it has been estimated that new to the 

world innovation only takes place in six percent of the UK’s economy, although the 
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benefits may later spread to other parts of the economy processes (National Endowment 

for Science 2007).   

 

Another stream of the literature, to which this dissertation adheres, calculates the relative 

productivity to understand the establishment’s degree of innovativeness. It uses a 

“subject” approach to identify innovative establishments as those that self declared being 

innovative in creating either new processes or products (Smith 2003)
10

. 

 

This strand of the literature identifies the technological frontier as the maximum 

productivity in the industry. If the data available for calculations encompasses all or most 

of countries in the world then the technological frontier can be thought as a proxy for new 

to the world innovation. The literature also identifies the distance from the technological 

frontier, as a measure of the potential for catching up through, for example, technology 

transfer (Griffith, Redding et al. 2004). Therefore, this dissertation relates to both the 

literature on technological change and to the literature on catching-up in productivity 

gaps.  

 

Technological change and innovation intrinsically include the ideas of change, growth 

and evolution. Starting with the macroeconomic link between productivity and economic 

growth found by Solow (1957), nowadays it is well accepted that industrial innovation 

                                                 
10

 The alternative approach is a technological focus on products, that can give insights to competitive 

strategies, and ability to assess changes in the firm’s product mix  
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has been the engine of growth (Romer, 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1994; Aghion and 

Howitt, 1998). The empirical endogenous growth macroeconomics literature, for 

example, shows that half of cross country differences in per-capita income and growth 

have been driven by differences in total factor productivity, generally associated with 

technological progress (Dollar and Wolff 1997; Hall and Jones, 1998).  

 

Authors such as Romer point out that research on endogenous technological change is 

complementary but different to the study of productivity at the industry/sector or firm 

level (Romer 1994), which is the interest of this dissertation. Nevertheless, the 

performance at the country level cannot be dissociated from micro behaviors that induce 

technological change and enhance productivity at the firm level. At the micro level, 

besides technological change, there are improvements in  management practices 

including labor relations, innovativeness in devising new systems such as just-in-time 

inventory management and quality circles that are at the root of productivity 

improvements (Dertouzos, Lester et al. 1989).  

 

Productivity, in general refers to the efficiency by which firms turn inputs into outputs. 

Simply put, productivity is efficiency in production: how much output is obtained from a 

given set of inputs.  

 

There are different metrics to capture the idea of productivity. Usually, it is expressed as 

an output-input ratio. First, single-factor productivity measures reflect units of output 
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produced per unit of a particular input. Labor productivity is the most common measure 

of this type and the most used in official statistics, such as the US Bureau of Labor 

Statistics’ labor productivity monthly statistics (Syverson, 2010). Single-factor 

productivity levels are affected by the intensity of use of the excluded inputs. For 

example, two producers may have quite different labor productivity if one happens to use 

capital much more intensively. 

 

A second productivity metric takes into account intermediate inputs as well as labor. 

Value added reflects the difference of units of output produced per unit of labor minus 

intermediate inputs per unit of labor (see empirical strategy section for calculation 

formula).  

 

Third, a productivity metric that is invariant to the intensity of use of observable factor 

inputs is called total factor productivity, or TFP (it is also sometimes called multifactor 

productivity, MFP). TFP is calculated under the assumption of a certain a production 

function. However, as we will discuss in the data management section, TFP 

implementation and results are troublesome when the data is a cross section of one year 

(Escribano and Guash, 2008).  

 

A different technique is an entirely nonparametric approach, data envelopment analysis 

(DEA), which calculates a relative efficiency score among the establishments analyzed 

using all three inputs (capital, labor and intermediate inputs) (Cooper, et al 2006).   
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After elaborating on the different metrics to capture productivity, the focus turns into the 

implications of high productivity in the relative growth of countries. At the macro level, 

high productivity growth is possible in initially poor countries as a result of the diffusion 

of knowledge already available in industrial countries (Gerschenkron 1962). The 

potential "benefit" of backwardness is that, if countries could capitalize on their 

backwardness, they could enjoy a rapid spurt of catch-up growth. The benefits from 

backwardness do not accrue automatically but result from purposive activities on the part 

of individual firms within a generally favorable policy environment.  

 

The policy discussion on catching up has been somewhat focused on the 

macro/environment level at the expense of firm-level catching up. However, at the end  

firms are the principal agents of a development process (Fagerberg and Godinho 2005).   

 

On the policy side, the favorable environment includes a stable macroeconomic policy 

and institutions designed to facilitate the identification and absorption of technology 

(Pack 1994).  On the firm level side, catching up has been associated with innovation, 

particularly of the organizational kind but also with migration to new industries. For 

example, in the case of Japanese firms, innovation during their catch-up phase to Western 

firms included product innovations, especially incremental adaptations to demand, but 

mainly process innovations of the organizational type (e.g. just-in-time production, zero 

inventory and total quality control systems).  
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During the 60’s, it was expected that sectors prone to catching up were scale intensive or 

science-based sectors, such as chemicals, railroad and electrical equipment, where 

knowledge is easily codified (Gerschenkron 1962). More recently, according to the GVC 

literature the sectors where codified knowledge allows for standardization of production 

also include industries engaged in buyer driven chains. These industries are classified as 

of low technology or with supplier dominated innovation patterns. Primary examples of 

these industries are apparel and foot wear sectors. These sectors join the producer driven 

sectors to enlarge the pool of industries where codification allows for the outsourcing of 

manufacturing (Sturgeon 2008).  

 

In summary, the literature points out that catching up, at least on an early stage across all 

sectors, is more likely through production process innovations and local product 

innovation  rather than new to the world new products. How different types of ownership 

affect the potential to catch up at the sectoral level remains a subject to be explored.  

 

As innovation proceeds, new products and better methods of production are developed, 

introduced and later imitated by other firms.  Certainly, the possibility of imitation and 

catch-up holds out a greater potential for gain in productivity to firms that are relatively 

laggard than to firms that are relatively advanced (Dosi 1988), provided they have 

adequate absorptive capacity to understand, adapt and use newer technologies (Cohen 

and Levinthal, 1999).  
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Recent theoretical and empirical developments have shown that within sectors, firm 

productivity influences the type of engagement with global markets if they happen. 

Lower productivity firms do not export, higher productivity firms export directly and 

firms with the highest productivity are associated with FDI in export platforms. 

Moreover, higher firm level productivity heterogeneity leads to significantly more 

horizontal FDI
11

 sales to the local markets relative to exports (Melitz, Helpman et al. 

2003).   

 

In previous sections this dissertation has presented theoretical and empirical evidence 

supporting that establishments classified in the same ISIC sector have different 

innovation patterns. Those patterns encompass varied technological and global industrial 

organization characteristics. In turn, the patterns that group similar establishments may 

have, on average, different productivity performance. Clusters of establishments that 

share a common innovation pattern within an ISIC sector, in the sense described above, 

can be ranked as "better" or "worse" according to their distance from the technological 

frontier.  

 

As reviewed in the innovation heterogeneity section, the work of identifying innovation 

patterns is relevant for policy formulation if it is related back to their ISIC sector since 

several public policies are formulated using established industrial categories. By 

                                                 
11

 Horizontal FDI refers to investments in production facilities abroad that are designed to serve those local 

customers. An extension of the model includes FDI as export platforms but excludes vertical FDI that 

involve fragmentation of production across countries. 
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identifying the different innovation patterns coexisting in an official ISIC category and 

their relative productivity performance, the results can give an insight on how 

“successful” clusters of establishments have found their way to compete in the new 

global context and indicate avenues of strategic innovation within the industry (Camuffo, 

Pozzana et al. 2008). 
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Section 3 Hypotheses 
 

 

 

The following hypotheses use mainly the manufacturing establishment (i.e. factory, 

plant) as the unit of analysis. In the micro productivity literature, plants often embody the 

smallest indivisible unit of a production process, and as such are a natural level at which 

to study technologies (Syverson, 2010).  

 

At the same time, it is also clear that firm-level factors are also related to the productivity 

levels of the firm’s component business units (Syverson, 2010).  In particular, the 

organizational structure of the firm’s production units—the industries they operate in, 

ownership, their vertical and horizontal linkages, their relative sizes, and so on.  

 

Though the establishment is the main unit of analysis, the firm’s ownership is used to 

account for the organizational structure of the firm and to operationalize the GVC 

concepts according to OECD definitions of foreign subsidiaries and associates
12

 (OECD, 

2005, 2008). The choice to use the firm to depict the organizational structure, gives us 

insights on the degree of control (i.e. the strength of the hierarchical relations) of those 

                                                 
12

 Subsidiary is a direct investment firm if the foreign direct investor has an ownership greater than 50% of 

voting rights.  Associate encompasses direct investment firms and portfolio investments when the foreign 

direct investor holds equal or less than 50% of voting rights (OECD, 2005)  
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firms under foreign ownership. Arms length transactions are reflected in those firms 

without foreign ownership that export directly and those firms that only sell locally.  

 

As previously illustrated, innovation processes are not homogeneous across 

establishments and sectors. In fact, the official sectoral categories (e.g. ISIC) may hide 

different intra-sectoral technological characteristics. At the same time, a firm’s 

engagement in global production may have distinct contributions to innovative capacities 

of local establishments due partly to geographical inter-sectoral technology flows. The 

location of the establishment and the accompanying characteristics of market 

concentration have an effect on the establishment’s efficiency. Finally, relative efficiency 

in terms of distance to the frontier can be different depending on the productivity metric 

used, from metrics that take into account labor factors of production (labor productivity), 

labor and intermediate inputs (value added) and technical efficiency scores (taking into 

account all three inputs, including capital). These arguments are based on the diagram in 

Figure 1 and articulated in the following empirical hypotheses: 
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Figure 1 – Diagram of Analytical Framework 

 

 

3.1. Hypothesis Related to Innovation Patterns and Global Production (1 and 2) 

 

Hypothesis 1. Local exporting establishments engaged in global production through 

market transactions and not ownership typically have supplier dominated 

innovation pattern characteristics.   

 

Global buyers generally play the central roles in coordinating production networks in low 

technology or mature industries, such as apparel manufacturing, shoe manufacturing, 

lumber and wood products (Gereffi 1999; Gereffi 2002). Most establishments in these 

sectors are characterized as having supplier dominated innovation patterns, where 
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innovation is mostly in production processes, innovations that stay within the sector 

(Scherer 1982; Pavitt 1984). Product innovation is driven by design and adoption of new 

materials and the standardized nature of the products as well as the easiness to codify 

blueprints and designs, make more likely the outsourcing of manufacturing outside the 

boundaries of the buyer firm. Therefore engagement to global production through vertical 

integration is not necessary.  

 

 

Hypothesis 2. Establishments that engage in global production through vertical 

integration as part of multinational firms (e.g. through FDI) mostly have science 

based and scale intensive innovation patterns.  

 

According to the GVC literature, capital and technology intensive industries such as 

electronics and auto making are related to certain types of global production, mainly 

involving vertical integration or hierarchical association schemes between multinationals 

and closely “captive” suppliers. Establishments that are part of these sectors mostly show 

science-based and scale intensive innovation patterns (Pavitt, 1984). These sectors in 

particular provide most of the new technology to the rest of the economy, many times in 

the form of new products. In many cases the outsourcing of production is difficult or not 

convenient because there is a need to keep knowledge both codified and tacit within the 

firm. 
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3.2. Hypotheses Related to Innovation Heterogeneity Within Sectors (3 and 4) 

 

One branch of the innovation studies literature has explained within sector 

asymmetries/heterogeneity in innovation characteristics with the pace of  sectoral 

technological change (Leiponen and Drejer 2007). Industries where technological change 

is more rapid or frequent (i.e. high technology/science based and some forms of scale 

intensive sectors) would be more heterogeneous than more stable industries (LMT or 

supplier dominated sectors), where technologies tend to be well diffused and therefore 

the degree of homogeneity is higher.  

 

Hypothesis 3. In high tech and medium high tech sectors, larger innovation 

heterogeneity is expected. This is reflected in the lack of a dominant innovation 

pattern (no innovation pattern clusters more than 50% of the establishments in a 

particular ISIC).  

 

Within each official industrial sector (e.g. ISIC) coexists different groups of 

establishments sharing similar innovation patterns. The degree of heterogeneity is related 

to the pace of technological change. Sectors classified as High Technology as well as 

Medium High Technology 
13

 (See Table 2) are associated with relatively faster 

technological change than low technology sectors, which have more stable technological 

conditions. Faster technological change may imply greater asymmetry in innovation 

                                                 
13

 OECD (2003) 
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processes within industries. This can be understood as the lack an innovation pattern 

concentrating the majority of establishments in a particular ISIC sector.  

 

 

Hypothesis 4. Low Technology sectors evolve less rapidly, therefore asymmetries are 

smaller and there is a dominant innovation pattern (more than 50% of the 

establishments in a particular ISIC sector belong to an innovation pattern).  

 

Low technology sectors may have relative weaker selection processes and a lower degree 

of asymmetry among firms, allowing for the existence of a majority of establishments 

sharing a dominant technology pattern.  

 

According to Dosi (1988), the lower the degree of inter-firm asymmetries, the more the 

improvements of the indicator of industrial performance (i.e. productivity) have to rely on 

widespread learning and diffusion processes. This assessment may guide policies 

addressing the conditions governing the adoption of technologies generated in science 

based / specialized suppliers sectors towards broad dissemination of new technologies 

either embodied in machinery or disembodied knowledge in codified /tacit form. 
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3.3. Hypotheses Related to the Determinants of Innovation and 

Efficiency/Productivity (5 to 9) 

 

The previous hypotheses relate to innovation patterns and the presence of heterogeneity 

within official sector classifications (i.e. different innovation patterns coexisting in the 

same industry). Now attention turns to identify the determinants of establishments’ 

innovation and the degree of innovativeness, which is proxied by the establishments’ 

relative productivity and efficiency.  

 

Hypothesis 5. Localization economies generated by geographical agglomeration of 

establishments from the same sector increase innovation and efficiency. 

 

Once an establishment creates a new product, and identifies its ideal production process, 

it can begin mass production in specialized cities, where establishments share similar 

processes or specializations (i.e. with a high percentage of firms from the same sector). 

Therefore, localization economies are important to enhance efficiency and productivity 

(Henderson (2008). On the other hand, the question if localization economies increase the 

propensity to innovate is debated (World Bank, 2008).  

 

 

Hypothesis 6- Urbanization economies which are generated by geographical 

agglomeration of establishments from different sectors increase innovation.  
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Diverse metropolises where establishments from different sectors and using different 

technologies are situated do better in breeding new products and processes. Therefore, for 

an establishment to become innovative, urbanization economies would matter most 

(World Bank, 2004; Jacobs, 1961). The effect of urbanization economies on the 

establishment’s productivity is not clear though.   

 

Hypothesis 7. Engagement in global production, either through arms length 

transactions (locally owned exporters) or foreign ownership tends to increase the 

establishment’s innovation.  

 

Only firms with sufficiently high productivity level start to supply goods to foreign 

markets as predicted by theoretical models that relate the observed heterogeneity in 

foreign market participation to heterogeneity in firm productivity (Melitz, et al 2003).   

 

Moreover, recent research in the manufacturing sector that has differentiated between the 

effects of trade in process and product innovation has found: a) an influence from product 

innovation to productivity and then to the decision to export which may explain how a 

firm’s decision to invest in R&D and make product innovations drives its productivity 

and triggers the decision to start exporting (Cassiman and Martinez, 2007), and b) a link 

going from exporting to process innovation and then to productivity growth (Damijan et 

al 2008). 
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Foreign ownership usually implies the transfer of advanced technology and/or 

management practices to local establishments increasing their productivity and 

efficiency. The literature differentiates between wholly owned subsidiaries and partially 

owned affiliates, being the former the recipients of the more advanced technologies and 

practices (Javorcik & Sparatenau 2008).  

 

 

Hypothesis 8. Engagement in global production through market transactions 

enhances both productivity and technical and scale efficiency of innovative 

establishments.  

  

Local exporters’ engagement in global production may increase technical and scale 

efficiency of innovative establishments. Technical efficiency which reflects the ability of 

an establishment to obtain maximum output for a given set of inputs may be fostered 

through features related to the exporting activity: access to knowledge to meet 

requirements of product quality, delivery time, process efficiency, and environmental, 

labor, and social standards (Gereffi, Humphrey, & Sturgeon. 2005).  However financial 

constrains may be a limit to acquire the capital needed to achieve an efficient scale of 

operation. 
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Hypothesis 9 - Being part of a multinational (i.e. having foreign ownership) assures 

both technical and scale efficiency of innovative establishments.  

 

FDI integrates local subsidiaries / affiliates to a global production chain. This helps them 

acquire more advanced technology which in turn may increase establishments’ technical 

efficiency (Kim, 1997). Scale efficiency may be reached as establishments with foreign 

ownership would not suffer the financial constraints that local exporters face. 
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Section 4  Data 
 

 

 

The data source used to test the hypotheses laid out in the previous section is the World 

Bank’s Investment Climate Surveys (ICS).  The ICS are factory (i.e. establishment) level 

surveys comprising the manufacturing sector. Manufacturing is then sub-categorized 

under the ISIC 3.1. classification, Section D (United_Nations 2008). At the moment the 

availability of panel data is limited, therefore the data described in Table 3 is a cross 

section of observations captured in 2005 in 14 countries
14

. The survey questionnaire 

allows elucidating, through self-response, innovative establishments in products and 

processes from not innovative ones (see Appendix for variable definition and 

questionnaire).  

 

At the sector level the ICS classifies the economic activity of the establishments as part 

of 8 sectors, which are not strictly related to the ISIC.  On the other hand, the ICS has 

information of the establishment’s main product sold at the 4- digit ISIC level. 

                                                 
14

 Argentina (10% of the sample), Bolivia (5.7%), Colombia (9.9%), México (17.4%), Panama (3.6%), 

Peru (5.7%), Paraguay (5.9%), Uruguay (5.5%), Chile (9.9%), Ecuador (5.6%), El Salvador (6.7%), 

Honduras (3.96%), Guatemala (4.8%), Nicaragua (5.3%) 
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For most of establishments the main product encompasses the majority of their total 

sales. Following the OECD approach (2007), the main product ISIC category captures the 

establishment’s predominant technology and therefore the sector of activity. The mean of 

the proportion of annual sales encompassed by the main product is 75.8% and the median 

is 80%, giving credit to our assumption that in most cases the establishment’s main 

product identifies the establishment’s industry.  

 

As said, the establishments’ main products are classified at the ISIC 4 digit-level. 

Establishments are aggregated to the 2-digit level using the hierarchical nature of the 

ISIC classification. With aggregation at the 2-digit level ISIC there are more observations 

(establishments) per category (see Table 3).  

 

The original ICS sectoral breakdown has been adapted to the OECD Scoreboard 

classification of manufacturing industries based on technology (OECD 2007) by using 

the ISIC of the product with the largest proportion of annual sales. By reclassifying the 

industrial sector the analysis incorporates the sectoral technological intensity (measured 

by R&D expenditures over production) in line with the OECD’s classification in high, 

medium-high, medium-low and low technology industries.  

 

Table 3 shows the sectoral breakdown of all the manufacturing establishments in the ICS 

sample.  
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Table 3 – ICS Distribution by Sector 2 Digit of Main Product Sold  

   Sector ISIC All establishments 

Only Innovative 

establishments 

   N 

% sector 

distribution n innovative 

% 

innovative 

1 HT Sectors 

:2423,30,32, 

33 * 290 4.6 231 80% 

2 

MHT-Chemicals excluding 

pharmaceuticals 24 677 10.7 527 78% 

3 MHT-All machinery sectors: 

31,34,352,29 

** 468 7.4 303 65% 

4 

MLT-Rubber and plastics 

products 25 248 3.9 201 81% 

5 

MLT-Other non-metallic 

mineral products 26 377 5.9 203 54% 

6 

MLT-Basic metals and 

fabricated metal products 27-28 434 6.8 332 76% 

7 

LT-Food products, beverages 

and tobacco 15-16 1,642 25.8 1,222 74% 

8 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, 

n.e.c. 36 142 2.2 117 82% 

9 

LT-Textiles, textile products, 

leather 17-19 1,869 29.4 1,365 73% 

10 

LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper 

products, products 20-22 207 3.3 145 70% 

  Total   6354 100.0 4,646 73% 

* 2423-Pharmaceuticals 

30-Office, accounting and computing machinery 

32-Radio, TV and communications equipment  

33-Medical, precision and optical instruments     

**31-Electrical machinery and apparatus, n.e.c.  

34-Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers    

29- Machinery and equipment, n.e.c  

352-Railroad equipment and transport equipment 

 

4.1. Data Management for Productivity Calculations 
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Data Management

A- Reconciling  ICS sector classification to UN ISIC and OECD technological intensity
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Figure 2 – Diagram of Data Management Process  

 

 

4.1.1. Deflation of Productivity Variables  

 

The productivity variables; output (sales) and input variables (labor costs, value of fixed 

assets and  capital costs and input costs), were first converted to nominal USD using the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) annual average exchange rates (IMF, 2010). Then 

productivity variables in USD were deflated using the Producer Price Index (PPI) for 

finished goods computed by the US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics 

(BLS, 2010). The base year was 2005 where the PPI average was 155.7.  

 

4.1.2. Imputation of Missing Values – Productivity Variables 
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Despite having a total of 6919
15

 observations of manufacturing establishments for the 14 

countries, there is an item non–response problem. Not all establishments have answers 

for productivity variables: sales (Y), labor (L), intermediate inputs (M), and fixed assets 

and capital (K). The item non response is about 10% in Y, and 7% for M and K (See 

Table 4).  

 

 

 

Table 4 – Number of Observations for Productivity Variables - All 

Establishments 

 

Number of valid observations for productivity 

variables (Y, L, K, M)   n 

missing 

values as 

% of total 

n - after 

imputation  

USY 6282 10% 6879 

USL 6919 0% 6919 

USK 6468 7% 6825 

USM 6472 7% 6808 

Total number of manufacturing establishments  6919 

   

 

 

 

To deal with the item non-response the missing values were imputed by replacing them 

with their establishment size-city-industry averages, which, are good instruments of their 

corresponding levels (Escribano and Guasch 2005). The process used to replace missing 

values in productivity data rests on the assumption that firms of the same size operating 

in the same industry and region follow the same distribution of values. 

 

                                                 
15

 The total number of establishments 6354 shown in Table 3 represents all those establishments that were 

classified among the ISIC categories out a total number of 6919. In other words 9% could not be classified 

in the ISIC categories of Table 3.  
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The imputation procedure is done at 2 levels. In the 1st level, averages are generated for 

the productivity variables in the same sector, city and firm size and then the missing 

values are replaced. In the 2
nd

 level, averages are generated for sector and city and then 

they replace the remaining missing values in the productivity measures. Both the 1
st
 and 

2nd level of imputation raises the total number of observations with values for all the 

productivity variables to 6773 observation or 98% of the total sample (Table 4).   

 

Table 5 shows the results of the imputation procedure for the innovative establishments
16

. 

Both the 1
st
 and 2nd level of imputation raises the number of observations with values for 

all the productivity variables to 4646 observations or 99% of the sample of innovative 

establishments. 

 

 

  

Table 5 - Number of Observations for Productivity Variables - Innovative 

Establishments 

 
Number of valid observations for productivity variables 

(Y, L, K, M) in innovative establishments   

Missing values as 

% of total 

N  after 

imputation 

USY 4250 10% 4646 

USL 4671 0 4671 

USK 4669 0 4665 

USM 4671 0 4665 

Total number of innovative manufacturing 

establishments  4672     

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16

 Out of a total 4672 innovative establishments, 4646 we classified under the 2 digit ISIC categories of 

Table 3 or 99%.  
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4.3. Empirical Analysis Strategy 

 

The methodological procedures to test the hypotheses can be divided into two parts (See 

Figure X).  The first set of procedures test the hypotheses related to the heterogeneity of 

innovation patterns within official sector classifications (Hypotheses 1 to 4).  This 

approach follows previous work by Leiponen and Drejer (2007), Hollestein (2003) and 

Srholec, and Verspagen (2008). Innovation patterns are identified through a 2-step data 

analysis. The first step is composed of multivariate data reduction (factor analysis) 

performed on variables depicting knowledge sources, agglomeration economies and 

establishment structure. The second step performs a cluster analysis on the scores of the 

factor analysis, including global production links to determine the number and 

characteristics of such innovation patterns. 
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Figure 3 – Methodology and Empirical Strategy 

 

 

 

The second set of methodological procedures tests the hypotheses related to the 

determinants of innovation and efficiency/productivity, including the role of 

agglomeration economies and ownership structures. The initial step involves the 

calculation of different innovation metrics such as labor productivity and value added. 

Special attention is devoted to the computation of efficiency scores through data 

envelopment analysis (DEA). DEA is a non parametric method and the application of 

bootstrapping techniques to the resulting scores assures their independence (Coelli, 1996; 

Cooper, W., L. Seiford, and K. Tone, 2006). The bootstrapped scores are used as 
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dependent variables in a regression framework on the following step (Simar and Wilson 

1998; Coelli and Rao, 2005).  Once the different productivity metrics are calculated, a 

Heckman selection model is run to explain innovation determinants (selection equation) 

and uses the productivity metrics as proxies of the performance of innovative 

establishments (outcome equation).  

 

In the next part, the empirical strategy is started by defining the variables used in the 

analysis.  

 

4.4. Variables  

 

Continuous variables of different scale (i.e. number of workers, US$ sales, etc) were 

transformed into their natural logarithms to reduce their skewness (e.g. the number of 

workers’ density tend to be grouped in the left hand side of the distribution). In cases 

where the original observation value was zero it was replaced by 1, so the observations 

are not lost when transformed to logs (See Appendix for variable operationalization).  

 

4.4.1. Innovation Metrics  

 

They are all dichotomous variables. 

The nature of innovations has a broader significance than patents, in line with 

Schumpeterian constructs. Establishments are classified as innovative if they have self-
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reported that they performed either: a) new products and b) new production processes 

17
(Schumpeter 1934; Criscuolo, Haskel et al. 2005).  

 

These broader measures are of interest for two reasons. First, not all innovations are 

patented. Industrial organization studies have recognized that not all innovations are 

patentable and also that not all patentable innovations are chosen to be patented (Pakes 

and Griliches, 1980, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2002). Second, nearly all innovations are 

located inside the technological frontier
18

; they are not outward displacements of the 

frontier, where patents are more likely to be used (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2002). In 

many cases firm innovations are adoptions and further adaptations from earlier frontier 

innovations. Because of that, these two measures of innovation outputs can provide an 

insight into the broader set of innovative activity, frontier and otherwise (Criscuolo, 

Haskel et al. 2005).  

 

Product innovation relates to productivity because it expands markets or market share, 

sales go up. If the use of production factors (K, L, M) is relatively lower than the increase 

in sales, then productivity will increase. Process innovations reduce costs by reducing the 

                                                 
17

 This view is compatible with Schumpeter’s typology (1934) of entrepreneurial opportunities included in: 

a) new products, b) new production processes, c) new markets, d) new sources of raw materials and e) new 

forms of organization.  

 
18

 In a 2004 paper, Griffith, R., S. Redding, et al. (2004 ). "Mapping the Two Faces of R&D: Productivity 

Growth in a Panel of OECD Industries." The Review of Economics and Statistics 84(6): 883–895 equate 

technological frontier with productivity frontier (p.883). The frontier is defined for each industry as the 

country with the highest level of total factor productivity. The paper uses a panel of industries across 

twelve OECD countries since 1970. 
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need of production factors by, for example, rearranging the factory layout. Then process 

innovations increase productivity and also add flexibility to the production process.  

 

4.4.2. Global Production Metrics 

 

They are all dichotomous variables:  

 Local establishments controlled by multinational firms (FA).  This variable 

captures the establishments that are part of firms with foreign ownership greater than 

50% 
19

(either in ordinary shares or voting rights). According to the OECD 

nomenclature (2005) these establishments are subsidiaries part of direct investment 

firms. Within the GVC literature these establishments can be identified as part of a 

hierarchical chain as foreign investors have control over the managerial decisions of 

the factory. 

 Local establishments with foreign ownership but that are managerially 

independent (FI). In this category both associate direct investment firms (10%-50% 

of ordinary shares or voting rights) and portfolio investments (less than 10%) are 

included. In these legal arrangements the manufacturing establishment is not 

controlled by the foreign investor (OECD, 2005). Within the GVC literature this 

construct may reflect a network cooperative mechanism.  

 Local establishments engaged in global production through market transactions 

(LFX). Fully locally owned exporter establishments.  

                                                 
19

 The ICS questionnaire asks specifically about firm ownership, though the majority of ICS questions are 

at the establishment level.  
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 Establishments not engaged in global production (LNFX). Fully locally owned 

establishments that do not export. 

 

4.4.3. Knowledge Sources 

 R&D activities: (dichotomous variable).  In the linear model, innovation is driven by 

new science discoveries, which are in great degree a product of investments in R&D. 

R&D is also necessary to generate absorptive capacities to understand and adapt new 

technologies (Cohen and Levinthal 1989)  

 Investment in new machinery: (continuous variable). Investment in equipment has 

been a critical variable explaining differences in productivity performance across 

sectors. For firms that undertake their own R&D, much of the resulting knowledge is 

embodied in equipment. For non-producers of technology, imported equipment may 

improve the average technology level. As a matter of fact, Low Technology 

manufacturing firms are a vehicle for spreading and implementing technologies 

created in other sectors. However, machines deteriorate and must be replaced, 

perhaps three-quarters of private investment in machinery and equipment is simply to 

replace depreciation (Pack 1994). Machinery depreciation replacement also benefits 

the firm through the embodied knowledge within it.  

 Foreign licenses (dichotomous variable): an establishment can benefit from inter and 

intra sectoral knowledge flows in the form of market transactions of codified 

knowledge of for example license of patents and trademarks. 
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 Imported inputs (continuous variable). It is measured as the proportion of foreign 

inputs over total inputs. According to the literature on technology diffusion (e.g. 

Keller, 2004) and GVC (e.g. it can reflect the dissemination of knowledge embodied 

in more sophisticated inputs as well as knowledge transfer for their use and fine 

tuning provided by input suppliers. 

 Exports (continuous variable).  It is measured as the proportion of exports over sales. 

It reflects the knowledge transfer provided by buyers in the GVC literature  

 Training (dichotomous variable): it reflects the external knowledge captured by 

employees through instruction and learning.  

 

4.4.4. Establishment Structure  

A broad interpretation of capital accumulation is used, which includes human capital, as 

well as physical capital as the driving forces behind economic performance. As well, firm 

size is captured by the number of workers. 

 

 Number of full time skilled production employees in the establishment.  

 Number of full time unskilled production employees in the establishment.  

 Number of full time non-production workers in the establishment. 

 Number of temporary full time employees in the establishment.  

 Capital intensity (fixed assets/total sales)  
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4.4.5. Agglomeration Economies 

 Localization Economies (LE): within-industry external economies that arise from 

being near other producers of the same commodity or service. An industry 

concentration index adapted from Lall, Funderburg et al. (2004) by the author. 

This measure e ~ rij is establishment-size adjusted employment for industry i in 

city/region r in country j, and is defined is:             

e~rij = erij ( 1− hrij), 

 

where hrji = Σ z irj 
2
 is the Herfindahl index for industry i in city/region r in country j 

and is calculated as the sum of squared establishments shares of local industry 

employment and e rij  is industry i’s employment in city/region r in country j. 

 

 Urbanization Economies (UE): between industry external economies that arise from 

being close to producers of a wide range of commodities and services. This industry-

mix index is a Herfindahl type measure  adapted from Lall, Funderburg et al. (2004) 

that examines the degree of economic diversity in each city/region r in country j.  

The Herfindahl index of a region r in country j, Hrj, is the sum of squared industry 

employment (E) shares i in city/region r of total employment (E) in city/region r in 

country j: 

 

Hrj = Σij (Erij / Erj) 
2
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4.4.6. Productivity Metrics  

 Labor productivity: it is the most basic and used productivity metric. It captures the 

units of output produced (measured in $ generated by sales) per unit of a particular 

input (measured in labor costs)  

 

 Value added: it takes into account intermediate inputs as well as labor. Value added 

reflects the difference of units of output produced per unit of labor minus 

intermediate inputs per unit of labor:  

 

 lnVA = ln( USY/USL - USM/USL) 

– USY = Total sales US$ nominal 2005 

– USL = Total labor costs US$ nominal 2005 

– USM = Total Intermediate inputs 

To take into account all three production factors (K, L, M) into a single productivity 

metric, a usual method is to calculate Total Factor Productivity (TFP). However, the 

cross sectional nature of the ICS makes the TFP estimates biased due to: a) Selection bias 

effect, which creates an endogeneity of attrition as only surviving firms appear in the 

sample; and b) Endogeneity of input choices, which produce a simultaneity bias as the 

decision to use inputs is related to the productivity itself (See a Discussion of TFP 

inadequacy for the ICS in page 98).  
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Both sources of bias impede common total factor productivity (TFP) procedures like 

Olley and Pakes (1996) and Levihsohn and Petrin (2003) which calculate TFP estimates 

by instrumenting the TFP regression with investment values and intermediate inputs, 

respectively. Therefore data envelopment analysis (DEA), a non parametric method to 

incorporate the three production inputs is used (Charnes et al, 1978; Cooper et al, 2006; 

Wilson 2009). 

 

 Data envelopment analysis – DEA technical and scale efficiency scores. (See DEA 

section in Statistical Techniques for operationalization)  
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Section 5  Heterogeneity in Innovation Patterns Within Official 

Sectors 
 

 

 

Taking into account the need to elaborate on innovation processes in manufacturing 

beyond the linear model, the theoretical framework to construct innovation patterns using  

establishment level data is influenced by the literature on sectoral innovation taxonomies  

(Pavitt 1984; Dosi 1988) and global commodity and global value chains theory (Gereffi, 

Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008).  The bottom up approach to build the taxonomy 

from the establishment level allows to discern how pervasive are the identified innovation 

patterns within official sectoral classifications (e.g. NAICS, ISIC) following Leiponen 

and Drejer (2007) and Hollestein (2003), among others.  

 

Innovation patterns are identified through a 2-step data analysis composed first, of 

multivariate data reduction (factor analysis) and second, of cluster analysis. Factorial 

analysis is used to identify commonalities in innovation processes based on the 

establishments’ knowledge sources, agglomeration economies and structure. Cluster 

analysis uses the identified factors in step 1 to group the establishments with closer 

characteristics into distinct sets or innovation patterns.  
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5.1. Factorial Analysis 

 

In the first step to detect innovation patterns in the Latin American manufacturing sector,  

multivariate data reduction technique is applied to the variables that encompass distinct  

innovation processes
20

  in the restricted sample of innovative establishments (See Table 

3).  

 

Factor analysis is a way to standardize variables which are measured on different scales. 

The result is factors with mean zero and standard deviation sigma. Standardized values 

are a precondition to the use of cluster analysis (Hollenstein, 2009)
21

.  

 

The method chosen is principal components factoring. A major advantage of principal 

components factoring is that this extraction method is not based on any distributional 

assumptions (Srholec and Verspagen, 2008).  

 

However the variables in our analysis are a mix of categorical and continuous variables. 

The application of factor analysis to discrete data may lead to incorrect conclusions 

regarding the number of factors, and to biased estimates of the factor loadings, especially 

when the distributions of the observed variables are skewed in opposite directions. This is 

mainly due to biased estimates of the correlations (Olsson 1979). 

                                                 
20

 According to Kim and Mueller (1978), for factor analysis the values in the observed variable must have 

at least four values, which is not the case of the dichotomous variables representing the globalization of 

production metrics. As a result we incorporate the globalization of production metrics to the cluster 

analysis.  
21

 E-mail communication with Dr. H. Hollenstein, 4/6/2009 
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Moreover, direct principal components factoring is not reliable because it calculates pair-

wise Pearson correlations on the variables analyzed. Operationally, for the factor analysis 

to perform properly and minimize biases dichotomous variables must be transformed 

using tetrachoric correlation for binary variables (Uebersax 2006).  

 

The correlations have to be computed as tetrachoric correlation between binary variables, 

bi-serial correlations between binary and continuous variables (Olsson 1979) and Pearson 

correlations for continuous variables. Once these correlations are obtained, the correlation 

matrix (M) can be constructed and principal components factoring applied (See Appendix 

2).   

 

The correlation matrix must be positively defined as occurs with tetrachoric correlations, 

otherwise some eigenvalues λi of M would not be positive (since eigenvalues measure the 

variance accounted by the factor, they should be positive) by using the STATA command 

forcepsd.  

 

Table 6 shows the computation of the principal components  from Matrix M and suggests 

that 4 or 5 might be the factors to be retained because their eigenvalues are higher than 1.  

 

 

 

Table 6 - Factor Analysis Method: Principal-Component Factors 

Factor Eigenvalue Difference Proportion Cumulative 

Factor1 3.10633 1.77417 0.2219 0.2219 

Factor2 1.33216 0.03078 0.0952 0.317 
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Factor3 1.30137 0.2517 0.093 0.41 

Factor4 1.04968 0.02345 0.075 0.485 

Factor5 1.02622 0.08884 0.0733 0.5583 

Factor6 0.93738 0.06666 0.067 0.6252 

Factor7 0.87072 0.04623 0.0622 0.6874 

Factor8 0.8245 0.07167 0.0589 0.7463 

Factor9 0.75283 0.04158 0.0538 0.8001 

Factor10 0.71125 0.01975 0.0508 0.8509 

Factor11 0.6915 0.08031 0.0494 0.9003 

Factor12 0.61119 0.1435 0.0437 0.9439 

Factor13 0.46769 0.1505 0.0334 0.9773 

Factor14 0.31719 . 0.0227 1 

 

 

 

 

Four factors
22

 have been retained with the variance explained by the 4 factors retained at 

48.5%. It is not claimed that this list of the 4 factors offers a complete description of the 

innovation processes in manufacturing. Rather those factors merely appear to be the most 

important factors--the best way of summarizing the body of data defined by the self-

declared innovative establishments from the enterprise survey. Following Ender’s 

perspective (2004) on factor analysis results, this must be viewed as a heuristic exercise, 

as a way of thinking about innovation processes which is convenient and useful even if 

not absolute.  

 

An orthogonal rotation, the varimax normalized rotation is used. This rotation produces 

factor scores that are uncorrelated.  Table 7 shows the factor loadings, which are 

                                                 
22

 The choice between 4 or 5 factors was decided based on the factor loadings resulting from both options. 

In the 5 factor solution, one variable (FORLIC) wholly represented one factor, while in the 4 factor solution 

it was paired with the other knowledge source variables. We decided for the 4 factor solution due to 

easiness of interpretation, which is an additional reason to choose the number of factors (Muthen, L. & 

Muthen B, 2009) 
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coefficients of correlation between a principal factor identified by the estimate (columns) 

and the original variable (rows). 

 

The factor loadings group the variables into four distinct groups. Factor 1 (f1) 

encompasses the labor variables and the export intensity variable; it shows that these 

variables are highly correlated. This result can be interpreted as the labor intensive nature 

of the manufacturing exports, on aggregate, of the Latin America region. Factor 2 (f2) 

includes all knowledge source variables, both codified (R&D and foreign licenses), 

embodied (acquisition of new machinery) and tacit (training). Factor 3 (f3) groups the 

external economies produced by the agglomeration of establishments in the same area. 

And Factor 4 (f4) includes the capital intensity and the imported input intensity variables; 

both variables are correlated giving support to the association between capital intensive 

establishments and the use of foreign inputs.  

 

 

Table 7- Rotated Factor Loadings (Pattern Matrix) and Unique Variances 

  f1 f2 f3 f4 

forinp 0.0682 0.0471 -0.3867 0.4402 

exttot 0.5308 -0.06 -0.1129 0.0988 

RD 0.1069 0.7919 0.0805 0.0119 

Mach 0.1049 0.5691 0.059 0.1174 

FORLIC 0.2468 0.4391 -0.1405 0.2917 

Train 0.2045 0.7972 -0.0062 -0.0279 

SFTPW 0.7305 0.1684 -0.027 0.0568 

USFTPW 0.6411 0.0808 0.1345 -0.0245 

FTNPW 0.7609 0.2887 0.1092 0.0778 

TFTW 0.6032 0.1192 -0.0125 -0.1405 

Kint 0.0912 -0.0432 0.2147 0.643 

LE 0.2547 -0.0027 0.6807 0.2037 

UE -0.061 0.0797 0.7817 -0.0239 
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Rotation: orthogonal varimax (Kaiser off) 

 

 

5.2. Cluster Analysis  

 

The second step is built using the factors detected in step 1.  Cluster analysis is performed 

including the dichotomous globalization of production metrics. Cluster analysis is a 

multivariate explanatory statistical analysis methodology used, in our analysis, to sort 

different establishments  into groups in a way that the degree of association between 

objects is maximal if they belong to the same group and minimal otherwise (Camuffo, 

Pozzana et al. 2008).  

 

The four scores obtained from the factor analysis described above are inputs into a k-

means cluster analysis with the aim of grouping the establishments into distinct 

categories which are as homogenous as possible with respect to the factor dimensions 

(innovation characteristics).  

 

The establishments grouped under a cluster are interpreted, following Leiponen and 

Drejer (2007), as sharing a technological pattern. These technological patterns are 

characterized based on the underlying variables described above. The clusters group 

establishments which are similar in terms of a defined set of innovation indicators (See 

Variables Section). The establishments in clusters may thus be interpreted as having 

specific “innovation modes” (Hollenstein, 2003). 
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A hierarchical agglomerative clustering method is used, which could reproduce an n-

group solution by combining two of the clusters from an n + m group solution. In the first 

step of the agglomerative method all observations (i.e. establishments) are considered as 

individual clusters. The distance between each of these clusters is calculated on the basis 

of the variables used for clustering and the closest two are combined to form a new 

cluster. The distance between each cluster is recalculated and again the closest two are 

combined. This continues until all cases belong to one cluster (Hobolt, S. and M. Pickup, 

2004) 

 

To accommodate dichotomous (globalization of production variables) and the 

standardized scores product of the factor analysis the Gower distance that reflects both 

similarity and dissimilarity measures for continuous and discrete data is used 

(Aldenderfer and Blashfield ,1984;  Everitt, B., et al, 2001) 

  

The Gower distance Sij between establishment i and establishment j is defined as: 

  

                     

 

   

                            

 

   

 

 

 

Where Wijk, is a weighting variable valued at 1 if a comparison of variable k is 

considered valid and 0 if it is not. Sijk is a similarity “score” based upon the outcome of 

the comparison of variable k across i and j establishments. In the case of binary variables, 

Wijk is zero when variable k is not known for one or both individuals under comparison 
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(In the case of so called negative matches, Wijk is also set to zero. It should be clear that 

if the data are all binary, the coefficient is identical to the Jaccard coefficient 

(Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984;  Everitt,  Landau and Leese, 2001) 

 

In turn, the Jaccard coefficient uses a 2*2 association table in which 1 refers to the 

presence of a variable and 0 to its absence: 

 

 1 0 

1 A B 

0 C D 

 

 

The Jaccard coefficient is defined as (Aldenderfer and Blashfield ,1984):  

 

S= A / (A+B+C) 

 

 

Therefore K-clustering is used over the factor scores (f1, f2, f3 f4) and the global 

production metrics (FA, FI, LFX, and LNFX).  

 

When using hierarchical methods, it is necessary to determine how many clusters to 

retain. To determine the number of clusters three different techniques are employed:  
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- Dendogram graph - Examining the dendrogram (Figure 1) it seems six clusters 

could be a potential solution to group all the innovative establishments.  It is observed 

that after the six cluster solution, the next grouping combines clusters with a much 

greater dissimilarity than the previous grouping (Hobolt, S. and M. Pickup, 2004).  

 

- Calinski/Harabasz pseudo-F test – This test assigns values for cluster solutions one 

through fifteen. Larger values indicate more distinct clustering (Hobolt, S. and M. 

Pickup, 2004). The output from this test suggests that a six cluster solution is optimal 

(Table 8).  

 

- Duda-Hart Test – In this test the higher values indicate distinct clustering (Everitt, 

B., et al, 2001). The test results suggest a formation of 5 or 6 clusters (Table 9).  

 

The three approaches were performed to determine the number of clusters in which 

innovative establishments can be classified using their innovation patterns. To be in 

accordance among the three techniques 6 clusters were retained. 
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Figure 4 - Number of Clusters Dendrogram-Gower Distance  

 

 

Table 8 - Number of Clusters Calinski/Harabasz Pseudo-F Test  

Number of clusters   Calinski/Harabasz pseudo-F 

2 96.31 

3 57.74 

4 687.13 

5 515.45 

6 4159.56 

7 1590.25 

8 1730.23 

9 3173.06 

10 3661.41 

11 3649.01 

12 3982.72 

13 4117.6 

14 5567.07 

15 6387.16 
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Table 9 - Number of Clusters Duda-Hart Test  

Number of 

Clusters   Duda/Hart  

  Je(2)/Je(1) pseudo T-squared 

1 0.979 96.31 

2 0.993 12.87 

3 0.9984 0.72 

4 0.3809 2254.22 

5 0.2689 6175.28 

6 0.2713 7168.19 

7 0.0948 2750.8 

8 0.3193 2338.49 

9 0.2065 3701.54 

10 0.154 2175.37 

11 0.221 4603.83 

13 0.3344 620.88 

14 0.1972 1001.2 

15 0.9728 1.12 

 

 

The six retained clusters include 4485 innovative establishments
23

 according to their 

innovation patterns. Table 10 presents the distribution of those 6 clusters. Cluster 1 (C1) 

encompasses more than 50% of the establishments, while Cluster 3 (C3) almost a quarter. 

None of the remainder four clusters groups more than 10% of the establishments, with 

Cluster 6 (C6) encompassing only 3% of innovative establishments.  

 

 

Table 10 – Number of Clusters  

Cluster  N  % 

C1 2,294 51.15 

C2 369 8.23 

C3 1,084 24.17 

                                                 
23 Not all establishments could be classified in one of the 6 clusters. From a total of 4646 innovative 

establishments (See Table 3), 4485 or 97% of them were grouped into one of the 6 clusters.  
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C4 302 6.73 

C5 310 6.91 

C6 126 2.81 

Total 4,485 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3. Cluster Characteristics  

 

Following Leiponen and Drejer (2007) and Hollenstein(2003) identified 6 clusters are 

used to group the innovative manufacturing establishments according to their 

corresponding innovation patterns. Table 11describes the clusters according to their 

salient characteristics (i.e. based on the variables used to formulate the factor and cluster 

analysis).   

 

 

 

Table 11- Cluster Characteristics  

  

Cluster 

1 – C1 

Cluster 2 

- C2 

Cluster 

3 - C3 

Cluster 

4- C4 

Cluster 

5 -C5 

Custer 

6 - C6 

1-Number - Local establishments controlled by 

multinational firms (FA)    11 310  

2- Number - Local establishments with foreign 

ownership but that are managerially independent (FI) 

    4  126 
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3- Number - Local establishments engaged in global 

production through market transactions (LFX)   1084 278   

4- Number - Local establishments not engaged in 

global production (LXNF) 2,294 369  9   

5-Suppliers(imported inputs / total inputs) 
0.38 0.32 0.43 0.34 0.51 0.47 

6-Clients(exports /  total sales ) 0 0 0.33 0.37 0.31 0.28 

7-R&D performers (% of establishments) – R&D 0.37 0.41 0.59 0.55 0.59 0.58 

8-Use of new machinery (% of establishments) 0.59 0.65 0.72 0.82 0.79 0.63 

9-Use of foreign licenses (% of establishments) 

FORLIC 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.43 0.33 

10-Training to employees (% of establishments) 0.46 0.48 0.62 0.64 0.75 0.68 

11- Number of Full Time (FT) skilled production 

employees (lSFTPW) 15 20 54 164 117 135 

12- Number of FT unskilled production employees 

(lUSFTPW) 10 17 30 75 73 74 

13- Number of FT non-production workers 

(lFTNPW) 13 21 37 90 79 65 

14- Number of temporary FT employees.  

(lTFTW) 2 3 9 17 24 27 

15-Total Employment
24

 40 61 131 346 294 300 

16-Capital Intensity (Kint) 1.17 1.48 1.41 1.63 1.54 1.39 

17-Localization index (LI) 7.1 9.4 7.5 9.5 7.8 8.0 

18-Urbanization index (UI) 2.091 2.127 2.101 2.151 2.091 2.089 

 

 

C1= supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge access 

C2= spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier dominated non exporters  

C3= local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 

C4= scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated innovators  

C5= science based foreign controlled 

C6= science based managerially independent with high urbanization economies 

 

                                                 
24

 Total employment is the sum of SFTPW + USFTPW + FTNPW + TFTW 
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Clusters 1 and 2 (C1 and C2) group the majority of establishments, almost 60% of the 

total; and almost the entirety of locally owned establishments that do not export (see 

Table 11).  

 

Innovation Pattern 1 (Cluster 1): supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access. 

Establishments with the innovation pattern grouped in Cluster 1, get external knowledge 

mostly through acquisition of new machinery, training and the use of imported inputs. 

Nevertheless, when compared to other innovation patterns, the access to knowledge is 

relatively limited and weak (See Figure 5). These establishments are on average the 

smallest in size, about 40 employees in total, counting both permanent and temporary 

employees (See Figure 6). Their characteristics: small scale, low capital intensity, not 

being producer of technology and the reliance on externals sources of knowledge, rather 

than in house knowledge creation; resonate with Pavitt’s category of supplier dominated 

innovation pattern. 
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Figure 5 – Average Establishment’s Use of Knowledge Sources by Innovation 

Pattern 

 

 

 

Innovation Pattern 2 (Cluster 2): spatially concentrated and capital intensive 

supplier dominated non exporters  

Establishments sharing the innovation pattern grouped under Cluster 2 are 50% bigger in 

size (on average 61 total employees) when compared to those from Cluster 1 (See Figure 

6). Establishments with this innovation pattern rely more on machinery as a conduit to 

access embodied knowledge, a higher proportion is involved in employee training to 

acquire external knowledge and in R&D efforts, but they use less intensively imported 

inputs (as a proportion of total inputs) when compared to establishments in Cluster 1 (See 

Figure 5). Establishments in this innovation pattern are also, on average and compared to 
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those in Cluster 1, more intensive in capital, and tend to locate closer to establishments of 

the same sector. The access to technology through embodied knowledge and the small 

scale of operations led us to identify this pattern as supplier dominated where same sector 

establishments tend to locate together. 

 

 

Figure 6 – Average Establishment’s Human Capital Characteristics by Innovation 

Pattern  
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Innovation Pattern 3 (Cluster 3): local exporter innovators with strong knowledge 

access 

Establishments with an innovation pattern classified under Cluster 3 (C3) groups the 

majority of locally owned establishments that export through arms length transactions. 

They are more than twice the size than establishments in Clusters 1 and 2 (131total 

employees on average). The intensity by which they access external knowledge from 

suppliers (through imported inputs) and clients (through exports) is higher on average 

than for establishments in Clusters 1 and 2.  The percentage of firms that benefit from the 

other sources of knowledge is also higher than for establishments in Clusters 1 and 2: 

59% of firms perform some sort of R&D
25

, 73% have had investments in new machinery 

and equipment, 62% provided training to their employees and 18% used foreign licenses. 

At the same time establishments in Cluster 3 benefit less from localization and 

urbanization economies than establishments in Cluster 2 (See Figures 7 and 8).  

 

                                                 
25

 Though the stylized fact observed by Klette and Kortum (2004) is that: "...a considerable fraction of 

firms report zero R&D", we have to take into account that in the cluster analysis we are only considering 

innovative establishments.  
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Figure 7 - Average Establishment’s Localization Economies Score by Innovation 

Pattern  

 

 

Innovation Pattern 4 (Cluster 4): scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  

Establishments that are members of Cluster 4 (C4) are mostly local exporting 

establishments. Also comprised in this innovation pattern are a few foreign subsidiaries, a 

few associate foreign investment firms
26

 and portfolio investment firms as well as few 

non exporting establishments.  

 

                                                 
26

 As per the phrasing of the ICS questionnaire, ownership structure relates the firm while all other 

characteristics, including technology related questions relate to the establishment. 
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Establishments in Cluster 4 are characterized for being the largest (346 total employees 

on average), having the highest capital intensity, while tending to locate close to 

establishments of the same sector. This innovation pattern has the largest proportion of 

establishments investing in new machinery (82%). Other sources of knowledge are also 

important, as 34% of inputs are imported, and exports represent 37% of total sales. As 

well, 55% of establishments perform R&D and 64% provide training to their employees 

and 22% employ foreign licenses (See Figure 5). Establishments in this innovation 

pattern are the highest beneficiaries across all innovation patterns of localization 

economies but benefit less of urbanization economies (See Figures 7 and 8).   

 

 

 

Figure 8- Average Establishment’s Urbanization Economies Score by Innovation 

Pattern 
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Innovation Pattern 5 (Cluster 5): science based foreign controlled 

Establishments sharing the innovation pattern under Cluster 5 (C5) are all foreign 

subsidiaries
27

. They have the highest access to sources of knowledge both external and 

internal. The share of establishments that perform R&D is the highest (59%); the 

percentage of establishments that has provided training is also the highest (75%), as well 

as the use of foreign licenses (43%). Moreover, these establishments have the highest 

share of imported inputs as a proportion of total inputs (51%).  The proportion of 

establishments that has invested in new machinery is high (79%), though not the highest 

among other innovation patterns, exports as a proportion of their sales (31%) is also high 

(See Figure 5). Establishments in Cluster 5 are large in size (294 of total employees, on 

average). Establishments sharing this innovation pattern are the second highest 

beneficiaries of urbanization economies across all innovation patterns but they do not 

particularly benefit from localization economies (See Figures 7 and 8).  

 

 

Innovation Pattern 6 (Cluster 6): science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 

 

Cluster 6 (C6) encompasses almost all establishments that are associated foreign 

investment firms and portfolio investment firms.  The establishments sharing this 

innovation pattern are large in size (300 total employees on average). They relatively use 

                                                 
27

 The firm is used to operationalize foreign ownership but all the rest of questions are referred to the local 

establishment, such as the number of employees.  
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a high proportion of imported inputs (47%), however their exports as a percentage of 

total sales is the lowest (28%) among the innovation patterns that export, (i.e. in C3, C4, 

C5 and C6). The access to external knowledge is high (i.e. use of foreign licenses) as well 

as internal efforts o create and adapt knowledge (See Figure 5). These establishments 

benefit the most of urbanization economies (See Figure 8).  

 

5.4. Conclusions Hypotheses 1 and 2 

 

This previous part of the analysis is related to hypotheses 1 and 2, which state that 

establishments engaged in global production through market transactions (arms length 

relations) are more likely to be share a supplier dominated innovation pattern, while 

establishments that are part of multinational firms are more likely to share a science 

based or scale intensive innovation patterns. 

 

Hypothesis 1 – Local exporting innovative establishments engaged in global 

production through market transactions and not ownership typically have supplier 

dominated innovation patterns characteristics.  

 

Local exporting innovative establishments that do not have any foreign ownership are 

grouped mostly in Cluster 3. Establishments in Cluster 3 share an innovation pattern that 

cannot be identified as supplier dominated because they rely heavily on R&D and their 

average size is large, posing high entry barriers for new entrants. Therefore the 
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hypothesis is rejected. Nevertheless, its use of new machinery, as in all innovation 

patterns, is also important as a way to access external embodied knowledge.  

 

Hypothesis 2 - Establishments that engage in global production as part of 

multinational firms (e.g. through FDI) share innovation patterns closer to the 

characteristics of science based and scale intensive sectors. 

 

Innovative establishments that have foreign ownership are grouped mostly in Clusters 5 

and 6.  These establishments share innovation patterns that can be regarded as science 

based and scale intensive. These establishments are the largest in size among all 

innovative manufacturing establishments. As well, they have the highest access to both 

external and internal sources of knowledge. Moreover, the share of establishments that 

perform R&D is the highest as well as the percentage of establishments that has provided 

training. In addition, they benefit from international technology diffusion through the use 

of imported inputs and the use of codified knowledge encompassed in foreign licenses.  

 

5.5. Innovation Patterns Within Official Sectors  

 

Once clusters have been identified and used to group the restricted sample of Latin 

American innovative establishments, the findings can be related to a level where several 

public policies are formulated, the official sectoral classification (i.e. ISIC categories). 
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This part of the analysis is related to hypotheses 3 and to 4 which analyses the 

heterogeneity of innovation processes. This part explores, following Leiponen and Drejer 

(2007) among others, whether firm innovation patterns are dominant in a specific 

industry by examining the distribution of establishments among clusters. The dominance 

of an innovation pattern is assessed when more than 50% of the establishments in a 

particular sector belong to a cluster which groups establishments sharing such innovation 

pattern.  

 

Tables 12 to 21 present the results, with the columns showing results for all 

establishments addressing hypotheses 3 and 4. ,  

 

5.5.1. Innovation Patterns in High Technology Sectors (HT)
 28

 

 

Establishments sharing science based related innovation patterns (Clusters 5 and 6), and 

which have a participation of foreign investors, represent 15% of all high technology 

innovative establishments
29

.   On the contrary 31% are high tech exporting 

establishments locally owned that participate in global production through arms length 

transactions. This evidence would suggest that an important proportion of establishments 

in high technology sectors engage in global production through market transactions and 

not through hierarchical ownership relations.  

 

                                                 
28

 ISIC- 2423, 30, 32, 33 using OECD classification (2007) 
29

 Including medicaments and botanical products for pharmaceutical use (ISIC- 2423); computers, printers, 

accessories (ISIC 30); semiconductors, micro-circuits, LCD TVs, mobile phones  (ISIC 32); medical, 

optical and testing instruments, watches (ISIC 33). 
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Therefore, there is not a clear dominant innovation pattern in high tech sectors. The 

biggest innovation pattern is related to Cluster 1 (Supplier dominated non exporters with 

weak knowledge access) and this group has 49% of the establishments. The innovation 

pattern associated with Cluster 3 is also important as 31% of establishments are 

categorized as local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access. These figures 

give support to hypothesis 3, which states that in high technology sectors there is not a 

dominant innovation pattern. One suggested reason for such heterogeneity is the rapid 

change and improvements in technologies inherent to R&D intense sectors.  

 

 

 

Table 12- Innovation Patterns in High Technology Sectors (HT) 

HT Sectors- ISIC: 2423,30,32,33  Cluster N %-All 

%-only establishments 

participating in global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access 

 

1 109 49% 
 

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive 

supplier dominated non exporters  
 

2 9 4% 
 

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge 

access 
 

3 70 31% 

67% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  

 

4 2 1% 
2% 

Science based foreign controlled 5 22 10% 21% 

Science based managerially independent with 

high urbanization economies 

 

6 11 5% 

10% 

   223 100%  

 

 

5.5.2. Innovation Patterns in Medium High Technology Sectors (MHT) 
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The ICS sample has 2 MHT sectors, Chemicals (ISIC 24)
30

 
31

and Machinery (ISIC 31, 

34, 352, 29)
32

. There are dominant innovation patterns in both sectors, 51% and 53% of 

innovative establishments respectively are grouped under Cluster 1. Those innovative 

establishments have a supplier innovation pattern with a weak knowledge access and 

comprise the majority of non exporting locally owned establishments. 

 

While 37% of innovative establishments in Chemicals are engaged in global production 

through foreign direct investment (Clusters 5 and 6), 26% of Machinery innovative 

establishments do as well (See tables 13 and 14 respectively). Nevertheless, the majority 

of innovative establishments engaged in global production are locally owned firms that 

export through arms length transactions. 

 

 

 

Table 13- Innovation Patterns in Chemicals Excluding Pharmaceuticals (MHT) 

MHT-Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals ISIC 

24) 

Cluster N %-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 
Supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access 

 

1 260 51% 
 

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  
 

2 29 6%  

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge 

access 
 

3 133 26% 

61% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  

 

4 6 1% 

3% 

science based foreign controlled 5 60 12% 28% 

                                                 
30

 Excluding pharmaceuticals (ISIC 2423) 
31

 Including basic chemicals, fertilizers, paints, pesticides, detergents, synthetic fibers, etc (ISIC 24). 
32

 Including machinery and equipment (ISIC 29); engines (ISIC 31); motor vehicles (ISIC 34); locomotives 

(ISIC 352). 
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science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 

 

6 19 4% 

9% 

    507 100%  

 

 

Table 14- Innovation Patterns in Machinery Sector (MHT) 

MHT-All machinery sectors - ISIC : 31,34,352,29 Cluster N 
%-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating 

in global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access 1 152 53% 

 

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive 

supplier dominated non exporters  2 2 1% 

 

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge 

access 3 98 34% 74% 

Science based foreign controlled 

5 21 7% 16% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 6 13 5% 10% 

   286 100%  

 

 

5.5.3. Innovation Patterns in Medium Low Technology Sectors (MLT) 

 

The ICS sample has 3 MLT sectors: other non-metallic mineral products (ISIC 26)
33

, 

basic metals and fabricated metal products (ISIC 27-28)
34

 and rubber and plastics 

products (ISIC 25)
35

.  

 

                                                 
33

 Including glass, ceramic and concrete (ISIC 26). 
34

 Including iron, steel, zinc, aluminum, alloys (ISIC 27); structural metal products, metal tanks and steam 

generators (ISIC 28). 
35

 Including rubber tires and tubes, plastic products (ISIC 25). 
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These 3 industries have low technological intensity and according to Hypothesis 4 the 

presence of a dominant innovation pattern among their establishments is expected. In 

fact, in the 2 sectors with an average technological intensity between 0.6% and 0.8% 

(OECD, 2003), the majority of innovative establishments are represented by Cluster 1 

which groups together the majority of local non exporting establishments. In non-metallic 

mineral products 70% of the establishments belong to Cluster 1, as well as 55% of 

establishments in basic metals and fabricated metal products. . However, in rubber and 

plastics, a sector with a slightly higher technological intensity (1%) there is no dominant 

innovation pattern. Although the innovation pattern reflected in Cluster 1 groups 41% of 

the establishments.  

 

 

Table 15- Innovation Patterns in Other Non-Metallic Mineral Products (MLT)  

MLT-Other non-metallic mineral products- ISIC: 26 
Cluster N %-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global production Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 

 

1 137 70%  

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  
 

2 5 3%  

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 
 

3 34 17% 

64% 

Science based foreign controlled 5 14 7% 26% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 

 

6 5 3% 

9% 

   195 100%  

 

 

 

Table 16 - Innovation Patterns in Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal Products 

(MLT) 

MLT-Basic metals and fabricated metal products –ISIC: Cluster N %-All %-only 
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27 & 28 establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 1 180 55% 

 

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  2 43 13% 

 

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 3 62 19% 60% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  4 21 6% 20% 

Science based foreign controlled 

5 13 4% 13% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 6 8 2% 8% 

    327    

 

 

 

Table 17- Innovation Patterns in Rubber and Plastics Products (MLT) 

MLT Rubber and plastics products- ISIC 25 Cluster N 
%-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 1 80 41% 

 

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  2 26 13% 

 

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 3 54 28% 62% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  4 12 6% 14% 

Science based foreign controlled 

5 17 9% 20% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 6 4 2% 5% 

    193    

 

 

 

5.5.4. Innovation Patterns in Low Technology Sectors (LT) 
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Low Technology sectors in the ICS are composed of four sectors: Furniture 

manufacturing (ISIC 36)
36

; Food products, beverages and tobacco (ISIC15 and 16)
37

; 

Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing (ISIC 20-22)
38

; Textiles, 

textile products, leather and footwear (ISIC 17-19)
39

.  

  

In line with Hypothesis 4, in three out of four Low Technology sectors there is a 

dominant innovation pattern, except for the Textiles and leather sector. The results give 

support to the idea that sectors with slower changing technologies usually experience a 

more widespread diffusion of those technologies, hence dominant innovation patterns 

arise. 

 

 

 

 

Table 18- Innovation Patterns in Furniture, Manufacturing, N.E.C. (LT) 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c.- ISIC 36 Cluster N 
%-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 
1 78 68%  

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 3 31 27% 86% 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c. 5 3 3% 8% 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c. 6 2 2% 6% 

   114   

 

                                                 
36

 Including all furniture, pens, jewelry (ISIC 36). 
37

 Including  production, processing and preservation of meat, fish, fruit, vegetables, oils and fats, wine, 

soft drinks, dairy and bakery products (ISIC 15); cigars, cigarettes (ISIC 16). 
38

 Including  lumber, wood floors and buildings, cork and straw materials (ISIC 20); manufacture of pulp, 

paper, paper bags and containers (ISIC 21); publishing and printing of newspaper, books, music (ISIC 22). 
39

 Including yarn, carpet, rug manufacturing,  (ISIC 17); wearing and fur apparel (ISIC 18); leather tanning, 

luggage and shoes manufacturing (ISIC 19). 
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Table 19 - Innovation Patterns in Food Products, Beverages and Tobacco (LT) 

LT - Food products, beverages and tobacco: 

ISIC 15 & 16 
Cluster N 

%-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 
1 628 53%  

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  
2 121 10%  

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 3 205 17% 48% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  
4 98 8% 23% 

Science based foreign controlled 
5 94 8% 22% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 
6 32 3% 7% 

    1178 100%  

 

 

 

Table 20 - Innovation Patterns in Wood, Pulp, Paper, Paper Products, Printing and 

Publishing (LT) 

LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing and 

publishing – ISIC: 20, 21 & 22b Cluster N 

%-All 

%-only 

establishments 

participating in 

global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access 1 95 67% 

 

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 3 38 27% 83% 

Science based foreign controlled 5 3 2% 7% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 6 5 4% 11% 

    141 100%  
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Table 21 - Innovation patterns in Textiles, Textile Products, Leather and Footwear 

(LT) 

LT-Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear – 

ISIC: 17, 18 & 19 

Cluster n %-All %-only establishments 
participating in global 

production 

Supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access 

 

1 569 43%  

Spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier 

dominated non exporters  
 

2 134 10%  

Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge 

access 
 

3 356 27% 59% 

Scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated 

innovators  

 

4 163 12% 
27% 

Science based foreign controlled 5 62 5% 10% 

Science based managerially independent with high 

urbanization economies 

 

6 27 2% 
4% 

   1311 100%  

 

 

 

5.6. Conclusions Hypotheses 3 and 4 

 

The heterogeneity of innovation patterns among innovative establishments within ISIC 2-

digit sectors have been analyzed and tested and a dominant innovation pattern in seven of 

the ten ISIC was observed. This innovation pattern is represented by Cluster 1 which 

groups most non-exporting firms that obtain external knowledge mostly though 

acquisition of new machinery, training and the use of imported inputs. As well, these 

establishments are on average the smallest in size. Table 22 shows the presence of a 

dominant innovation pattern in all 2-digit ISIC sectors analyzed. 
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Hypothesis 3- In high tech and medium high tech sectors larger heterogeneity in 

innovation processes is expected. This is reflected in the lack of a dominant 

innovation pattern.  

 

The hypothesis is confirmed because in high technology sectors there is no innovation 

pattern that groups together more than 50% of its innovative establishments. However, 

the situation is different in medium high technology sectors. In both chemicals and 

machinery there is an innovation pattern that groups together the majority of 

establishments, reaching 70% for the latter industry.  

 

Hypothesis 4- Low Technology sectors evolve less rapidly, therefore asymmetries 

are smaller and there is a dominant innovation pattern  

 

In most of the industries with lower technological intensity the presence of dominant 

innovation patterns was found. In three out of four Low Technology sectors more than 

50% of the establishments belong to an innovation pattern which is represented by 

Cluster 1 with the exception of the sector that groups textiles, textile products, leather and 

footwear. This situation repeats for the medium low technology sectors, where two out of 

three sectors have Cluster 1 as a dominant innovation pattern with the exclusion of rubber 

and plastics products.  
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Table 22 – Presence of Dominant Innovation Patterns at the ISIC Sectoral Level 

 

ISIC 

Rev. 3 

Pavitt’s 

taxonomy Aggregate 

R&D intensity 

Dominant 

Innovation 

pattern 

High-technology industries  

 

 

% of 

establishments 

in largest 

cluster  

Pharmaceuticals  2423 Science based 10.5 

No, (49%) 

 

 

 

Office, accounting and computing 

machinery   30 

Science based/ 

scale intensive 7.2 

Radio, TV and communications 

equipment     32 

Science based/ 

scale intensive 7.4 

Medical, precision and optical 

instruments    33 

Specialized 

suppliers 9.7 

Medium-high-technology industries       

Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals   

24 

excl. 

2423 

Science based 

2.9 

Yes (51%) 

 

Electrical machinery and apparatus, 

n.e.c.    31 

Scale intensive 

3.6 

Yes, (53%) 

 

 

 

Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-

trailers    34 

Scale intensive 

3.5 

Railroad equipment and transport 

equipment, n.e.c.   

352 + 

359 

Scale intensive 

3.1 

Machinery and equipment, n.e.c.  29 

Specialized 

suppliers 2.2 

Medium-low-technology industries       

Rubber and plastics products   25 Scale intensive 1 No, (41%) 

Other non-metallic mineral products    26 Scale intensive 0.8 Yes, (70%) 

Basic metals and fabricated metal 

products  27-28 

Scale intensive 

0.6 Yes, (55%) 

Low-technology industries      

Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c.     36 

Supplier 

dominated 0.5 Yes, (68%) 

Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, 

printing and publishing   20-22 

Supplier 

dominated 0.4 Yes, (67%) 

Food products, beverages and tobacco   15-16 Scale intensive 0.3 Yes, (53%) 

Textiles, textile products, leather and 

footwear 17-19 

Supplier 

dominated 0.3 No, (43%) 

Total manufacturing 15-37  2.6  

 

 

Then, the following section of the dissertation explores the economic performance of 

those innovative establishments. 
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Section 6 Productivity Performance and Efficiency of 

Innovative Establishments 
 

 

 

To analyze the degree of innovativeness this dissertation uses the methodological 

approach laid out by Griffith, Redding and Van Rennan (2003) to operationalize the 

technological frontier concept. Griffith, Redding and Van Rennan (2003) define 

technological frontier as the highest total factor productivity (TFP) in industry i at time t.  

This concept is related to the literature on catching up (Gerschenkron, 1962). The inverse 

to the distance to the frontier is regarded as a measure of innovativeness, and the distance 

to it can be regarded as the potential for catching up.  

 

The distance to the frontier is calculated by dividing the frontier by TFP in industry i in 

country c at time t. The calculated ratio takes higher values when a particular country is 

further behind the frontier in this industry.  They constructed a measure of distance to the 

frontier for each industry in each country in their sample (12 OECD countries). 
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6.1. Discussion on Total Factor Productivity Inadequacy for the ICS 

 

The cross section nature of the ICS data makes TFP calculation troublesome and 

therefore the application of the Griffith, Redding and Van Rennan approach is not 

straightforward. Inaccuracy in the TFP estimation stems from two sources:  

 

1) Potential endogeneity or simultaneity problem. This is defined as the correlation 

between the levels of inputs chosen and unobserved productivity shocks (Van Beveren, 

2007). The other source of inaccuracy in TFP estimations in cross sectional data arises 

from 2) the selection bias or “endogeneity of attrition” by which the exit and entry of 

firms depends heavily on the productivity of the firm. This second problem will generate 

a negative correlation between capital and the TFP causing the capital coefficient to be 

biased downwards in a balanced sample (i.e. not taking entry and exit into account) (Van 

Beveren, 2007).  

 

Remedies to resolve both problems are used in panel data settings (Datasets with a 

timeframe greater than 1, t>1) include the Olley and Pakes algorithm which employs an 

estimator that solves the simultaneity problem by using the firm’s investment decision to 

proxy for unobserved productivity shocks (Olley and Pakes 1996). Levinsohn and Petrin, 

on the other hand, rely on intermediate inputs as a proxy of unobserved productivity 

shocks (Levinsohn and Petrin 2003).   
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6.2 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

 

The impossibility of using any of these techniques (i.e. Olley and Pakes or Levinsohn and 

Petrin) in a cross section data set such as the ICS lead to using a non-parametric 

technique to complement single input and two-input productivity metrics. Data 

envelopment analysis (DEA) is used to calculate the technological frontier and the 

relative efficiency of the innovative establishments.  

 

DEA is a method for measuring efficiency of decision making units (DMUs) using linear 

programming techniques to envelop observed input-output vectors as tightly as possible. 

In our case, manufacturing establishments are considered DMUs
40

 because 

establishments embody the smallest indivisible unit of a production process and thus are 

a natural level at which to study technologies (Syverson, 2010). DEA constructs a non-

parametric envelopment frontier over the data points such that all observed points lie on 

or below of the production frontier (Coelli, 1996). This can be also understood as the 

technological frontier.  

 

DEA allows multiple inputs-outputs to be considered at the same time without any 

assumption on data distribution or on a specific functional relationship between 

production inputs and outputs. In each case, efficiency is measured in terms of a 

proportional change in inputs or outputs (Cooper, W., L. Seiford, and K. Tone, 2006).  

                                                 
40

 DMUs have taken the form as  hospitals, universities, cities, courts, etc (Cooper, W., L. Seiford, and K. 

Tone, 2006) 
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DEA is a linear programming model originally developed by Charnes, Cooper, and 

Rhodes (1978).  The objective function of the model maximizes the productivity or 

efficiency rating E for establishment k.  This is subject to the constraint that when the 

same set of w and  coefficients are applied to all establishments being compared, no 

establishment will be more than 100 percent efficient and the coefficient values will be 

positive and non zero.  

 

The following set of equations depicts the linear maximization problem embedded in 

DEA. The particular notation of this DEA model is adjusted to the characteristics of our 

analysis and data.  
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Ek = the measure of productivity or efficiency of establishment (i.e. DMU) "k,” the 

establishment in the set of j = 1,..., 4593 innovative establishment)  rated relative to the 

others for the manufacturing establishment analysis.  

 

wr = the coefficient or weight assigned to output r computed in the solution to the DEA 

model. 

 

Yrk= the amount of output "r" (measured by deflated sales-Y) produced by establishment 

"k" during the period of observation. 

 

i = the coefficient or weight assigned to resource input i computed in the solution to the 

DEA model. 

 

Xik= the amount of resource input "i" (in our case 3 inputs: capital-K, labor-L and 

intermediate inputs-M) used by establishment "k" during the period of observation. 

 

Yrj= the amount of service output "r" (sales) produced by establishment "j" during the 

period of observation. 

 

Xij= the amount of resource input "i" (K, L, M) used by establishment "j" during the 

period of observation. 
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m= the number of resources or inputs used by the establishment (i.e. three inputs: K, L, 

M). 

 

s = the number of outputs produced by the establishments (i.e. one output=Y). 

 

 = An infinitesimal positive number that constrains the input and output coefficients to 

be positive, eliminating the possibility that they will be given a zero relative value in the 

DEA results. 

 

The depicted DEA model maximizes the output (sales) without requiring more of any of 

the observed input values defining the technological frontier. Charnes, Cooper, and 

Rhodes (1978) originally proposed the efficiency measurement of the DMUs for constant 

returns to scale (CRS) where all DMUs are operating at their optimal scale.  

  

This might not be always true and certainly not for the establishments (DMUs) 

considered in the ICS. Imperfect competition, constraints on finance, lack or unreliable 

infrastructure, as documented by several World Bank Investment Climate Assessments 

(e.g. World Bank, 2007a), are indeed commonplace in Latin America, therefore 

establishments do not always achieve optimal scale.   
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The introduction of the variable returns to scale (VRS) efficiency measurement model 

allows the breakdown of efficiency into technical and scale efficiencies in DEA (Coelli 

and Rao, 2005). Technical efficiency reflects the ability of a firm to obtain maximum 

output for a given set of inputs. However, when not all establishments are operating at an 

optimal scale, the measures of technical efficiency are confounded by scale efficiencies 

(Coelli, 1996).  

 

Scale efficiency is computed as:  

 

SEi=CRSi/VRSi 

 

Where: 

SEi: scale efficiency score for establishment i 

CRSi: technical efficiency score for establishment i under constant returns to scale 

VRSi: pure technical efficiency score for establishment i under variable returns to scale 

 

In the analysis the DEA optimization problem is set up as the dual of the maximization 

problem: the minimization of the use of inputs for a given output. Included are the 

calculations of both efficiency scores under the CRS and VRS assumptions. The FEAR 

1.12 software library (Wilson 2009) and the general-purpose statistical package R are 

used to compute the DEA technical and scale efficiency scores (See Appendix 5 for R 
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program). STATA and other econometric software packages do not have a command to 

calculate DEA scores nor bootstrapping of DEA scores. 

 

The DEA efficiency scores are used as a proxy of the degree of innovativeness of the 

self-reported innovative establishments. In that regard those scores are dependent 

variables in the Heckman selection method.  

 

 

6.2.1. Descriptive Statistics of Productivity Variables for DEA Analysis 

 

The averages for the four productivity variables used for the DEA analysis; sales, labor, 

capital and intermediate inputs are presented in Table 22.  The establishments part of 

more technology intensive sectors (i.e. HT, MHT) have higher average sales than 

establishments from less technology intensive sectors (MLT, LT) with the exemption of 

Food, beverages and tobacco establishments (ISIC 15-16). In this sector, both large and 

small size establishments coexists, while sharing scale intensive and supplier dominated 

innovation pattern characteristics.   

 

Across all sectors, the intermediate inputs are the largest input expenses in terms of sales 

and relative to labor and capital expenditures. The proportion is the highest for one MLT 

and one LT sector, Rubber and plastic products and Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c., 

respectively. 
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Moreover, the highest ratio labor over sales, on average, is found in HT sectors but also 

in LT sectors. This may indicate the labor intensive nature of the latter and the high wage 

characteristics of the former. 

 

 

 

Table 23 - Productivity Variables Descriptive Statistics  

All  sales (USY) labor (USL) capital (USK 

intermediate 

inputs(USM 

Obs                    6,352                     6,352                     6,352                     6,352  

Mean        5,255,421                 578,621                 300,603              1,869,255  

high technology sectors (HT) 

  

  

    

All sales (USY) labor (USL) capital (USK 

intermediate inputs 

(USM 

Obs                       290                       290                       290                       290  

Mean             6,349,707                 892,443                 361,278              1,749,574  

MHT sectors 

    Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals (MHT) 

  

  

    

  sales (USY) labor (USL) capital (USK 

intermediate inputs 

(USM 

obs 677 677 677 677 

mean            6,513,006                 718,565                 257,800              1,953,758  

Machinery sector 

(MHT)         

obs 468 468 468 468 

mean             4,564,448                 560,523                 234,710              1,718,092  

MLT sectors 

    other non-metallic mineral products 

(MLT)  

        

All sales (USY) labor (USL) capital (USK 

intermediate inputs 

(USM 

Obs                       376                       376                       376                       376  

Mean              3,235,468                 303,445                 236,981                 660,073  

Basic metals and fabricated metal products (MLT) 

  

  

    

Obs                       434                       434                       434                       434  

Mean              3,185,748                 338,050                 136,393              1,144,448  

Rubber and plastics products (MLT)        

Obs                       248                       248                       248                       248  

Mean              3,813,172                 507,284                 267,737              2,164,564  

LT sectors 
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Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c. (LT) 

  

  

    

All sales (USY) labor (USL) capital (USK intermediate inputs 

(USM 
Obs           142                       142          142                       142  

Mean      1,843,207                 286,788         58,695                 839,072  

Food products, beverages and tobacco (LT) 

  

  

    

Obs      1,642                     1,642    1,642                     1,642  

Mean        10,400,000                 954,242        646,899              3,581,855  

Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing (LT) 

  

  

  

  

Obs               207                       207          207                       207  

Mean       2,222,559                 128,472      106,385                 380,075  

Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear (LT) 

  

  

    

obs               1,869                     1,869       1,869                     1,869  

mean       2,623,188                 468,710     139,741              1,005,519  

 

 

 

6.2.2. Bootstrapping DEA Scores to Avoid Violation of Regression 

Assumptions  

 

The use of regression analysis to combine the non-parametric DEA method and 

parametric statistical methods is a way to determine whether or not certain factors 

influence the decision-making units' (DMUs) efficiency scores. The analysis intends to 

elucidate which variables affect the relative efficiency of self-declared innovative 

manufacturing establishments in Latin America.  

 

DEA scores represent the productivity (in) efficiency. However, there is a concern with 

running regressions using those efficiency scores as dependent variables. The concern is 

that the scores are estimated with a certain degree of sampling error that varies from 

DMU to DMU. Therefore they do not conform to the assumption of identically and 

independently distributed random errors.  
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Moreover, the calculation of the DEA efficiency score for an establishment involves all 

the other establishments in the observed set. In other words, the reason for the 

dependency problem is simply the well-known fact that the DEA efficiency score is a 

relative efficiency index instead of an absolute efficiency index. This may post problems 

when trying to use the scores as dependent variables in a regression analysis framework.  

 

In conclusion, one model assumption required by regression analysis, independence 

within the sample is violated. Furthermore, a number of the DMUs may have efficiency 

scores equal to one and thus the analyst is faced with a limited dependent variable 

problem. (Coelli and Rao, 2005).  

 

Simar and Wilson (1998) and Xu and Harker (1999) propose to substitute the incorrect 

conventional DEA estimators with the bias corrected estimates. The bias corrected 

estimates are obtained by subtracting the Bootstrap bias estimate from the original 

distance function estimates (i.e. DEA scores). This idea has been implemented, among 

others, to study the spillovers of FDI in China (Hirschberg and Lloyd, 2000) and the 

effects of WTO in the Chinese insurance policy (Leverty, et al., 2008). 

 

Bootstrapping is a technique that is based on the idea of repeatedly simulating the data 

generating process. It generates multiple samples by re-sampling from the current sample 

(Cameron and Trivedi, 2009), in our analysis the ICS dataset. The observed sample (ICS) 
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is viewed as the population and the bootstrap is a method to obtain multiple samples from 

this population.  

 

The FEAR software developed by Wilson (2009) is used to compute both DEA scores 

with constant returns to scale (CRS), variable returns to scale (VRS) and the bias 

corrected scores through bootstrapping estimates used in the regression exercise (See 

Appendix 5 for R program on DEA estimation) . 

 

For the bootstrapping exercise an input oriented DEA is used. Here the output is fixed 

and the procedure minimizes the use of inputs to generate the fixed output. In this case, 

given 100 bootstrap re-samples
41

, 100 bias corrected estimates are obtained via the 

homogeneous bootstrap method described by Simar and Wilson (2000) and implemented 

through the FEAR software. 

 

The results of the DEA analysis are presented in Figures 2 to 5
42

 which show technical 

efficiency, pure technical efficiency and scale efficiency. The technical efficiency scores 

(Figure 2) grouped by sector shows that, on average, the most efficient establishments are 

part of Wood, pulp, paper (ISIC 20-22), Furniture (ISIC 36) and High Tech sectors. The 

                                                 
41

 Due to the large size of our sample(n=6673) and limited  computational capacity, higher number of 

replications are hard to obtain 
42

 The results for the bootstrapped efficiency scores show similar results to the efficiency scores computed 

directly by DEA. We present the latter for which the value of one represents maximum efficiency, while 

values larger than one correspond to increasing inefficiency (Wilson 2009). 
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least efficiency establishments, on average, are part of Rubber and plastics (ISIC 25) and 

Non-mineral products (ISIC 26). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 - Technical Efficiency by Sector – DEA Estimates Under Constant Returns 

to Scale (CRS) Assumption 

 

 

 

Figure 3 depicts the scale efficiency scores by sector computed by using the CRS and 

VRS assumptions. It shows that, on average, the most scale efficient are establishments 

from High Technology and Machinery sectors. Contrarily, establishments, on average, 

from sectors such as non-metallic mineral products (ISIC 26) and Furniture (ISIC 36) 

have the least efficient size.  
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Figure 10 - Scale Efficiency Scores by Sector – DEA Estimates 

 

 

 

Figure 4 shows pure technical efficiency average scores by sector, devoid from scale 

effects.  In pure technical efficiency establishments in the High Technology sector do not 

perform well. Despite establishments from High Technology sectors showing a high 

technical efficiency (Figure 2) their efficiency was mainly driven by efficiency in 

establishment size. On the other hand, establishments in non-metallic mineral products 

(ISIC 26) and Furniture (ISIC 36) are the most pure technically efficient.  
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Figure 11 - Pure Technical Efficiency by Sector – DEA Estimates Under 

Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) Assumption 

 

 

 

6.3 Selection Model – Innovation, Productivity and Efficiency 

Determinants  

 

A fundamental question within the innovation literature is to identify the degree of 

innovativeness (Dosi, 1989; Smith, 2003). This dissertation takes a “subject” approach to 

identify innovative establishments as those which self-declared being innovative in either 

process or products. Then it calculates their economic performance, both in absolute 

(productivity metrics) and relative terms (DEA scores), to understand the establishment’s 

degree of innovativeness. 
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A Heckman selection model is used as it is designed to deal with sample selection (i.e. 

there is not a random selection of establishments that are not innovative). Selection bias 

can be thought of as a form of omitted variable bias (Cameron and Trivedi 2009).  

 

An econometric model is used to determine the relationships among factors affecting the 

establishments’ propensity to innovate. For estimation purposes a two-step Heckman 

selection estimation procedure is applied. In the analyses, a generalized Tobit model (the 

Heckman two-step estimator) is used, which is composed by (1) the selection equation 

that inquires about innovation determinants and (2) the outcome equation on their 

performance determinants. This approach provides consistent and asymptotically 

efficient estimates for all parameters in the model (Cameron and Trivedi 2009). 

 

The described two-step estimation procedure is designed to solve the econometric 

problem of selection bias. This approach takes into account that not all establishments are 

innovative. When only the innovative establishments’ subpopulation is used, 

establishments are not randomly drawn from the larger population, and selection bias 

may arise.  The two-step model used in the analyses accounts for this possible problem 

by formulating the following choice structure. In the first step establishments self-declare 

being innovative or not (selection equation). Given that an establishment has innovated 

either in new products or processes, their economic performance, according to five 

different metrics is estimated.  More specifically, the following model is used: 
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(1) 
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1 1 1 1 1 0if 1i i i i iy y X y       

(2) 

 

where *

1iy  is a latent variable in the selection equation measuring the propensity to 

perform an innovation, 0iy  is the corresponding observed binary variable being 1 for 

innovative establishments and zero for others, 1iy  denotes the different dependent 

variables on the outcome equation (i.e. that inquires about productivity and efficiency). 

0iX  and iX1  are vectors of variables explaining being innovative in product or processes 

and the productivity and efficiency metrics, respectively. The  -vectors contain the 

unknown parameters for each equation. 0i  and 1i  are independent and identically 

distributed drawings from a normal distribution with zero mean. The Heckman model 

tests the establishments’ productivity and efficiency conditional on being innovative.  

 

The independent variables 0iX , are composed by: (see Section 4.4. and Appendix 2  

 

for variable description and operationalization)
43

 

 

-Global production metrics
44

 

• Establishments controlled by multinational firms - Dichotomous (FA) 

                                                 
43 The continuous variables in the equation both dependent and independent, have been transformed to their 

natural logarithms. Natural logarithms are denoted by Ln. We perform the transformation to diminish 

skewness and to deal with variables measured in different scales in a general form:       lnY = a + lnB + e     
44

 The global production metrics are dummy variables, being the contrast variable: Local establishments 

non exporting (LNX) 
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• Establishments with foreign ownership that are managerially independent - 

Dichotomous (FI) 

• Establishments engaged in global production through market transactions- 

Dichotomous (LFX) 

-Knowledge sources 

• Performance of R&D activities - Dichotomous (RD) 

• Investments in new machinery - Dichotomous (Mach) 

• Use of foreign licenses - Dichotomous (FORLIC) 

• Log of imported inputs as a percentage of total inputs (Ln forinp) 

• Log of exports as a percentage of total sales (Ln exttot) 

• Provision of training- Dichotomous (Train) 

-Industry structure 

• Log of number of full time skilled production employees (Ln lSFTPW) 

• Log of number of full time unskilled production employees (Ln USFTPW)  

• Log of number of full time non-production employees (Ln lFTNPW) 

• Log of number of temporary full time employees (Ln lTFTW)  

• Log of Capital intensity (fixed assets/total sales) (Ln Kint)) 

-Agglomeration Economies 

• Log of localization Economies index (Ln LE) 

• Log of Urbanization Economies index (Ln UE) 
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-Dummies for sectors  

-Dummies for countries  

 

However, to avoid identification problems, a variable in the selection equation should not 

be present in the outcome equation. An exclusion restriction shall be used as a variable 

(s) that can generate non trivial variation in the selection variable but does not affect the 

outcome variable directly (Cameron and Trivedi 2009). 

 

Previous studies (e.g. World Bank, 2007) explain that urbanization economies, as an area 

with concentration of different industries is a determinant of innovation (selection 

equation) but not necessarily such concentration enhances economic performance 

(outcome equation).  Therefore iX1 contains the same dependent variables as 0iX  with the 

exception of the Urbanization Economies (UE) index.  

 

Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) indicators  are computed to verify  that: 1) the 

independent variables (X) are not correlated to a point that it makes difficult to determine 

which variable is actually producing the effect on Y and 2) that the coefficients will have 

to be large in order to be statistically significant.  Appendix 3 contains the VIF indicators 

per variable, and all are lower than 4. Therefore, the presence of multicollinearity does 

not represent a problem to these results. 
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Finally, 
0iy  is the corresponding observed binary variable (innov) being 1 for innovative 

establishments and zero for others in the first stage. 1iy  is represented by the following 

dependent variables in the 2
nd

 stage: 

• Log of labor productivity (ln LP) 

• Log of value added (lnVA) 

• Log of DEA bootstrapped technical efficiency  scores (lcrsbs) 

• Log of DEA bootstrapped scale efficiency (lsebs) 

• Log of DEA bootstrapped pure technical efficiency (Lvrsbs) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4. Innovation Determinant Results  

 

The results of the selection equation in the two stage Heckman model are presented in 

Table 23. Full or partial foreign ownership of local firms as either a subsidiary of a 

multinational company or a domestic firm partly foreign owned has no distinct influence 

on the propensity to innovate relative to being a locally owned non exporting 

establishment. This is not a surprising result as previous empirical literature finds mixed 

evidence on the existence of positive productivity externalities including technology 

transfer generated by the presence of foreign multinational companies in the host country 

(Alfaro, et al 2006).  
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On the other hand, locally owned exporting establishments are likely more innovative 

than non exporting establishments. This outcome gives further support to the existing 

evidence in favor of self-selection of more productive/innovative firms into exporting 

(Melitz, et.al 2003, Lachenmaier and Woßmann, 2006). Moreover, recent research in the 

manufacturing sector has differentiated between the effects of trade in process and 

product innovation (Cassiman and Martinez, 2007). This research has found an influence 

from product innovation to productivity and then to the decision to export. These results 

may explain how a firm’s decision to invest in R&D and make product innovations drives 

its productivity and triggers the decision to start exporting. 

 

Knowledge sources are important factors that influence an establishment’s 

innovativeness. Embodied knowledge in new machinery, knowledge developed by 

workers through training and through technical assistance from vendors of imported 

inputs are positively related with innovation. These non R&D inputs to innovation show 

that newer equipment represents a higher level of technology, and that technological 

know-how embodied in technical personnel are important (Kline and Rosenberg 1986). 

Codified knowledge acquired through foreign licenses purchases, as well as own-

knowledge generation and adoption efforts through R&D investments are also important. 

The former supports Barba Navaretti & Venables (2004) statement that market channels 

in the form of licensing and subcontracting can be employed by local  firms to access 

newer technology, specially foreign.  
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The most skilled human capital employed by the establishment has a positive impact on 

innovativeness. Specifically non production workers, which encompass engineers, 

administrative and managers (See Appendix 2 for variable definition) previously have 

been used to represent skilled labor (Berman et al., 1994, 1997). This might be explained 

by the role skilled professionals play in R&D and “creative” departments as assessed by 

Autor, D. H., Katz, L. F. and Krueger, A. B. (1998), which find that new technologies 

and physical capital appear to be complements with more skilled workers.  

 

On the contrary, the results also suggest that the more capital intensive the establishment 

is, the lower its propensity to innovate. Previous research has found that there is no 

significant difference in innovation among firms from capital intensive sectors compared 

to those from knowledge intensive and labor intensive sectors (Loof and Heshmati, 

2002). Moreover, Acs and Audrescht (1987) found that there is a relative innovative 

advantage in industries which are capital-intensive but only for large firms. 

 

While urbanization economies affect positively the propensity to innovate, localization 

economies (concentration of firms from the same industry) does not seem to be relevant 

for being innovative. The results confirm what is expected. Co-location of a large number 

of different industries in the same place increases innovation. It generates between 

industry economies as establishments from one sector adapt ideas from other industries 

mostly through user-producer interactions (Jacobs 1961). On the other hand, spatial 

concentration of firms in the same industry in a particular area generate within-industry 
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economies which reduce costs from continuous production through sharing of sector-

specific inputs and knowledge, intra-industry linkages, and opportunities for efficient 

subcontracting among firms production (Henderson 1994, Henderson 1997). 

 

Finally, establishments in high tech sectors are the most innovative as well as those 

establishments in the furniture sector. Greater innovativeness and faster technological 

change is expected from establishments in the high technology sector (Leiponen and 

Drejer, 2007; Balconi, et.al. 2010). Establishments in the  furniture sector usually 

innovate in production processes (Scherer 1982) and design, as establishments have to 

tailor their products to  changing tastes of clients (Pavitt, 1984). 

 
 

 

 

Table 24 - Heckman Model- Selection Equation: Innovation determinants  

 

Ln labor 

productivity 

Ln value 

added 

Ln pure 

technical 

efficiency 

Ln 

technical 

efficiency 

Ln scale 

efficiency 

VARIABLES Innov Innov innov innov innov 

1-Local establishments controlled by  -0.0147 -0.032 0.0705 0.0123 -0.019 

multinational firms (FA) -0.0974 -0.0915 -0.087 -0.0893 -0.0922 

2- Local establishments with foreign 

ownership 0.0584 0.0315 0.0583 0.0312 0.0462 

but that are managerially independent 

(FI) -0.132 -0.123 -0.119 -0.123 -0.127 

3- Local establishments engaged in 

global  0.254*** 0.196*** 0.163*** 0.210*** 0.207*** 

production through market 

transactions (LFX) -0.0663 -0.0631 -0.0592 -0.0613 -0.0633 

4-suppliers(ln (imported inputs / total 

inputs)) 0.386*** 0.363*** 0.303*** 0.299*** 0.331*** 

 -0.0642 -0.0616 -0.059 -0.0606 -0.0626 

5-clients( ln (exports /  total sales )) -0.148 -0.0525 -7.43E-05 -0.068 -0.117 

 -0.11 -0.104 -0.0978 -0.101 -0.104 

6-- R&D  0.843*** 0.763*** 0.662*** 0.712*** 0.753*** 

 -0.0513 -0.0496 -0.0467 -0.0484 -0.0508 
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7- New Machinery 0.320*** 0.294*** 0.231*** 0.288*** 0.256*** 

 -0.0416 -0.0403 -0.0388 -0.0393 -0.0411 

8 - Use of foreign license (FORLIC) 0.312*** 0.285*** 0.349*** 0.352*** 0.312*** 

 -0.0732 -0.0688 -0.0646 -0.0678 -0.0691 

9-Worker’s Training  0.370*** 0.322*** 0.281*** 0.324*** 0.322*** 

 -0.045 -0.0432 -0.0411 -0.0423 -0.0435 

10- Ln Number of FT skilled 

production  -0.00735 -0.019 0.0300* 0.000848 0.0138 

employees (lSFTPW) -0.0186 -0.0178 -0.016 -0.0172 -0.0175 

11- Ln Number of FT unskilled 

production  -0.00252 -0.000515 0.0227* 0.00391 0.0113 

employees (lUSFTPW) -0.0156 -0.0147 -0.0136 -0.0144 -0.0147 

12- Ln Number of FT non-production  0.0551** 0.0488** 0.0472** 0.0444** 0.0474** 

employees (lFTNPW) -0.0226 -0.0216 -0.0199 -0.021 -0.0217 

13- Number of temporary FT 

employees.  0.00738 0.0092 0.0376** 0.0111 0.0226 

(lTFTW) -0.0207 -0.0196 -0.0186 -0.0192 -0.0201 

14-Ln Capital Intensity (Kint) -0.0353*** -0.0770*** -0.0184 

-

0.0407*** -0.0538*** 

 -0.0121 -0.0119 -0.0122 -0.0112 -0.0125 

15-Ln Localization index ( lLE) 0.00634 0.00905 0.00485 0.00113 0.00444 

 -0.0131 -0.0124 -0.012 -0.0121 -0.0127 

16-Ln Urbanization index (lUE) -0.336** -0.467*** -0.413*** -0.283** -0.535*** 

 -0.161 -0.138 -0.125 -0.13 -0.146 

Argentina  -0.451*** -0.585*** -0.311*** -0.327*** -0.422*** 

 -0.126 -0.12 -0.112 -0.114 -0.121 

Bolivia -0.116 -0.198 0.0105 -0.0759 -0.0179 

 -0.133 -0.128 -0.121 -0.123 -0.127 

Colombia -0.227* -0.327*** -0.174* -0.213** -0.187* 

 -0.117 -0.112 -0.104 -0.106 -0.112 

Mexico -1.121*** -1.113*** -0.970*** -0.953*** -1.043*** 

 -0.113 -0.11 -0.103 -0.104 -0.11 

Panama -0.570*** -0.582*** -0.454*** -0.408*** -0.504*** 

 -0.143 -0.138 -0.129 -0.132 -0.137 

Paraguay -0.439*** -0.383*** -0.314*** -0.212* -0.339*** 

 -0.128 -0.124 -0.115 -0.118 -0.123 

Uruguay -0.343*** -0.495*** -0.368*** -0.309*** -0.358*** 

 -0.13 -0.125 -0.117 -0.119 -0.126 

Chile -0.530*** -0.568*** -0.383*** -0.405*** -0.472*** 

 -0.121 -0.116 -0.109 -0.11 -0.117 

Ecuador -0.426*** -0.484*** -0.384*** -0.335*** -0.428*** 

 -0.134 -0.128 -0.12 -0.122 -0.128 

El Salvador -0.453*** -0.516*** -0.424*** -0.381*** -0.426*** 

 -0.129 -0.124 -0.116 -0.117 -0.124 

Honduras -0.258* -0.389*** -0.196 -0.131 -0.247* 

 -0.146 -0.141 -0.131 -0.133 -0.14 

Guatemala  -0.384*** -0.453*** -0.360*** -0.280** -0.384*** 
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 -0.135 -0.13 -0.123 -0.125 -0.131 

Nicaragua -0.533*** -0.582*** -0.362*** -0.325*** -0.440*** 

 -0.136 -0.131 -0.122 -0.125 -0.13 

MHT-Chemicals excluding 

pharmaceuticals -0.0743 -0.0367 -0.0291 -0.0958 -0.0341 

 -0.1 -0.0958 -0.0909 -0.094 -0.0967 

MLT-Rubber and plastics products -0.11 -0.158 -0.092 -0.122 -0.107 

 -0.125 -0.12 -0.115 -0.118 -0.121 

MLT-Other non-metallic mineral 

products -0.0759 -0.0955 0.011 -0.144 -0.0477 

 -0.107 -0.103 -0.0983 -0.101 -0.104 

MHT-All machinery 

sectors:31,34,352,29 -0.0877 -0.12 -0.0784 -0.115 -0.0659 

 -0.129 -0.122 -0.116 -0.12 -0.123 

LT-Food products, beverages and 

tobacco 0.0294 0.0191 0.0208 -0.05 0.044 

 -0.106 -0.101 -0.0972 -0.0997 -0.103 

MLT-Basic metals and fabricated 

metal p -0.0867 -0.0949 -0.0158 -0.0962 -0.0649 

 -0.0861 -0.0824 -0.0783 -0.0814 -0.0829 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c. 0.310** 0.289** 0.300** 0.237* 0.274* 

 -0.153 -0.147 -0.139 -0.142 -0.147 

LT-Textiles, textile products, leather 0.0143 -0.00731 0.0796 -0.0189 0.0633 

 -0.0838 -0.0799 -0.0765 -0.0791 -0.081 

LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, 

p -0.0769 -0.0579 -0.0619 -0.161 -0.1 

 -0.127 -0.122 -0.118 -0.12 -0.124 

Constant 0.854** 1.070*** 0.901*** 0.711** 1.150*** 

 -0.347 -0.309 -0.281 -0.291 -0.318 

Observations 6263 6069 6246 6182 6164 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1     

Country contrast variable: Peru 

Sector contrast variable: High technology sectors  

Globalization of production contrast variable: local non exporting establishments  

 

 

 

 

 

6.5. Efficiency and Productivity Results  

 

Table 25 presents the results of the 2
nd

 stage outcome equation of the Heckman model
45

.  

                                                 
45

 We elaborate on DEA results for scale and pure technical efficiency only. Using technical efficiency 

would imply that all establishments are operating at their optimal scale confounding technical efficiency 

with scale efficiencies.  
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Engagement with global production in any form increases an establishment’s labor 

productivity as well as the efficiency of the establishment’s size. Particularly, 

multinational subsidiaries also have a significant positive impact on value added. On the 

other hand, being a multinational associate or locally owned exporter decreases pure 

technical efficiency.   

 

The relationship depicted by the results are in line with recent theoretical and empirical 

developments that associate high productivity firms with direct exports and firms with the 

highest productivity are associated with FDI in export platforms (Melitz, Helpman et al. 

2003)
46

.    

 

The establishments’ knowledge sources measured by R&D efforts, investments in new 

machinery, use of foreign licenses and worker’s training all increase the performance of 

productivity and pure technical efficiency metrics. This is in line to what theory predicts 

and other empirical evidence show (e.g. Barba Navaretti & Venables, 2004; Griffith and 

Van Redding, 1994) 

 

                                                 
46

 Horizontal FDI refers to investments in production facilities abroad that are designed to serve those local 

customers. An extension of the model includes FDI as export platforms but excludes vertical FDI that 

involve fragmentation of production across countries. 
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Moreover, reaching an efficient establishment size is statistically significantly decreased 

by R&D efforts. This may indicate that many establishments may not have the minimum 

scale to undertake in house R&D activities (Pavitt, 1984).   

 

Two measures of international technology diffusion, use of imported inputs and exports 

(Keller, 2004) affect positively but differently productivity and efficiency. First, 

knowledge embedded in more advanced imported inputs and vendors’ technical 

assistance to better use them increase labor productivity, value added and also technical 

efficiency. Second, potential technology transfer through informal mechanisms of 

technical assistance from foreign buyers via exports (Kim 1997) affects positively labor 

productivity and scale efficiency.  

 

The number of non-production workers (which include professionals and engineers) 

increases labor productivity and value added as well as scale efficiency but it is not 

significant for pure technical efficiency. Technological know-how embodied in technical 

personnel is important not only to generate innovation (Kline and Rosenberg 1986) but 

also to increase productivity. However, while a higher number of non-production workers 

diminishes the size (scale) inefficiency, it is the opposite for pure technical efficiency.  

 

Capital intensity affects negatively the productivity and efficiency of the establishments. 

This result is robust to all metrics, either using one production factor (labor productivity) 

or two factors (value added) but also three production factors (pure technical and scale 
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efficiency scores).  Even controlling for size, these results show that in the ICS sample 

the more capital intensive the establishment the less productive and efficient it is. This 

result contradicts what has been previously found by for example Melitz et al (2003) of 

higher total factor productivity in capital intense firms.   

  

Finally, the establishment’s location in an area with higher concentration of firms of the 

same sector increases scale efficiency but decreases pure technical efficiency while not 

having significant impacts on labor productivity nor value added.  

 

Table 25 - Heckman Model- Outcome Equation: Efficiency Determinants 

 

labor 

productivity value added 

pure 

technical 

efficiency 

technical 

efficiency 

scale 

efficiency 

VARIABLES lLP lnVA Lvrsbs Lcrsbs Lsebs 

1-Local establishments controlled 

by  0.407*** 0.219*** 0.0899 -0.0665 -0.151** 

multinational firms (FA) -0.0613 -0.0783 -0.0709 -0.0612 -0.0659 

2- Local establishments with 

foreign ownership 0.257*** 0.0784 0.209** 0.0191 -0.165* 

but that are managerially 

independent (FI) -0.0865 -0.108 -0.0996 -0.086 -0.0928 

3- Local establishments engaged 

in global  0.166*** 0.0633 0.131*** 0.0206 -0.0760* 

production through market 

transactions (LFX) -0.0407 -0.0513 -0.0467 -0.0403 -0.0434 

4-suppliers(ln (imported inputs / 

total inputs) 0.279*** 0.131** -0.0259 -0.176*** -0.0717 

 -0.0473 -0.0571 -0.0517 -0.0446 -0.0488 

5-clients( ln (exports /  total sales) 0.149** 0.124 -0.0011 -0.231*** -0.232*** 

 -0.0682 -0.0867 -0.0787 -0.0679 -0.0731 

6- R&D  0.187*** 0.308*** -0.250*** -0.252*** 0.171*** 

 -0.042 -0.0398 -0.036 -0.031 -0.0355 

7- New Machinery 0.0788** 0.197*** -0.0934*** -0.165*** 0.00875 

 -0.0336 -0.0391 -0.0353 -0.0304 -0.0337 

8 - Use of foreign license 

(FORLIC) 0.162*** 0.200*** -0.102** -0.185*** -0.0124 

 -0.0417 -0.0521 -0.0476 -0.0409 -0.0441 

9-Worker’s Training  0.0830** 0.178*** -0.0774** -0.144*** 0.036 

 -0.0345 -0.0398 -0.036 -0.0311 -0.0342 
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10- Ln Number of FT skilled 

production  -0.0369*** -0.0231 0.173*** 0.0114 -0.159*** 

employees (lSFTPW) -0.0124 -0.0157 -0.0142 -0.0122 -0.0132 

11- Ln Number of FT unskilled 

production  -0.0219** -0.0124 0.146*** -0.0025 -0.146*** 

employees (lUSFTPW) -0.01 -0.0127 -0.0115 -0.00994 -0.0107 

12- Ln Number of FT non-

production  0.130*** 0.0377** 0.319*** -0.0438*** -0.357*** 

employees (lFTNPW) -0.0153 -0.0192 -0.0174 -0.015 -0.0162 

13- Number of temporary FT 

employees.  -0.0141 0.0275* 0.0244* -0.0142 -0.0403*** 

(lTFTW) -0.0125 -0.0159 -0.0145 -0.0126 -0.0135 

14-Ln Capital Intensity (Kint) -0.299*** -0.213*** 0.221*** 0.408*** 0.188*** 

 -0.00922 -0.0117 -0.0105 -0.00881 -0.00969 

15-Ln Localization index ( lLE) 0.0149 -0.00946 0.0338*** 0.00979 8 

 -0.00932 -0.0116 -0.0104 -0.00898 -0.00976 

16-Ln Urbanization index (lUE)      

      

Argentina  0.611*** -0.148* 0.735*** 0.174** -0.604*** 

 -0.0682 -0.0868 -0.0792 -0.0689 -0.074 

Bolivia -0.479*** 0.422*** -0.483*** -0.0272 0.478*** 

 -0.0771 -0.099 -0.09 -0.0776 -0.0833 

Colombia 0.168** 0.0999 0.251*** -0.0223 -0.265*** 

 -0.0678 -0.0861 -0.079 -0.0686 -0.0738 

Mexico 0.094 -0.198** 0.816*** 0.413*** -0.651*** 

 -0.0857 -0.0926 -0.0841 -0.0729 -0.0817 

Panama 0.578*** 0.249** 0.596*** -0.00977 -0.682*** 

 -0.0959 -0.12 -0.108 -0.0933 -0.101 

Paraguay -0.420*** -0.096 0.0437 0.163** 0.0668 

 -0.0795 -0.102 -0.0912 -0.0789 -0.085 

Uruguay 0.170** -0.131 0.468*** 0.225*** -0.317*** 

 -0.0788 -0.1 -0.091 -0.0795 -0.0855 

Chile 0.682*** -0.0671 0.835*** 0.191*** -0.708*** 

 -0.0704 -0.0882 -0.0808 -0.07 -0.0755 

Ecuador 0.252*** -0.0459 0.598*** 0.227*** -0.426*** 

 -0.0781 -0.0988 -0.0905 -0.0782 -0.0842 

El Salvador -0.348*** -0.0302 -0.00964 0.139* 0.0968 

 -0.0754 -0.0948 -0.0869 -0.0751 -0.0811 

Honduras -0.360*** -0.0224 -0.116 0.0757 0.215** 

 -0.091 -0.116 -0.105 -0.0903 -0.0976 

Guatemala  -0.397*** -0.0415 -0.0741 0.148* 0.173** 

 -0.0814 -0.102 -0.094 -0.0814 -0.0876 

Nicaragua -0.999*** 0.0414 -0.753*** 0.0644 0.759*** 

 -0.0877 -0.109 -0.0991 -0.0853 -0.0927 

MHT-Chemicals excluding 

pharmaceuticals 0.213*** 0.137 0.0613 -0.176*** -0.234*** 

 -0.0687 -0.086 -0.0785 -0.0676 -0.073 
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MLT-Rubber and plastics 

products 0.191** 0.134 0.181* -0.173** -0.355*** 

 -0.0846 -0.107 -0.0971 -0.0834 -0.0899 

MLT-Other non-metallic mineral 

products -0.102 -0.0157 -0.197** -0.138* 0.0486 

 -0.086 -0.105 -0.0946 -0.0817 -0.0891 

MHT-All machinery 

sectors:31,34,352,29 0.0397 0.0193 0.235** 0.0556 -0.169* 

 -0.0836 -0.106 -0.0962 -0.0825 -0.0889 

LT-Food products, beverages and 

tobacco 0.039 0.119 0.0089 -0.122 -0.128 

 -0.0781 -0.0971 -0.088 -0.0761 -0.0824 

MLT-Basic metals and fabricated 

metal p 0.0514 0.0943 -0.0567 -0.128** -0.0855 

 -0.0611 -0.0765 -0.0695 -0.0599 -0.0648 

LT-Furniture, Manufacturing, 

n.e.c. -0.263** 0.0181 -0.394*** -0.0717 0.397*** 

 -0.104 -0.131 -0.118 -0.101 -0.109 

LT-Textiles, textile products, 

leather -0.469*** -0.139* -0.240*** -0.0294 0.234*** 

 -0.0596 -0.0746 -0.0678 -0.0585 -0.0631 

LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper 

products, p 0.0952 0.16 -0.0384 -0.13 -0.114 

 -0.0953 -0.118 -0.108 -0.0928 -0.101 

Constant 8.255*** -0.135 4.197*** 8.594*** 3.977*** 

 -0.137 -0.151 -0.136 -0.117 -0.13 

Observations 6263 6069 6246 6182 6164 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1    

Country contrast variable: Peru 

Sector contrast variable: High technology sectors  

Globalization of production contrast variable: local non exporting establishments  
 

 

 

6.6. Conclusions Hypotheses 5 to 9 

 

The determinants of innovation, productivity and efficiency using a two stage Heckman 

selection model have been examined. Their determinants can be categorized in the 

following groups: links to global production via ownership, knowledge sources, 

characteristics of the establishments’ human capital and agglomeration economies. Next 

the results for the specific hypotheses are explained.  
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Hypothesis 5 - Localization economies generated by geographical agglomeration of 

firms from the same sector increase innovation, productivity and efficiency. 

The results are in line with previous assessments on the uncertainty of the effects of 

localization economies in the propensity to innovate (World Bank, 2008), as their effect 

is not statistically significant. 

 

On the other hand, only for one performance metric, scale efficiency, localization 

economies as predicted have a positive effect. Contrastingly, there is no significant effect 

in labor productivity or value added. Moreover, the negative effect on pure technical 

efficiency is statistically significant.  

 

 

Hypothesis 6 - Urbanization economies generated by geographical agglomeration of 

firms from different sectors increase innovation. 

As predicted, the higher the urbanization economies, the higher the positive effect on 

innovation in the establishment located in the area. 

 

Hypothesis 7 - Engagement in global production, either through arms length 

transactions (locally owned exporters) or foreign ownership tends to increase an 

establishment’s innovation.  
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Being a local exporter selling to foreign markets through arms length transactions 

increases innovation. This result is in line with previous research that relates innovation 

and exports (Cassiman and Martinez, 2007; Damijan et al 2008). 

 

However, the effect on innovation of being part of a multinational, either as a subsidiary 

or associate factory, is not statistically significant. This supports previous findings that 

state that presence of foreign multinational companies in the host country does not 

necessarily translate into technology transfer in the form of new products or processes 

(Alfaro, et al, 2005). 

 

Hypothesis 8 - Engagement in global production through market transactions 

enhances both productivity and technical and scale efficiency.  

 

Locally owned exporters do have higher labor productivity and higher scale efficiency 

than local non exporting establishments. On the other hand, these establishments have 

lower technical efficiency. While the labor productivity result seems to be according to 

prediction, higher scale efficiency may suggest that financial constraints may not be a 

limit to achieve efficient scale of operations. Moreover, lower technical efficiency may 

suggest that exporting may not bring knowledge to meet requirements of product quality, 

delivery time, process efficiency, and environmental, labor, and social standards as 

reported by Gereffi, Humphrey, & Sturgeon (2005). 
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Hypothesis 9 - Being part of a multinational assures both technical and scale 

efficiency.  

 

As expected by some literature both subsidiaries and associates of multinational firms 

have higher labor productivity (Melitz et al 2003) as well as higher scale efficiency than 

local non exporting establishments. The latter result may imply that multinationals do not 

face financial constraints to scale up the size of the factories to optimal levels.  

 

Particularly subsidiaries have also higher value added. On the other hand, associates have 

lower technical efficiency than local non exporting firms. This last result is not as 

expected.  
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Section 7 Public Policy Implications 
 

 

 

This chapter aims to relate the results of the analyses of this dissertation to the public 

policy objectives of increasing productivity and enhancing innovative capabilities of local 

firms in Latin America
47

. To achieve that this section is organized in two parts:  First, it 

classifies the current trends in Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) policies and 

programs in Latin America into three categories. Second, it provides suggestions on how 

the design of STI programs could be improved taking into account this dissertation’s 

results
48
. 

 

STI programs (i.e. instruments) can be grouped under one of three policies: a) supply, b) 

demand or c) articulation STI policies (IADB, 2010). Those policies are defined by 

taking into account the outputs generated through the related STI programs, their 

economic rationale and the market failures they address and their intended beneficiaries.  

                                                 
47

 E.g. Peru- Competitiveness National Council’ Agenda for Competitiveness 2012-13; Mexico - Ministry 

of Economy’s National Innovation Program 2011; Colombia – Ministry of Commerce, Industry and 

Tourism, National Policy for Competitiveness and Productivity, 2004-2009. 
48

 Programs relate to a single part of the innovation system; while policies seek to address the system in its 

entirety. According to D. Moynihan, the defining characteristic of a program is that it is directed to a 

specific situation with the purpose of maintaining or changing that situation in some desired fashion. 

Policies in turn seek to encompass the largest possible range of phenomena and concerns (Moynihan, 

1970). 
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This dissertation’s results may inform and enhance the design of STI programs by: a) 

revealing the predominant innovation patterns and their relation with different types of 

engagement with global production, b) assessing the potential program coverage and 

usage through the identification of diverse innovation patterns within official economic 

sectors and the presence of patterns more likely to use specific STI programs; c) 

confirming that direct exporting by locally owned establishments is a source of 

innovativeness; d) revealing that both locally owned exporters as well as multinational 

subsidiaries and associates have higher labor productivity and higher scale efficiency, e) 

corroborating the positive role of urbanization economies in local establishments’ 

propensity to innovate, and f) verifying the positive effect of localization economies in 

the scale efficiency of innovative establishments.  

 

 

7.1. Science, Technology and Innovation Policies and Programs in Latin 

America  

 

In general, STI programs that are part of supply side policies target the generation of 

new scientific knowledge by financing both basic and applied research, the formation of 

human capital and investments in infrastructure for developing science and technology 

(S&T) projects. The rationale behind supply side policies stem from the large social gains 

that such investments may bring. Social gains may be larger than private returns. 

Therefore, optimal levels of investment may not be provided by the market as there are 

failures related to the uncertainty of the innovation process to achieve marketable results 

and appropriability of those results by the innovating firm.  For example, STI supply 
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programs support the development of university and public research centers including 

funding of scientific infrastructure as well as investments in advanced education and 

research programs in S&T. While supply programs generate knowledge by providing 

inputs for firm innovation, firms are not direct beneficiaries of such programs.  

 

In contrast, demand-side policies focus on the factors that impede the development of 

firm innovation capabilities, mainly financing and knowledge constraints. More 

specifically, they target funding shortcomings in financial markets by which firms’ 

investments in R&D are not socially optimal, especially in technologies at an early stage 

of development. Demand side programs that address funding deficiencies encompass: a) 

technology and innovation funds, which provide loans and grants to firms, associations of 

firms, consortia and firms’ research networks to conduct and adopt research and 

sometimes access knowledge embodied in more advanced equipment; b) competitiveness 

funds in the form of credit and grants that are frequently designed to increase productivity 

and exports and to promote the use of quality standards; c) fiscal incentives, such as R&D 

tax credits; and d) public venture capital for new firms at a stage of development close to 

the marketplace. Those demand STI programs that seek to alleviate a firm’s inadequate 

knowledge endowments are related to support for technology transfer offices and 

manufacturing technology extension services. 

 

Finally, articulation STI policies involve a more comprehensive approach which aims 

to: first, address coordination failures among the diverse actors within the innovation 
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system and second, reinforce the innovation capabilities of strategic sectors. To achieve 

the first objective, articulation policies promote cooperation and search for innovation 

complementarities and risk sharing among firms and research institutions.  For example, 

articulation programs fund research consortia fostering industry co-operation and 

university industry association schemes. For the second objective, articulation policies 

pay attention to the industry/sector level, in accordance with their relevance for national 

competitiveness and social importance. In addition, articulation policy instruments 

targeting strategic sectors can address other market failures that arise in the form of 

externalities and target the internalization of their spillovers. For example, programs 

designed to attract FDI in high technology sectors seek to bring spillovers to the local 

firms through technology transfer from multinational enterprises.  

 

The following Table presents an overview of different types of STI programs grouped 

under the three policies described above. Those STI programs were being implemented in 

13 Latin American countries as of 2010 (IADB, 2011). The most advanced countries
49

 

(e.g. Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Chile and Uruguay) show a wide variety of STI 

programs representing the three policy categories described above. Countries in a second 

tier of the development ladder
50

 (e.g. Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica and Dominican 

Republic) while implementing a number of supply and demand STI programs, have very 

                                                 
49

 These five countries are classified as upper middle income countries according to their Gross National 

Income (GNI) by the World Bank. Within that group they are on the high end with a GNI per capita 

ranging from $8,400 to $12,500. 
50

 Colombia, Peru, Costa Rica and Dominican Republic are classified as for upper middle income countries, 

those with a GNI per capita of  ($4,036 to $12,475 according to the World Bank Country classification, . 

These countries GNI per capita ranges from $5,100 to $7,600.,   
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few articulation programs. Finally, the less developed countries
51

 (Guatemala, Paraguay 

and El Salvador) have, in general, a lack of STI policies. Their innovation policies in 

most cases do not consider demand and articulation instruments.  

 

The only type of program being implemented in all but one of the13 countries is S&T 

funds, a type of supply program that promotes scientific research through research grants 

and financing of research infrastructure.  

 

 

 

Table 26 - Science Technology and Innovation Programs in Latin America 

                                                 
51

 According to the World Bank Country classification for lower middle income countries, those with a 

GNI per capita of $1,026 to $4,035, include Guatemala, Paraguay, El Salvador, 

  ARG BRA MEX CHI URY PER  COL CRI PAN  GTM DOM PRY SLV 

SUPPLY-SIDE 
PROGRAMS                           

S&T Funds X X X X X X X X X X X X   

Support to Centers of 

Excellence  X X X X X   X             

Scholarships for 

undergraduate, graduate, 

and post graduate in S&T X X X X X X X   X         

Support programs for 

national postgraduates in 

S&T X X X X X   X   X     X   

Salary incentives to 

research in S&T X   X   X       X         

Affiliation with national 

researchers abroad X   X X X       X         

DEMAND-SIDE 
PROGRAMS                           

Technology and 

Competitiveness funds X X X X X X X X X     X X 

Venture capital and other 
financing funding for 

firms X X   X X   X             

Fiscal incentives for R&D X X   X     X   X         

Promotion of Technology 

and knowledge transfer 

(extension technology 
services) X X       X     X     X   

ARTICULATION 

PROGRAMS                           

Sectoral funds X X X X X                 

Priority areas programs X X X X X X X             
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Source: Own elaboration based on Navarro et al (2010)  

 

 

 

7.2. Policy Implications  

 

Manufacturing establishments and, by extension the firms they are part of, are the units of 

analysis of this dissertation. Accordingly, the policy implications of this dissertation’s 

results are heavily focused in demand and articulation programs where established and 

new firms are the direct beneficiaries. The hypotheses and the empirical analyses laid out 

in sections three and five and six, respectively, provide implications for STI programs 

design:   

 

1. Currently, the most common type of innovation programs in Latin America enhance 

the supply side of STI and are carried out by universities and research institutions. 

However, most of these supply STI programs do not consider diffusion of research 

discoveries to establishments and do not incentivize feedback to the research process 

from the productive sector. Even if diffusion and feedback are considered in program 

design, many establishments may not have the capacity to interact with research 

Innovation clusters, 

promotion of 
conglomerates, business 

incubators  X X   X X           X     

Mechanisms for 
enhancing regional 

innovation systems    X X X                   

Coordination mechanisms 

between actors of the 
National Innovation 

system (technology 

tables, innovation 
chambers, …)  X X X X X                 

Technology adoption and 

spillovers through high 
technology FDI attraction X X X X 

   

X 
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institutions, nor to adopt and adapt new discoveries, as the cluster analyses describing 

innovation patterns characteristics show. For the society to effectively benefit from 

results of STI supply programs diffusion, feedback and development of capacities of 

the majority of private establishments should be considered.  

 

2. Previous evidence shows that both demand and articulation programs are more likely 

to be used by the most efficient establishments (Alvarez, et al 2012). At the same 

time the rates of usage of horizontal programs (i.e. sector neutral) are higher in high 

and medium-high technology industries. Results from the test of Hypotheses 8 and 9 

strongly suggest that participating in global production either as a direct exporter or 

as part of a multinational increase productivity and scale efficiency of manufacturing 

establishments. As well, Hypotheses 1 and 2 show that innovative establishments 

participating in global production show characteristics of a science based innovation 

pattern. Therefore, policy-makers should recognize these characteristics of successful 

applicants to ensure that program objectives are met.   

 

3. Articulation programs are the least common program type in Latin America. At the 

same time, the majority of innovative establishments has supplier dominated patterns 

of innovation, has a small scale, is not linked with global production, performs R&D 

on a limited basis and is not the most productive as shown by the innovation pattern 

characteristics depicted in the cluster and two-step Heckman regression. Therefore, 

articulation programs that foster suppliers’ linkages with FDI and university-industry 
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R&D collaboration are paramount to increase the innovation capabilities of the 

majority of establishments.  

 

4. Sectoral STI programs may not be appropriately formulated nor appealing to the 

majority of establishments in the targeted sector as heterogeneity in innovation 

patterns is prevalent within and across industries as shown in this dissertation’s 

cluster analyses. Therefore program design for strategic sectors must recognize how 

characteristics of the most important innovation patterns within the sector may impact 

demand and usage of specific sectoral programs.  

 

5. In spatially concentrated establishments, innovativeness is fostered by urbanization 

economies, while scale efficiency may be increased by localization economies as 

shown by results of the tests of hypotheses 5 and 6. Articulation programs such as 

those that promote clustering and conglomerates and those that provide support for 

incubators have a geographical focus and many times a one sector dimension. 

Interrelations and links with other sectors (as captured by urbanization economies) 

could be considered to foster innovation.  

 

6. Financing the acquisition of embodied knowledge in new machinery could be an 

important demand side program, especially relevant for establishments that have a 

supplier dominated innovation pattern. The two innovation patterns with more 

supplier dominated characteristics group the majority of establishments across all 
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industries as revealed by the cluster analyses. Moreover, cluster analyses results show 

that new equipment is an important source of knowledge in all innovation patterns.  

 

Now each of the 6 policy implications is examined in more detail.  

 

1- Supply-side STI programs are the most common in Latin America. However, 

many of these programs do not require links that assure involvement from the 

private sector. Moreover, establishments that are better situated to use this 

research output tend to have science based innovation patterns. However, the 

largest proportion of establishments in all industrial sectors does not have a 

science based innovation pattern.   

 

Of the 13 Latin American countries surveyed, all but one has at least one type of supply 

STI program (See Table 26). S&T funds for scientific research and infrastructure are the 

most prevalent program type across the region. S&T funds are present in 12 out of 13 

countries. Widespread supply programs are also those providing scholarships both 

nationally and abroad for STEM studies, which are implemented in 8 countries. Also 

common are programs that support Centers of Excellence, which are in place in 6 

countries. In general, all these programs mostly emphasize the creation of new 

knowledge either through direct funding of basic and applied research and /or support to 

develop human capital inputs for the knowledge generation process.  
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The direct recipients of supply side programs are universities, research institutes, 

researchers and students. For example, one of the most important ST funds at the 

Brazilian sub-national level is managed by the State of São Paulo Research Foundation 

(FAPESP). FAPESP’s main funding channel is designed to respond to spontaneous and 

curiosity-driven demand, so-called "over the counter" demand from researchers attached 

to universities and research institutions based in the State of Sao Paulo. The significant 

amount allocated, US$135 million in 2008, represents a solid support for research 

proposals freely conceived and delineated by the scientific and technological community 

in the State of Sao Paulo (FAPESP-State_of_São_Paulo_Research_Foundation 2009).  

 

Nevertheless, FAPESP mostly finances research that not necessarily foresees a 

commercial application of the new generated knowledge. The research funded is mostly 

curiosity driven. Even though basic research is a key input for establishment’s science 

based innovation, the sole generation of knowledge by universities and research 

institutions does not guarantee automatic diffusion and use of discoveries by firms. 

Moreover, the use of research results by the productive sector of the economy may be 

hampered if feedback on industry needs had not happened during the research process.  

 

The lack of absorptive capacity of the majority of establishments complicates private 

sector participation and use of research results. Firms’ capacities to understand and adapt 

advanced technologies generated through research are usually strengthened by the 

execution of R&D projects (Cohen and Levinthal, 1999). At the same time, in Latin 
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America R&D is mostly performed by manufacturing establishments with innovation 

patterns that have science-based characteristics (innovation patterns C3, C4, C5 and C6
52

 

from Sub-section 5.3). However, the percentage of establishments with science based 

innovation pattern characteristics amount only to 40%. Across industries the percentage 

of establishments with innovation patterns with science based characteristics ranges from 

47% in high technology sectors (Table 12) to 27% in other non metallic products, a 

medium-low technology sector (Table 15) 

 

Another important supply innovation program promotes collaborative basic research 

through long-term funding (about 10 years) of Centers of Excellence. Centers’ associates 

can be research centers and higher education institutions. In Chile, since 1999 FONDAP 

(Fund for financing Center of Excellence)
53

 has funded seven Centers of Excellence 

which are composed by research teams from different institutions that do research on six 

chosen topics
54

 (Asesorías_para_el_Desarrollo_S.A. 2009). FONDEP’s official goal is to 

help solve problems related to Chilean development through the funding of a critical 

                                                 
52

 C3: Local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access, C4: Scale and capital intensive spatially 

concentrated innovators,C5: science based foreign controlled, C6: science based managerially independent 

with high urbanization economies 
53

 FONDAP is part of CONICYT (National Council of Science and Technology) 

 
54 The seven Centers of Excellence funded by FODAP are: 

1. Advanced Interdisciplinary Res. Materials Science (CIMAT) 

2.Cell Regulation and Pathology (CRCP) 

3. Mathematical Modeling (CMM) 

3. Adv. Stud. Ecology & Biodiversity (CASEB) 

4.Astrophysics 

5. Oceanographic Research South Pacific (COPAS) 

6. Molecular Studies of Cell (CEMC) 
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mass of scientists in specific issues. Yet, the Centers’ nexus with the private sector is not 

assessed in the several metrics designed to evaluate the program. FONDAP’s Centers of 

Excellence show positive outputs, such as increased engagement with the international 

research community and increased growth of interdisciplinary research. However, the 

evaluation metrics are only related to scientific performance (See Table on FONDAP’s 

evaluation metrics)
55

 and not to efforts to disseminate research results and later adoption 

by industry.  

 

The lack of diffusion and advice from the productive sector is partly due to the type 

allowable expenses permitted to the Centers of Excellence. Both in the case of FONDAP 

as well as Brazil’s own Centers of Excellence program (PRONEX), the list of allowable 

expenses do not consider activities to disseminate results or participation of scientists in 

firms’ programs. In the case of Chile’s FONDAP, allowable expenses are mostly to pay 

for personnel salaries and operating costs, and for research infrastructure and research 

supplies in the case of Brazil’s PRONEX (CNPQ, 2009).  

 

                                                 
55 Table: FONDAP-funded Centers of Excellence statistics. 

  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 total  

Number of visits of foreign 

researchers to FONDAP Centers  53 80 130 139 163 195 151 215 1126 

Number of visits by FONDAP 

members to institutions abroad 41 58 115 106 163 149 193 161 986 

Number of ISI publications in 

collaboration between 2 or more 

lines or programs of the Center 8 2 14 21 27 28 18 36 154 

Source: Evaluation of FONDAP (2009)  
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To conclude, STI supply side programs would be more relevant for the productive sector 

if they are geared to foster knowledge generation taking into account feedback from 

industry during the research process and later the program supports diffusion to 

establishments. One way to promote this is to provide scholarships to pursue thesis in 

which the research is hosted by firms, as done by Mexico’s Council for Science and 

Technology (CONACYT). Moreover, programs should take into account that not all 

establishments have the minimum absorptive capacity to benefit from technology 

diffusion. Finally, STI supply programs may include metrics to measure these added 

goals.   

 

2- Both demand and articulation programs tend to be more used by the most 

efficient establishments. Participation in global production benefits the 

establishments’ productivity. Those more efficient establishments tend to have a 

science based innovation pattern.  

 

The OECD (2007) points out that in many cases demand and articulation innovation 

programs only attract the most efficient establishments, those close to the technological 

frontier. Part of the reason is that, programs are useful and more appealing to firms in the 

local economy that have sufficient absorptive capacity. Such capacity is initially required 

for adoption of new technologies and later for innovation.  
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Empirical evidence outside Latin America on the FDI sectoral influence show that 

incumbents in technologically advanced industries react positively to foreign firm entry 

but not in laggard industries (Aghion, Blundell, et al 2006). Their research for the UK 

manufacturing sector show that incumbent firms in manufacturing sectors closer to the 

technological frontier react to high technology FDI by engaging in more intensive 

innovation activities. In turn, this is reflected in increased total factor productivity (TFP). 

On the other hand, incumbents in sectors that are far from the frontier may have no hope 

to win against technologically advanced FDI, and therefore show weak or negative TFP 

growth.  

 

Moreover, empirical evidence from Russia and the Czech Republic show that firms need 

to be more technologically advanced and open to competition in order to gain from 

foreign presence (Sabirianova, K., J. Svejnar and K. Terrell, 2005). They found that FDI 

productivity spillovers are positive for other foreign owned firms, which have relatively 

higher absorptive capacity than local firms.  

 

In Latin America, specifically for Chile, Alvarez, et al (2012) find that more productive 

plants (measured by the log of value added per worker), exporters and larger plants 

(measured by the log of employment) are more likely to participate in two demand and 

articulation programs.  
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This dissertation’s Heckman selection model results show that innovative establishments 

engaged in global production are more likely to be closer to the frontier (Table 25). An 

establishment with foreign ownership or a locally owned exporter has higher labor 

productivity and scale efficiency than establishments that only supply the local market. 

At the same time, establishments that perform R&D and use foreign licenses are closer to 

the technological frontier. Establishments with those characteristics are likely part of 

either the “science based foreign controlled” innovation pattern (C5) or part of the 

“science based managerially independent with high urbanization economies” (C6) 

innovation pattern as the cluster analysis has demonstrated (Table 11).  

 

The cluster analyses in this dissertation identify establishments that are likely to be 

farther from the frontier. The results show that they are prevalent, representing 51% of 

the total and are grouped in the “supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge 

access” innovation pattern (C1 in Sub-section 5.3).  Establishments part of this group 

have the smallest size on average, make less use of R&D and have as main sources of 

knowledge, the acquisition of new machinery and employee training as stated by Pavitt 

(1984) and confirmed by the cluster analysis (Table 11).  

 

On the other hand, the proportion of establishments conducting science based innovation 

(i.e. innovation patterns C5 and C6) is larger in high and medium-high technology sectors 

than in medium-low and low technology sectors (Tables 12-21). The cluster analysis 

shows that on average 15% of innovative establishments in high technology sectors, as 
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classified by the OECD, has a science based innovation pattern. Contrarily, only 5% of 

establishments in low technology sectors has a science based pattern. Moreover, the 

relative small importance of high technology sectors in most of Latin American economic 

structures adds to the argument that demand and articulation side programs are only 

partially relevant for the majority of Latin American manufacturing establishments.  

 

In Latin America both demand and articulation programs are more used by advanced 

firms in technology intensive sectors either by program targeting (e.g. sectoral funds in 

Brazil) or by establishments’ self selection due to their higher efficiency (e.g. technology 

funds in Chile) confirming OECD’s assessment. 

 

The most common demand programs in the region are Technology Funds, which aim to 

encourage innovative behaviors among firms. Those programs are present in 11 out of 13 

surveyed countries (See Table 26).   

 

For example, Chile’s FONTEC (National Productivity and Technological Development 

Fund) is a demand side program that provides financing for innovation projects carried 

out by private firms. FONTEC focuses on alleviating the financial constraints that impair 

business innovation. FONTEC program is designed to be horizontal as firms from any 

sector could apply in the open window system. However, FONTEC has been used mostly 

by firms in sectors classified as either medium-high technology (Machinery, and 

equipment, Chemicals), or medium-low technology (Metal products, petroleum, rubber 
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and plastic) and in much lower proportions in low technology sectors (Textile, apparel 

and leather, Wood and wood products, etc) as shown in Table 27.  

 

The higher program use of technology intensive firms is also seen in Chile’s articulation 

program FONDEF (Science and Technology Development Fund).  FONDEF provides 

funding for precompetitive R&D and technology projects organized jointly by 

universities, technology institutes, and the private sector. FONDEF seeks to alleviate 

coordination failures that hinder collaboration and interaction between public research 

organizations and firms. FONDEF has also a larger use by firms in medium-low 

technology sectors (Non-metallic mineral products, Basic metal industries) rather than 

firms in low technology industries (Alvarez, et al, 2012).  

 

For firms using both instruments, those that used them the most were the chemicals 

industries a medium-high technology sector.  

 

 

Table 27 - Establishments Using FONTEC and FONDEF Programs as a Proportion 

of Total Number in Sector 

  

FONTEC (demand 

program) 

FONDEF (articulation 

program)  

Both 

programs 

Low-Technology 

establishments  2.2% 2.9% 1.2% 

Medium-Low 

Technology 

establishments 

5.7% 

 

12.4% 

 

0.5% 

 

Medium-High 

Technology, Medium-

Low Technology 

8.9% 

 

 

3% 

 

 

3.2% 
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establishments 

Source: Own elaboration based on Alvarez, et al 2012 

 

 

 

The high program usage by technology intensive firms is also by program design. In 

Brazil the most important program of the National Fund for Scientific and Technical 

Research (FNDCT) is the Industrial, Technological and Foreign Trade Innovation 

program (PITCE). PICTE is a demand STI program, a subsidy for private sector 

innovation worth around US$ 175 million which is focused on the following sectors high 

technology sectors: 1) Information Technology and Communication, 2) Biotechnology, 

3) Health.  

 

The provision of innovation subsidies in Brazil’s FNDCT is a positive characteristic not 

usually found in articulation programs. The passing in 2004 and 2005 of the Innovation 

Law and the Goods Law, respectively, has allowed the implementation of subsidies to 

innovation which provide non-reimbursable funds for innovation projects in private 

companies. The grant related to the Goods Law reimburses part of the salaries of 

professors, doctors and graduate research assistants who will be hired by the companies. 

The intellectual property rights arising from the funding is the company’s (FINEP-

Financiadora_de_Estudos_e_Projetos 2009). 

 

Some of the Latin American Technology Funds have been subject to impact evaluation 

studies. Hall and Maffioli (2008) surveyed the evaluations of government Technology 
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Development Funds in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Panama. They considered four levels 

of potential impact: (1) R&D input additionality, (2) behavioral additionality, (3) 

increases in innovative output, and (4) improvements in performance. The study 

suggested that technology funds did not crowd out private investment and that they 

positively affected R&D intensity. In addition, participation in the program induced a 

more proactive attitude of beneficiary firms towards innovation activities. However, the 

analysis did not find statistically significant impact on patents or new product sales. This 

result was attributed to the short time elapsed since the funds were granted. Moreover, the 

evidence on firm performance is mixed, with positive results in terms of firm growth, but 

little corresponding positive impact on measures of firm productivity.  

 

To conclude, this dissertation shows that those establishments with foreign ownership 

participation and local exporters have higher labor productivity and are more scale 

efficient. The results have also shown that the innovation patterns that encompass 

multinationals’ subsidiary or associate establishments
56

 have more access to knowledge. 

These results would suggest that innovation policies may be more used by establishments 

with links to global production, since they are closer to the relative technical frontier.  

 

However, the majority of innovative manufacturing establishments is not part of global 

production networks and makes low use of knowledge in its different forms. Therefore, 

                                                 
56

 C5: science based foreign controlled 

C6: science based managerially independent with high urbanization economies 
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they are likely to be far from the technological frontier and not likely to use innovation 

programs. In fact, evidence from Chile confirms this as only a few establishments have 

been beneficiaries of business innovation support programs. Demand and articulation 

instruments would need to focus also in increasing capabilities, so a larger number of 

establishments may demand innovation programs.  For example, R&D input additionality 

in a wider group of establishments could be achieved. On the other hand the incentives to 

hire academics are welcome, but it would be better if they implement their research 

projects in the host firm to enable benefits from user producer interactions (Lundvall, 

2005).  

 

 

3- Articulation programs that help small scale establishments engage in R&D may 

focus in joint R&D centers and supporting local linkages from FDI which will 

foster the diffusion of technology and organizational practices.  

 

Articulation programs are the least common program type in Latin America. One focus of 

articulation programs is to promote cooperation and search for innovation 

complementarities and risk sharing among firms and research institutions. Articulation 

programs that encourage R&D collaboration between actors of the innovation system, 

mainly universities, research institutions and firms may be especially relevant to address 

the lack of scale to host in-house R&D facilities of establishments in mature or low and 
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medium technology sectors which tend to have a supplier dominated innovation pattern 

(Pavitt 1984).  

 

However this dissertation has shown the need to increase the establishments’ absorptive 

capacity to facilitate the use of innovation instruments. The results show that 51% of the 

establishments are grouped in the “supplier dominated non exporters with weak 

knowledge access” innovation pattern (C1 in Sub-section 5.3).  Establishments part of 

this group have the smallest size on average, make less use of R&D and have as main 

sources of knowledge, the acquisition of new machinery and employee training as stated 

by Pavitt (1984) and confirmed by the cluster analysis (Table 11).  

 

In fact, most SMEs do not have the scale and resources to have in-house R&D labs and 

cannot rely on their own technological competencies. They have to make systematic use 

of the competences of external actors, such as universities, research institutions but also 

suppliers and customers. In Latin America, universities (mostly funded by the public 

sector) are the primary employers of researchers: more than 60 percent of researchers 

work in universities (Thorn and Soo, 2006).  

 

Industry-university collaboration on R&D is most likely to occur in applied research 

where the same principles and ideas can be applied to a wide range of productive 

processes (i.e. the production processes are not unique, as happens in traditional 

industries such as food, apparel,  textiles), and where firms care less about knowledge 
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leaks (Rodriguez Clare, 2005).  However, there are fundamental mismatches between the 

productive sector’s needs and universities’ interests and capabilities. Often, to perform 

R&D that is relevant to a firm it requires very specialized knowledge that only the firm 

has. Contracting out this R&D would require transferring such knowledge to the 

university and this could prove very costly and also lead to knowledge leaks that firms 

want to minimize. 

 

In Costa Rica, the Food Research Department of the Universidad de Costa Rica and its 

sister research institution, the Food Technology Center at the Universidad de Costa Rica ( 

CITA), have developed strong links with the food-sector industry association (CACIA). 

The knowledge provided by CITA applies to a wide family of productive processes 

where the chemical property of food compounds is a key issue. With many Costa Rican 

firms engaged in food manufacturing, it proves very efficient to have a center such as 

CITA that accumulates sector-specific knowledge and then engages in R&D projects 

with different firms in this sector. A second reason why contract R&D is possible in this 

case is that for firms in this sector, their technological superiority is not a dominant factor 

in their competitive strategy. Their technological capability is obviously important, but 

their strategy relies more on branding, logistics, marketing and quality control. 

 

Another focus of articulation programs is to foster technology transfer from FDI to local 

producers. These programs could be better designed taking into account the empirical 
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evidence from this dissertation and previous research. The Heckman selection model 

used in this dissertation shows that both local subsidiaries and associates of multinational 

firms have higher labor productivity as well as higher scale efficiency than local non 

exporting establishments (Table 24). Moreover, not only FDI related establishments show 

higher performance but locally owned exporters, as well. However, the effect on 

innovation of being part of a multinational, either as a subsidiary or associate factory, is 

not statistically significant (Table 23). On the contrary locally owned exporters are more 

innovative than non exporting establishments.  

 

Evidence from other research points out that FDI that has as a major market the local 

economy may use more knowledge linkages with domestic firms. For example, Giulani 

(2008) shows that multinationals that had as a market the Costa Rican economy had 

higher technology transfer, through input demand, to local producers than those 

subsidiaries that mostly exported
57

. Those market-seeking subsidiaries have on average a 

longer history of operations in the country than efficiency-seeking subsidiaries. 

 

Evidence from Romania shows positive spillovers when there is joint domestic and 

foreign ownership (Javorcik & Sparatenau 2008). Joint ownership FDI may face lower 

costs of finding local suppliers of intermediates and thus may be more likely to engage in 

local sourcing than wholly owned foreign subsidiaries, creating productivity spillovers to 
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 In Ireland, most of the FDI is export oriented with few backward linkages to the local economy, then 

there has been little product competition in the domestic market (Barba Navaretti & Venables, 2004). 
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local producers in the supplying sectors (vertical spillovers). Second, the fact that MNEs 

tend to transfer less sophisticated technologies to their partially owned affiliates than to 

wholly owned subsidiaries, combined with the better access to knowledge through the 

participation of the local shareholder in jointly owned FDI, may facilitate more 

knowledge absorption by local firms in the same sector (horizontal spillovers). 

 

However, foreign firms can have a negative effect on domestic firms’ output and 

productivity, especially in the short run, if they compete with domestic firms and “steal 

their market” (Sabirianova, et al 2005). FDI may force domestic firms to cut back 

production and experience a higher average cost as fixed costs are spread over a smaller 

scale of production, therefore decreasing local firms’ productivity. 

 

To conclude, FDI may be a source of technology transfer but also locally owned 

exporting establishments could be a source. The following facts could be considered 

when designing articulation programs that try to foster technology transfer from FDI. 

Some of hese facts are also pertinent to technology transfer from locally exporting 

establishments. First, FDI (locally owned establishments) that is geared towards export 

markets is likely to have less procurement from local firms, therefore low technology 

transfer. Second, FDI subsidiaries (locally owned establishments) would buy from 

technologically advanced input suppliers, which are also the more productive. Third, the 

majority of establishments in Latin America are likely to be far from the technological 

frontier and therefore are not engaged in global production (See Cluster 1 in Table 11). 
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Fourth, FDI subsidiaries may buy inputs locally from other FDI subsidiaries, which tend 

to be more technologically advanced. Fifth, FDI subsidiaries selling in local markets may 

crowd out local firms in the same sector but have technology transfer in firms in other 

sectors that act as suppliers. Finally, joint ownership FDI seems to engage more in in 

local sourcing than wholly owned foreign subsidiaries.  

 

4. Sectoral STI programs may not be appropriately formulated or appealing to the 

majority of establishments in the targeted sector as heterogeneity in innovation 

patterns is prevalent within and across industries. Therefore program design for 

strategic sectors must take into account how heterogeneity may impact demand 

and usage of specific programs.  

 

Sectoral STI programs are part of direct government funding can target research with the 

highest social payoff.  Direct funding programs can help shape the kind of R&D that is 

done. Its funding can be aimed towards earlier stage research which is riskier and more 

uncertain than applied research and product development phase. Moreover, since its 

benefits are harder to be fully captured by the investing institution, as they spill over into 

other users, private firms are less willing to engage in this type of research.  

 

While the potential beneficiaries of sectoral programs are all firms classified under that 

sector, the presence of heterogeneity of innovation patterns within industries has 

implications for program design. The cluster analysis shows that more than half (51%) of 
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innovative establishments adhere to the innovation pattern “Supplier dominated non 

exporters with weak knowledge access” (See Table 11). Within sectors the proportion of 

establishments sharing this innovation pattern ranges between 43% and 70% (See Tables 

12-21).  Establishments with this innovation pattern have the smallest size on average, 

make less use of R&D and have as main sources of knowledge, the acquisition of new 

machinery and employee training.  

 

In Brazil, the Sectoral Funds for Science and Technology were created in 1997, and 

began to be implemented in 1999 under the Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT).  

There are 16 Sector Funds, of which 14 are related to specific sectors
58

 and two funds are 

cross sectoral. Several of these sectors are high technology (Aeronautics, Spatial and 

Biotechnology) and several are rather topics comprising several industries (e.g. 

Agribusiness, Health, Amazonia). The intended beneficiaries of the Sector Funds are 

research groups at universities, institutes and research centers, individual or associated 

companies. Public or private companies may participate technically and financially in the 

implementation of projects supported by the Sector Funds. In these cases, companies or 

groups of companies may be signatories of the agreements and, therefore, must express 

interest in partnership with universities or research centers, and formally define the 

technical and financial return. The projects that involve a group of companies are 

preferred in the evaluation process (Ministerio_de_Ciencia_e_Tecnologia 2009). 

                                                 
58

 CT-AERONÁUTICO, CT-AGRONEGÓCIO, CT-AMAZÔNIA, CT-AQUAVIÁRIO, CT-BIOTECNOLOGIA, CT-

ENERGIA, CT-TRANSPORTE,  CT-SAÚDE, CT-MINERAL, CT-PETRO, CT-ESPACIAL, CT-HIDRO, CT-INFO, 

CT-INFRA 
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The financing through the FNDCT is non-refundable, and co-financing is expected when 

firms are the beneficiaries
59

. The funding for sectoral funds is important as it amounted to 

1.5 billion reais (approx 675 million US$) in 2008 and 1.1 billion reais (approx 520 

million US$) in 2006.   

 

Activities that may be supported by the Sectoral Funds include: 1) Studies of needs and 

opportunities and forecasting; 2) Research Design and Development and 3) Fellowships 

for training of human resources associated with research projects and technological 

development.  

 

Another initiative linked to priority sectors is the refundable financing scheme supported 

by FINEP (Financiadora de Estudos e Projetos). The support of FINEP covers all the 

stages of the scientific and technological development cycle: basic research, applied 

innovation and development of products, services and processes. 

FINEP also supports incubation of technology-based companies, the deployment of 

technology parks, the structuring and consolidation processes of research, development 

and innovation in companies already established. As of December 31, 2008, the portfolio 

of projects FINEP consisted of 64 projects, totaling 872.1 million reais, approx. US$450 

million.  
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 The larger, in terms of sales, the firm the higher the proportion of matching financing they need to 

provide.  
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The channels to apply for Sectoral funds are call for proposals on strategic sectors of 

scientific research interest that are publicly made and invitation letters to selected 

institutions. On the other hand, to apply for FINEP’s loans companies and other 

organizations may submit their proposals aligned to sectoral priorities at any time. 

 

This dissertation’s cluster analysis has shown that establishments in high technology 

sectors have heterogeneity in their innovation patterns (Table 12). However, the degree of 

such heterogeneity is not as large as in most medium-high, medium-low and low 

technology sectors (Tables 13-21).  Higher heterogeneity in industries considered mature 

with lower technology intensity is important when designing sectoral funds. In Brazil for 

example, the agribusiness fund encompasses such an industry, food products.  

 

The outcome equation of the Heckman model has also shown that establishments from 

several industries are more likely to have an inefficient size (Table 24). Scale inefficiency 

in low technology sectors such as textiles and furniture may be related to financial 

constraints to scale up the establishments. Financial constraints also affect the likelihood 

of undertaking R&D. A program change that may help overcome the financial bottleneck 

is not to require for private co-finance at the time the project starts but require repayment 

that is conditional on commercialization of new products funded by the project. In Israel 

successful projects repay on royalties on sales begin at 3%, depending on various 
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conditions
60

 until the full subsidy (plus interests) is repaid (Yigal Arnon Law Firm, 

2011). This also ensures that the funding for innovation programs is not depleted and it is 

sustainable.  

 

5. Articulation programs that target the internalization of agglomeration 

externalities may take into account that efficiency is fostered through 

localization economies while innovativeness seems to be positively influenced by 

urbanization economies.   

The results of this dissertation regarding the effects of agglomeration economies on 

innovation and efficiency seem to corroborate previous analyses (World Bank, 2009 and 

Henderson, 1997). The results of the Heckman model testing Hypotheses 5 and 6 show 

that localization economies may increase scale efficiency, while urbanization economies 

may increase the production of innovation outputs (Tables 23 and 24).  

 

Articulation programs that seek to use the benefits of agglomeration economies are 

special economic zones programs including industrial parks, technology and science 

parks. In Costa Rica, the creation of an industrial park as well as other measures were 

used to attract FDI
61

 of a high technology company, Intel. Specifically, the Costa Rican 
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 This percentage is larger if the manufacturing of the new product obtained from project funded R&D is 

carried out outside Israel.  
61

 Intel received Costa Rica’s standard FDI incentives and tax policies, which included: 

 100% exemption on import duties on raw materials, components and capital goods  

 100% exemption on taxes on profits for 8 years, and 50% on the following 4 years 

 100% exemption on export, local sales and excise taxes, and on profit repatriation 
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Investment Promotion Agency (CINDE) focused its efforts into the electronics industry 

rather than to spread its limited resources. Since 1993 CINDE focused on attracting 

semiconductor producer Intel through discrete functional area assignments, one of them, 

free trade zone issues (World Bank 2006). In fact, the 52-hectare Intel Costa Rican 

campus was set up as its own free zone, as the campus was too large to locate within one 

of the existing industrial parks. 

 

One goal of the FDI attraction program was to create internal demand for intermediate 

inputs, which would induce changes in the Costa Rican industrial structure. In that sense, 

Intel and other MNEs were seen as a powerful vehicle for technology transfer through 

technological spillovers that would lead to innovation at the local level.  

 

Evaluations of the impacts of both Intel (World Bank, 2006) and the electronics cluster as 

a whole (Giuliani, 2008) show that high-tech FDI has been very successful in terms of 

                                                                                                                                                 
 100% exemption on municipal and capital taxes 

 No restrictions on capital repatriation or foreign currency management 

 Fully expedited on-site customs clearance 

 Ability to sell to exporters within Costa Rica  

 Ability to sell up to 40% in the local market with exemption from sales tax 

Also, infrastructure was improved in the international airport for a new air cargo terminal, as well as more 

licenses were granted to foreign air carriers to support more numerous air cargo shipments. Electric 

distribution improvements had to be made by the state-owned utility, which received funding from Intel for 

new substations in exchange for more favorable pricing for large industrial users (like Intel) under a newly 

developed two-tier rate structure. 

Costa Rica also took steps to invest in education and technical training, affording it a relative low-wage but 

well-educated labor pool. the Ministry of Education implemented new certificate programs and degrees, 

such as a 1-year certificate program and a 1-year associate degree focused on semiconductor manufacturing 

and microelectronics at the Technical Institute of Costa Rica (ITCR). The other educational improvement 

was to design and boost an active bilingual curriculum (English as a second language) as well as language 

programs in Spanish for expatriates. 
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exports but less so in terms of the transfer of technologies, and the formation of linkages 

with domestic suppliers and their industrial upgrading.  

 

Evaluations reveal that Intel’s locally acquired materials are only 2% of the total value 

Intel exports, provided mainly by 13 local suppliers mostly in metalwork, plastic 

injection molding, and engineering services. When services are included, supplier 

purchases are estimated at 10 to 12% of exports. Services account for 76% of Intel’s local 

purchases. Products and services purchased locally include: packaging materials, 

logistics, maintenance of clean-rooms, equipment and facilities, information technology 

(IT) services, gardening, security, health services, catering, and so forth. All in all, Intel’s 

local purchases for goods and services varied by year in the range of US$50-150 million 

(World Bank, 2006). 

 

The figure for the whole electronics cluster is somewhat similar, for the period 2001–03, 

on average only about 5 per cent of the inputs processed in Costa Rica by high-tech 

subsidiaries were procured locally and the estimation is that only about half of these were 

actually manufactured in the country (Giuliani, 2008). 

 

Most of the Intel’s suppliers are other multinationals. After the arrival of Intel, the 

incipient electronics cluster grew to incorporate more than 55 companies, of which 42 are 

foreign. The cluster employs about 12,000 workers and exports more than US$1.65 

billion in products a year. The largest segment is microprocessors, which Intel leads. 
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Microwave telecommunication components follows, including companies such as 

Sawtek, Remec, and Merrimac, which started in Costa Rica in 1996 before the Intel 

investment and grew exponentially afterward. Teradyne, a semiconductor testing 

equipment manufacturer, also established a sophisticated printed circuit board repair 

operation after Intel established. 

 

Another consequence of Intel’s investment was the establishment of satellite offices for a 

number of global suppliers beginning in 1998, providing building blocks for the nascent 

electronics support industry. Most of these firms, under contract to provide easily 

accessible technical support for manufacturing and testing equipment sold to Intel, 

opened a small service center or located an engineer at the Intel facility 

 

Though there is evidence that a significant percentage of Intel suppliers received training 

from Intel on quality and cost competitiveness in order to meet global standards, for 

example, in cardboard packaging. It may be argued that Intel operates as an enclave in 

Costa Rica with limited linkages to the rest of the economy, importing most components 

for its assembly and generating a low economic multiplier effect but increase the overall 

efficiency and profitability of the production process (Giuliani, 2008) 

 

In summary, Intel has attracted a large base of local suppliers of services, but less local 

input suppliers. As a consequence the support industry of local vendors is not developed, 
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especially that of high tech components. Therefore, supply chains are not enhanced and a 

full clustering effect is not achieved.  

 

To conclude, the Intel investment as the only occupant of its industrial park helped the 

development of local service suppliers but not local input suppliers. Most input suppliers 

were foreign subsidiaries. This dissertation results may have implications for 

cluster/conglomerates programs, especially on the selection process of occupants/ 

resident firms of industrial and techno-parks. On one hand, the choice of occupants/ 

resident firms of techno-parks that represent diverse sectors can help foster innovation. 

On the other hand, to increase scale efficiency selected occupants/ resident firms might 

be of the same sector.  

 

6. Demand and articulation side programs could also support access to embodied 

knowledge incorporated in equipment. This knowledge channel is especially 

important for establishments in low technology sectors which tend to be 

populated by small scale establishments recipients of technology generated in 

other sectors.  

 

Finally, access to embodied knowledge, a major technology transfer channel, especially 

for low technology sectors is not explicitly considered under STI policies. In some 

articulation programs like Costa Rica’s Free Zone Law, the import duties are exempted, 

thus facilitating new machinery acquisition. Demand programs with reimbursable 
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financing (Brazil’s FINEP) do consider as an allowable expense the purchase of new 

equipment. On the other hand, programs like Brazil’s FNDCT that provide grants for 

R&D activities do not consider machinery purchases. In the latest generation supply 

programs such as Centers of Excellence, FONDAP (Chile) and PRONEX (Brazil), part of 

the grant money can be used to buy new equipment. However, supply programs only 

benefit research institutes and universities and not firms.  

 

This dissertation shows that the use of new machinery as a source of embodied 

knowledge is prevalent across innovation patterns (Table 11). Moreover, acquisition of 

new equipment is more prevalent in innovation patterns with larger scale establishments, 

heavier use of R&D and link to global production as subsidiaries or associates of 

multinationals or direct exporters
62

.  

 

This finding brings into question the additionality of providing grants or subsidies for 

equipment purchase of large firms and multinationals. Such firms might invest in new 

machinery regardless of public support. In this case, public intervention “crowds-out” 

and substitutes private investment, as shown in the use of European Union’s Structural 

Funds for innovation in Poland for the period 2007-2013 (Kapil, Gutierrez, et al 2013). 
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 C4= scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated innovators  

C5= science based foreign controlled 

C6= science based managerially independent with high urbanization economies 
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Therefore, public support for equipment acquisition should target instead establishments 

that would not realize such investments in the absence of public support. Efficient 

screening to detect such establishments may pay attention to those in low technology 

sectors, which according to theory do not create technology but benefit from that 

embodied in machinery (Pavitt, 1984; Kline and Rosenberg, 1986). Moreover, what 

demand programs should seek is to crowd–in private investment, incentivizing firms to 

invest in additional innovation activities, such as license acquisition or collaboration with 

research institutions.  
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Section 8  Overall Conclusions 
 

 

8.1. Summary of Findings 

 

This dissertation focuses on finding differentiated modes of establishment level 

innovation in Latin American manufacturing sectors as well as analyzing the 

determinants of self declared innovative establishments and their corresponding 

determinants on productivity and efficiency. It uses 2006 data from 6354 manufacturing 

establishments from 14 Latin American countries, including 4646 self declared 

innovative in either products or processes.   

 

This dissertation highlights the major channels by which establishments innovate in a 

novel theoretical framework and closely examines the innovation effects on 

establishments’ economic performance. The theoretical framework proposed bridges 

three distinct literature streams: the economic body of work and the innovation studies 

literature on technological change and its effect on productivity as well as the literature 

on global value chains (GVC).  

 

Research part of innovation studies; and specifically Pavitt’s taxonomy is used as the 

cornerstone to identify innovation patterns using technological and non-technological 
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sources of knowledge.  These sources comprise both codified knowledge (e.g. licenses 

and R&D) as well as tacit (e.g. training) and embodied knowledge (e.g. newer 

machinery). This dissertation’s framework includes two novel aspects. First, it 

operationalizes concepts of the global value chain governance literature (Gereffi, 

Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008), identifying them with the degree of foreign or 

local ownership, which in turn reveal hierarchical, network or market relations. The 

incorporation of global production aspects to the identification of innovation patterns 

adds the international dimension to the “autarchic” taxonomies developed previously 

(Leiponen and Drejer, 2007; Souitaris 2002, Cessarato, et al 1998). Second, innovation 

pattern identification incorporates from the economic geography literature the concepts of 

agglomeration externalities. It elaborates on how localization and urbanization economies 

are related with certain innovation patterns.   

 

Once the main different channels that establishments use to innovate are identified, the 

focus shifted to assess the effects of these innovative characteristics in the 

establishments’ economic performance. The micro economic literature on productivity 

(Syverson, 2010) and the non–parametric literature on efficiency (e.g. Coelli, et al 2005) 

are used to gauge these influences.  

 

Therefore, the theoretical framework led to the articulation of three groups of hypotheses 

regarding the characteristics of innovation activities in manufacturing establishments 

including their organizational features and economic performance (see Table 28). 
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The first set of hypotheses inspected the relationships between innovation patterns and 

ownership structures by which local establishments join global production networks. The 

second set of hypotheses looked to the degree to which innovation behavior is industry or 

establishment specific. The third set of hypotheses examined the determinants of 

innovativeness and their effects on the productivity and efficiency of self-declared 

manufacturing establishments.  

 

Shedding light into the first set of hypotheses, it is found that establishments within most 

industries indeed follow multiple patterns of innovation behavior. Those patterns are 

strongly related with: first, the type of engagement to global production. Second, 

innovation patterns are strongly related to the access and use of different knowledge 

sources. Third, they are also related to the scale, size and capital intensity of those 

innovative establishments and finally, patterns are linked to the establishments’ 

localization and therefore to the potential benefits from agglomeration economies.  

 

In view of the distinct modes exhibited by these variables, the clusters can be interpreted 

as specific “innovation patterns”: 

 

C1= supplier dominated non exporters with weak knowledge access 

C2= spatially concentrated and capital intensive supplier dominated non exporters  

C3= local exporter innovators with strong knowledge access 
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C4= scale and capital intensive spatially concentrated innovators  

C5= science based foreign controlled 

C6= science based managerially independent with high urbanization economies 

 

Overall, the majority of innovative establishments are non-exporting establishments. 

These are clustered into two different innovation patterns. Most of them belong to the 

“supplier dominated non-exporters with weak knowledge access” innovation pattern 

(C1), which concentrates 51% of the 4485 innovative establishments.  These 

establishments are not producers of technology and rely on externals sources of 

knowledge, rather than in-house knowledge creation. The other innovation pattern that 

congregates local non-exporters is named “spatially concentrated and capital intensive 

supplier dominated non exporters” and encompasses 8% of establishments. These are on 

average 50% bigger in size than those on Cluster 1, more intensive in capital, and tend to 

locate closer to establishments of the same sector.  

 

In contrast, the great majority of establishments that are part of global production 

networks are locally owned exporters, representing 31% of total innovative 

establishments. Locally owned exporters are grouped in the “ad hoc exporter innovators 

with strong knowledge access” innovation pattern (Cluster 3) and the “scale intensive 

high capital intensive and spatially concentrated innovators” (Cluster 4). Establishments 

in both patterns are large in size, on average. As well the intensity by which they access 

external knowledge from suppliers (through imported inputs) and clients (through 
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exports) is higher on average than for establishments in Clusters 1 and 2 as well as the 

use of machinery and R&D.  

 

This result rejects the hypothesis that locally owned exporters that relate to global 

production through market transactions have supplier dominated innovation pattern 

characteristics.  

 

Establishments with some degree of foreign ownership only represent 10% of the total. 

This small proportion is partly related to the low FDI inflows to manufacturing in Latin 

America, when compared to Eastern Europe, for example
63

. However, this dissertation 

advances the idea that it would not be usual that the majority of establishments across 

sectors would have some degree of foreign ownership. 

 

The cluster technique assembles establishments with FDI into two groups clearly aligned 

with their degree of foreign ownership. Most MNE subsidiaries are grouped in the 

“science based foreign controlled” innovation pattern (cluster 5). As well, most MNE 

associates share the “science based managerially independent with high urbanization 

economies” innovation pattern (Cluster 6).  

                                                 
63

 In Latin-America FDI is not concentrated in manufacturing, only 8 of the 14 countries studied have 25% 

or more of FDI in manufacturing, measured either in stock of FDI in 2002 or FDI flows during the 90s 

(UNCTAD 2002). Comparatively, FDI in manufacturing was more important for certain countries in 

Eastern and Central Europe. In Hungary manufacturing FDI represented 38% of total FDI, 46% in the 

Czech Republic, 49% in Poland and 54% in Bulgaria (Dreyhaupt, 2006) 
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Establishments in these two patterns have the highest access to sources of knowledge 

both external and internal and are large in size. These two characteristics help confirm the 

hypothesis stating that establishments that engage in global production as subsidiaries or 

affiliates of multinational firms (e.g. through FDI) share science based and scale intensive 

innovation patterns. 

 

 

 

Table 28 – Summary of Hypotheses Results 

1-Local exporting establishments engaged in 

global production through market transactions 

typically have supplier dominated innovation 

patterns characteristics 

 

No, as establishments in Clusters 3 

and 4 rely heavily on R&D and its 

size is relatively large compared to 

non exporters.  

2- Establishments that engage in global 

production as subsidiaries or associates of 

multinational firms (e.g. through FDI) share 

science based and scale intensive innovation 

patterns. 

 

Yes  

3- In high tech and medium high tech sectors 

larger heterogeneity in innovation processes is 

expected. This is reflected in the lack of a 

dominant innovation pattern, as no innovation 

pattern groups more than 50% of the 

establishments in a particular ISIC. 

 

Yes for HT but not for MHT  

4- Low Technology sectors evolve less rapidly, 

therefore asymmetries are smaller and it is 

expected a dominant innovation pattern.  

 

Yes, but for one sector in LT, and one 

sector in MLT.    

5- Localization economies generated by 

geographical agglomeration of firms from the 

same sector increase innovation and efficiency. 

 

Not significant for innovation.  

Negatively affecting pure technical 

efficiency.  

Positively affecting scale efficiency.  

6- Urbanization economies generated by 

geographical agglomeration of firms from 

different sectors increase innovation. 

 

Positively affecting innovation. 
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7- Engagement in global production, either 

through arms length transactions (locally owned 

exporters) or foreign ownership tends to increase 

an establishment’s innovation.  

 

Innovation is only greater for local 

exporters with arms length 

transactions.  

 

Not for establishments that are part of 

multinationals.  

8- Engagement in global production through 

market transactions enhances both productivity 

and technical and scale efficiency.  

 

Locally owned exporters do have 

larger labor productivity and  

Higher scale efficiency, but 

Lower technical efficiency  

 

9 - Being part of a multinational assures both 

technical and scale efficiency.  

 

Subsidiaries have larger labor 

productivity as well as value added 

and higher scale efficiency  

 

Associates have larger labor 

productivity as well as higher scale 

efficiency but lower technical 

efficiency  

 
 
 

The second set of hypotheses builds on the finding that establishments within industries 

follow multiple patterns of behavior. This set examines whether within-industry 

differences in innovation behavior are mainly found in industries characterized by rapid 

or slow technological change. 

 

In fact, sectors with high R&D intensity are assumed to be associated with conditions of 

fast technological change, which might make it more difficult for establishments and 

firms to detect the “optimal” pattern of innovation behavior. This dissertation found more 

heterogeneity in terms of establishments’ innovation procedures in industries with higher 

R&D intensity. Specifically in high technology sectors there is no dominant innovation 

pattern concentrating more than 50% of the establishments.  
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On the other hand, dominant innovation patterns appear in sectors classified by the 

OECD as medium high tech, medium low tech and low technology, with just two 

exemptions. The results point out to the lack of a dominant innovation pattern in just 

three out of seven studied sectors.  

 

This dissertation found that most innovation patterns are distributed across several 

industries. Therefore, heterogeneity is prevalent across manufacturing industries 

regardless their technological intensity. This intra-industry differentiation may be a result 

of initial strengths and weaknesses of establishments, time of entry into the business, and 

cumulative investments.  

 

These findings concur with previous studies by for example Leiponen and Drejer (2008); 

Hollestein (2002) among others. The results also challenge the policy making approach 

and the attempts by statistical agencies to assume that industries consist of relatively 

homogeneous organizations, differing mainly with respect to size.  

 

The third set of hypotheses address a fundamental question within the innovation 

literature, which is to identify the degree of innovativeness of a new product or process. 

A Heckman two step model is used to analyze the determinants of self declared 

innovativeness (selection equation) and the determinants of economic performance 

(outcome equation). The establishments’ economic performance is approached for a 
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series of different productivity metrics, single factor labor productivity, two factor value 

added and the three-factor non parametric technical and scale efficiency scores. 

 

The results show that engagement with global production in any form increases an 

establishment’s labor productivity as well as the efficiency of the establishment’s size. 

The relationship depicted by the results are in line with recent theoretical and empirical 

developments that associate high productivity firms to direct exports and firms with the 

highest productivity are associated with FDI in export platforms (Melitz, Helpman et al. 

2003)
64

.    

 

Nevertheless, only local exporters selling to foreign markets through arms length 

transactions show a higher degree of innovativeness. This result is in line with previous 

research that relates innovation and exports (Cassiman and Martinez, 2007; Damijan et al 

2008). The not significant effect on innovation of being part of a multinational, either as a 

subsidiary or associate factory, supports previous findings that state that presence of 

foreign multinational companies in the host country not necessarily translate into 

technology transfer that could help create new products of process (Alfaro, et al, 2005). 

 

                                                 
64

 Horizontal FDI refers to investments in production facilities abroad that are designed to serve those local 

customers. An extension of the model includes FDI as export platforms but excludes vertical FDI that 

involve fragmentation of production across countries. 
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The establishments’ knowledge sources measured by R&D efforts, investments in new 

machinery, use of foreign licenses and worker’s training all increase the performance of 

productivity and pure technical efficiency metrics. 

 

Finally, the establishment’s location in an area with higher concentration of firms of the 

same sector increases scale efficiency but decreases pure technical efficiency while not 

having significant impacts on labor productivity nor value added. Localization economies 

also have unclear effects in the propensity to innovate, in line with previous studies 

(World Bank, 2008). On the other hand, as predicted, the higher the urbanization 

economies, the higher the positive effect on innovation in the establishment located in the 

area. 

  

To conclude, our results are in line with Dosi (1988) assessment who demonstrated with 

a detailed review of empirical literature in the economic tradition, that despite the 

consensus about the fundamental importance of ‘industry-level’ conditions, there is much 

less research and consensus on variables that distinguish firms within industries.  

 

 

It should also be stressed that this dissertation finds that Pavitt’s taxonomy of innovation 

processes is still a valid and useful description of firms’ patterns of innovation behavior. 

These patterns are present with industries since innovation is not homogenous in any 

sector. Moreover, taxonomical exercised have be complemented with variables that take 

into account the international technology diffusion phenomena.  
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This dissertation results also suggest that innovation patterns best describe establishment-

level strategies rather than industry-level regimes, as originally proposed by Pavitt 

(1984). For example, some establishments in the garment manufacturing industry might 

follow the supplier-dominated strategy, whereas other few follow the science-based 

strategy. 

 

The results on heterogeneity within ISIC sectors emerge here with strong policy 

implications. However, most sectoral classifications on innovation are based on a single, 

easily available indicator (e.g. R&D or patent intensity). Therefore, it is concluded that 

innovation classifications require broadly-based measures of innovation intensity (use of 

many and different types of indicators, including non-technological ones); otherwise the 

diversity of innovation modes within an industry cannot be adequately taken into 

account. 

 

In that regard, from a policy making perspective, one should take into account the variety 

of innovation patterns, since firms belonging to specific innovation modes have different 

needs with respect to public policy. 

 

 

8.2 Limitations and Future Research 
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This dissertation has some limitations with respect to the sample, which may affect the 

accuracy and scope of the findings. The sample is only cross sectional therefore results 

cannot provide a dynamic picture on innovation heterogeneity. Moreover, the cross 

sectional nature of the data impede the use of standard methodologies to calculate total 

factor productivity. 

 

In that regard, the analysis does not measure the performance of different the innovation 

strategies within industries in the long run. Therefore, it is not possible to determine 

whether these innovation patterns are sustainable over time. In other words, it cannot be 

ruled out the idea that there really is one superior innovation pattern among the multiple 

patterns present in the sectors studied, and that over time, selection will weed out the 

weaker strategies. This dissertation cannot answer either if innovation patterns tend to 

diverge or converge in time. These questions could be analyzed with panel data. 

 

This dissertation has provided an attempt to operationalize the relations to global 

production differentiating them in hierarchical, arms length market transactions and 

network relations. Future studies may explore the roles of three specific  types of 

networks as suggested by the GVC literature : 3) modular linkages, where complex 

information regarding the transaction is codified and often digitized before being passed 

to highly competent suppliers; 4) relational linkages, where tacit information is 

exchanged between buyers and highly competent suppliers; and  5) captive linkages, 
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where less competent suppliers are provided with detailed instructions (Gereffi, 

Humphrey et al. 2005; Sturgeon 2008).  
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Appendix 1 Correlation Matrix Innovation Patterns 
 

 

Matrix K 

  

 

                         

  
Suppl 
(inputs) 

Clients 
(exp) RD Mach FORLIC Train lSFTPW lUSFTPW lFTNPW lTFTW Kint 

Localiz
ation 

Urbaniz
ation 

suppl(inputs) 1.000                         

clients(exp) 0.055 1.000                       

RD 0.051 0.090 1.000                     

Mach 0.074 0.066 0.291 1.000                   

FORLIC 0.087 0.125 0.244 0.134 1.000                 

Train 0.041 0.112 0.514 0.314 0.316 1.000               

lSFTPW 0.028 0.276 0.206 0.142 0.235 0.274 1.000             

lUSFTPW 0.023 0.190 0.155 0.160 0.138 0.176 0.264 1.000           

lFTNPW 0.065 0.180 0.294 0.218 0.278 0.359 0.597 0.492 1.000         

lTFTW 0.008 0.221 0.151 0.146 0.138 0.187 0.318 0.251 0.354 1.000       

Kint 0.025 0.017 0.042 0.109 0.046 0.042 0.083 0.058 0.137 0.007 1.000     

Localization 
Index -0.023 0.077 0.089 0.089 0.082 0.060 0.145 0.172 0.233 0.071 0.110 1.000   

Urbanization 

Index -0.097 -0.011 0.086 0.023 -0.032 0.037 -0.025 0.030 0.033 0.026 0.050 0.286 1 
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Appendix 2 Description of Survey Variables 

 

 
 

Variable Description - survey questionnaire question Measurement 

scale 

A- Innovation measures   

1- New products (NPROD) During the last three years, did this establishment introduce onto the 

market any new or significantly improved products? * 

Nominal -

Dichotomous Y/N 

2- New production processes 

(NPROC) 

During the last three fiscal years, has this establishment introduced 

any new or significantly improved production processes including 

methods of supplying services and ways of delivering products? ** 

Y/N 

B- global  production metrics   

3- Subsidiary, direct investment 

firm (foreign controlled)  

Foreign direct investor ownership greater than 50% of voting rights 

which has the ability to appoint a majority of administrators 

empowered to direct an enterprise, to guide its activities and 

determine its strategy (OECD, 2005).  

Y/N 

4 – Associate, direct investment 

firm and portfolio investments 

The notion of influence is reflected, in statistical terms, in the 

holding of more than 10% of the ordinary shares or voting rights but 

equal or less than 50%, while any investment below 10% is 

considered to be portfolio investment (OECD, 2005) 

Y/N 

5- Exporting local establishments 

through market transactions (LFX) 

100% locally owned establishments that export either directly or 

indirectly through market transactions (arm’s length relationships 

that do not imply any foreign ownership) 

Y/N 

6- Establishments not exporting 

(LFNX)  

100% locally owned establishments that do not export neither 

directly nor indirectly  

Y/N 

C-Knowledge sources   

7- R&D activities (RD) Did your establishment perform R&D activities in this fiscal year? Nominal-

Dichotomous Y/N 

8- Investment in new machinery  

(NEWM) 

In fiscal year, what was the total annual expenditure for purchases 

of machinery, vehicles and equipment (new and/or used) of this 

Y/N 
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establishment? Transformed to Dichotomous Y/N 

9- Foreign licenses (FORLIC) Does this establishment at present use technology licensed from a 

foreign-owned company?  

Nominal-

Dichotomous Y/N 

10-Foreign inputs  In fiscal year, as a proportion of all of the material inputs and/or 

supplies purchased that year, what percent of this establishment’s 

material inputs and/or supplies were: Of foreign origin 

Ratio  

 

11-Exports Direct and indirect exports (through third parties) over total sales  Ratio  

 

12-Training Over the last fiscal year, did this establishment run formal training 

programs for its permanent, full-time employees? 

Y/N 

 D- Industry Structure   

13-Number of  skilled full time  

production employees (SFTPW) 

At the present time, how many permanent, full-time employees of 

production are Skilled production workers in this establishment? 

Interval- 

Continuous  

14-Number of  un-skilled full time  

production employees (USFTPW) 

At the present time, how many permanent, full-time employees of 

production are un-skilled production workers in this establishments? 

Interval- 

Continuous 

15- Number of full time non-

production 

workers (FTNPW) 

At the present time, how many permanent, full-time employees are 

non-production workers (e.g., managers, professionals, 

administration, sales) in this establishment? 

Interval- 

Continuous 

16- Number of temporary full time  

Employees (TFTW) 

How many full-time seasonal or temporary employees (all paid 

short-term -i.e. for less than a fiscal year- employees with no 

guarantee of renewal of contract employment contract and that work 

8 or more hours per day) did this establishment employ in fiscal 

year? 

Interval- 

Continuous 

17- Capital intensity (KINT) fixed capital/total sales of the  establishment 

fixed capital =  Net book Value of machinery                                                 

vehicles and equipment + Net book Value of and                                                 

buildings 

total sales = Last complete fiscal year’s total annual                        

sales 

Ratio  

US$ nominal  

E- Agglomeration Economies   

18-Localization Economies 

(LE): e ~ rij is establishment-size adjusted employment for industry i in 
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city/region r in country j, and is defined is:             

e~rij = erij ( 1− hrij),  

 

where hrji = Σ z irj 
2
 is the Herfindahl index for industry i in 

city/region r in country j and is calculated as the sum of squared 

firm shares of local industry employment and e rij  is industry i’s 

employment in city/region r in country j. 

 

19-Urbanization Economies 

(UE) 

The Herfindahl index of a region r in country j, Hrj, is the sum of 

squared industry employment (E) shares i in city/region r of total 

employment (E) in city/region r in country j: 

 

Hrj = Σij (Erij / Erj) 
2
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Appendix 3 Multicollinearity Diagnosis Heckman Selection Model 
 

 

Labor 

Productivity 

 

  

 Value 

Added 

 

  

Technical 

Efficiency      

 Scale 

efficiency 

 

  

Pure 

Technical 

Efficiency      

Variable VIF 1/VIF Variable VIF 1/VIF Variable VIF 1/VIF Variable VIF 1/VIF Variable VIF 1/VIF 

                              

_Ia1_4 4.24 0.24 _Ia1_4 4.29 0.23 _Ia1_4 4.26 0.23 _Ia1_4 4.37 0.23 _Ia1_4 4.35 0.23 

_IISI~171819 4.14 0.24 _IISI~171819 4.15 0.24 _IISI~171819 4.14 0.24 _IISI~171819 4.12 0.24 _IISI~171819 4.12 0.24 

_IISIC4_1516 4.03 0.25 _IISIC4_1516 4 0.25 _IISIC4_1516 4.03 0.25 _IISIC4_1516 4.01 0.25 _IISIC4_1516 4 0.25 

_Ia1_1 3.21 0.31 _Ia1_1 3.14 0.32 _Ia1_1 3.22 0.31 _Ia1_1 3.25 0.31 _Ia1_1 3.24 0.31 

_Ia1_10 2.92 0.34 _Ia1_10 2.93 0.34 _Ia1_10 2.93 0.34 _Ia1_10 3 0.33 _Ia1_10 2.99 0.33 

_Ia1_3 2.63 0.38 _Ia1_3 2.66 0.38 _Ia1_3 2.63 0.38 _Ia1_3 2.68 0.37 _Ia1_3 2.68 0.37 

lFTNPW 2.55 0.39 _IISIC4_24 2.57 0.39 lFTNPW 2.56 0.39 lFTNPW 2.56 0.39 lFTNPW 2.55 0.39 

_IISIC4_24 2.55 0.39 lFTNPW 2.55 0.39 _IISIC4_24 2.55 0.39 _IISIC4_24 2.55 0.39 _IISIC4_24 2.55 0.39 

_Ia1_12 2.45 0.41 _Ia1_12 2.45 0.41 _Ia1_12 2.45 0.41 _Ia1_12 2.49 0.40 _Ia1_12 2.49 0.40 

_Ia1_15 2.34 0.43 _Ia1_15 2.31 0.43 _Ia1_15 2.34 0.43 _Ia1_15 2.38 0.42 _Ia1_15 2.38 0.42 

_IISIC4_991 2.18 0.46 _IISIC4_991 2.2 0.45 _IISIC4_991 2.18 0.46 _IISIC4_991 2.19 0.46 _IISIC4_991 2.18 0.46 

_Ia1_11 2.09 0.48 _Ia1_11 2.09 0.48 _Ia1_11 2.08 0.48 _Ia1_7 2.12 0.47 _Ia1_7 2.12 0.47 

_Ia1_7 2.08 0.48 _Ia1_2 1.99 0.50 _Ia1_7 2.08 0.48 _Ia1_11 2.11 0.47 _Ia1_11 2.11 0.47 

_Ia1_2 2.01 0.50 _Ia1_7 1.99 0.50 _Ia1_2 2.02 0.50 _Ia1_2 2.06 0.49 _Ia1_2 2.06 0.49 

_Ia1_8 1.97 0.51 _Ia1_14 1.97 0.51 _Ia1_8 1.97 0.51 _Ia1_14 1.98 0.50 _Ia1_14 1.98 0.51 

_Ia1_14 1.95 0.51 _IISIC4_26 1.96 0.51 _Ia1_14 1.96 0.51 _Ia1_8 1.97 0.51 _Ia1_8 1.97 0.51 

_IISIC4_26 1.95 0.51 lSFTPW 1.94 0.52 _IISIC4_26 1.95 0.51 _IISIC4_26 1.96 0.51 _IISIC4_26 1.96 0.51 

_Ia1_13 1.93 0.52 _Ia1_8 1.93 0.52 _Ia1_13 1.93 0.52 _Ia1_13 1.96 0.51 _Ia1_13 1.96 0.51 

lSFTPW 1.93 0.52 _Ia1_13 1.92 0.52 lSFTPW 1.93 0.52 lSFTPW 1.93 0.52 lSFTPW 1.92 0.52 

LFX 1.9 0.53 LFX 1.91 0.52 LFX 1.9 0.53 LFX 1.9 0.53 LFX 1.9 0.53 

lUE 1.83 0.55 lUE 1.82 0.55 lUE 1.84 0.54 lUE 1.83 0.55 lUE 1.82 0.55 

exttot 1.81 0.55 exttot 1.8 0.55 exttot 1.8 0.55 exttot 1.81 0.55 exttot 1.81 0.55 

_Ia1_5 1.77 0.56 _IISIC4_99 1.78 0.56 _Ia1_5 1.77 0.56 _Ia1_5 1.8 0.55 _Ia1_5 1.8 0.56 

_IISIC4_99 1.77 0.56 _Ia1_5 1.76 0.57 _IISIC4_99 1.77 0.56 _IISIC4_99 1.77 0.56 _IISIC4_99 1.77 0.56 
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_IISIC4_25 1.57 0.64 _IISIC4_25 1.56 0.64 _IISIC4_25 1.57 0.64 _IISIC4_25 1.57 0.64 _IISIC4_25 1.57 0.64 

lLE 1.54 0.65 _IISI~202122 1.55 0.65 lLE 1.55 0.64 lLE 1.55 0.65 lLE 1.54 0.65 

_IISI~202122 1.54 0.65 lLE 1.55 0.65 _IISI~202122 1.54 0.65 _IISI~202122 1.53 0.65 _IISI~202122 1.53 0.65 

lUSFTPW 1.45 0.69 lUSFTPW 1.44 0.69 lUSFTPW 1.45 0.69 lUSFTPW 1.45 0.69 lUSFTPW 1.45 0.69 

forinp 1.43 0.70 forinp 1.44 0.69 forinp 1.43 0.70 forinp 1.44 0.70 forinp 1.44 0.70 

Train 1.4 0.71 Train 1.41 0.71 Train 1.4 0.71 Train 1.41 0.71 Train 1.41 0.71 

_IISIC4_3637 1.38 0.73 _IISIC4_3637 1.38 0.73 _IISIC4_3637 1.38 0.72 _IISIC4_3637 1.38 0.72 _IISIC4_3637 1.38 0.72 

FA 1.36 0.73 FA 1.37 0.73 FA 1.36 0.74 FA 1.36 0.74 FA 1.36 0.73 

RD 1.33 0.75 RD 1.33 0.75 RD 1.33 0.75 RD 1.33 0.75 RD 1.33 0.75 

Mach 1.27 0.79 Mach 1.27 0.79 Mach 1.27 0.79 Mach 1.27 0.79 Mach 1.27 0.79 

lTFTW 1.24 0.80 lTFTW 1.25 0.80 lTFTW 1.25 0.80 lTFTW 1.25 0.80 lTFTW 1.25 0.80 

FORLIC 1.16 0.86 FORLIC 1.16 0.86 FORLIC 1.16 0.87 FORLIC 1.16 0.86 FORLIC 1.16 0.86 

lKINT 1.14 0.88 lKINT 1.14 0.88 lKINT 1.14 0.88 lKINT 1.14 0.87 lKINT 1.14 0.88 

FI 1.11 0.90 FI 1.12 0.90 FI 1.11 0.90 FI 1.11 0.90 FI 1.11 0.90 

                              

Mean VIF 2.03   Mean VIF 2.03   Mean VIF 2.03   Mean VIF 2.05   Mean VIF 2.04   
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Appendix 4 STATA DO File 
 

 

 

clear 

 set memory 128m 

 set more off 

 set matsize 1000 

 cd "C:\Documents and Settings\Juan Julio\My Documents\Dissertation Proposal Jan08\data" 

 use lac15final_updated_7_29_07.dta 

 

 

recode  l8 d2 l1 n6a  n6b n2e n2a b5 b2b b8 d3b d3c d12b e6 e7 e8 l10 b5  a1  b2b /// 

 d3b d3c  b8  d12b e6 l10 Le8b Le8c l3a l6 l4b b2a b2b b2c b2d Ld8(-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 =.) 

 

 

***1-LAC CITY construction 

 

 drop if a1 == 9 

gen cities=11 if  a3x=="CAPITAL FEDERAL"  

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ALMAGRO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="AVELLANEDA"  

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BANFIELD"  

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BERAZATEGUI"  

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="CIUDADELA"  

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="3 DE FEBRERO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ACASUSSO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BARRACAS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BECCAR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BELLA VISTA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BENAVIDEZ" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BERNAL" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BOULOGNE" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="BURZACO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="CARAPACHAY" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="CASEROS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="CASTELAR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="DON TORCUATO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="EL TALAR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ESPELETA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ESTEBAN ECHEVERRIA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="FLORENCIO VARELA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="FLORESTA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="FLORIDA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="HAEDO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="HURLINGHAM" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ISIDRO CASANOVA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="ITUZAINGO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="JOSE LEON SUAREZ" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LA LUCILA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LAFERRERE" 
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replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LANUS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LA TABLADA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LAS HERAS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LINIERS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LOMA HERMOSA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LOMAS DE ZAMORA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LOMAS DEL MIRADOR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="LOS POLVORINES" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MARTINEZ" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MATADEROS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MERLO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MONTE GRANDE" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MUNRO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="OLIVOS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PABLO NOGUES" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PACHECO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PALOMAR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PASO DEL REY" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PATERNAL" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PILAR" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="POMPEYA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="QUILMES" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="RAMOS MEJIAS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN ANDRES" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN FERNANDO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN JUSTO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN MARTIN" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN MIGUEL" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="RAMOS MEJIAS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SANTOS LUGARES" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SARANDI" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="TEMPERLEY" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="TIGRE" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="TORTUGUITAS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="TURDERA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VALENTIN ALSINA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VICENTE LOPEZ" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VICTORIA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA CRESPO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA DOMINICO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA LUGANO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA MARTELLI" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA SOLDATI" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="WILDE" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="NUÑEZ" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MORENO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PARQUE CHACABUCO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN ISIDRO" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA URQUIZA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA ADELINA" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="SAN CRISTOBAL" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="MORON" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA LYNCH" 
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replace cities=11 if  a3x=="PARQUE PATRICIOS" 

replace cities=11 if  a3x=="VILLA DEVOTO" 

 

replace cities=12 if  a3x=="CORDOBA" 

replace cities=12 if  a3x=="VILLA BALLESTER" 

 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="MENDOZA" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="AGRELO" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="GODOY CRUZ" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="GUAYMALLEN MENDOZA" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="GUAYMALLEN" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="LUJAN DE CUYO" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="MAIPU" 

replace cities=13 if  a3x=="GENERAL ALVEAR" 

 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="ROSARIO" 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="FRAY LUIS BELTRAN" 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="BELGRANO" 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="CAPITAN BERMUDEZ" 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="GRANADERO BAIGORRIA" 

replace cities=14 if  a3x=="VILLA GOBERNADOR GALVEZ" 

 

replace cities=21 if  a3x=="COCHABAMBA" 

 

replace cities=22 if  a3x=="LA PAZ" & a1==2 

 

replace cities=23 if  a3x=="SANTA CRUZ" 

 

replace cities=31 if  a3x=="BARRANQUILLA" 

 

replace cities=32 if  a3x=="BOGOTA" 

 

replace cities=33 if  a3x=="CALI" 

 

replace cities=34 if  a3x=="MEDELLIN" 

 

replace cities=41 if  a3x=="CIUDAD JUAREZ, CHIHUAHUA" 

 

replace cities=42 if  a3x=="GUADALAJARA, JALISCO" 

replace cities=42 if  a3x=="TLAJOMULCO, JALISCO" 

replace cities=42 if  a3x=="TLAQUEPAQUE, JALISCO" 

replace cities=42 if  a3x=="TONALA, JALISCO" 

replace cities=42 if  a3x=="ZAPOPAN, JALISCO" 

 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="MEXICO D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ACOLMAN, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ALVARO OBREGON, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ATIZAPAN, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="AZCAPOTZALCO, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="BENITO JUAREZ, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CHIMALHUACAN, ESTADO DE MEXICO." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COLONIA CONSTITUYENTES" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COLONIA LECHUGAS SANTA CATARINA" 
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replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COLONIA NAPOLES" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COLONIA NARVARTE" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CUAJIMALPA, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CUAUHTEMOC D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CUAUHTEMOC, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CUAUTITLAN IZCALLI, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ECATEPEC, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COLONIA NARVARTE" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="EL SALTO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="EL VERGEL IZTAPALAPA" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="GUSTAVO A. MADERO, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="IXTAPALUCA, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="IZTACALCO, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="IZTAPALAPA, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="IXTAPALUCA, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="JIMENEZ CANTU TLANEPANTLA EDO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="JORGE NEGRETE" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="LA MAGDALENA ATIZAPAC EDO.MEX" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="LAZARO CARDENAS EDO MEX" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="LOS REYES LA PAZ, ESTADO DE MEXIC" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="MIGUEL HIDALGO, D.F." 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="NAUCALPAN, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="NEXTLALPAN" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="NEZAHUALCOYOTL, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="PANTITLAN" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="PORTALES" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="SANTA CATARINA" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="SANTA CLARA ECATEPEC" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="STA ISABEL TOLA MEXICO DF" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TEPEXPAN, ACOLMAN" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TEPOTZOTLAN" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TEXCOCO, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TLALNEPANTLA, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TULTEPEC" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="TULTITLAN" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="VALLE DE CHALCO, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="VENUSTIANO CARRANZA" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="VILLA NICOLAS ROMERO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ZERTUCHE GUADALUPE" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="ZUMPANGO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="LOS REYES LA PAZ, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="CHIMALHUACAN, ESTADO DE MEXICO" 

replace cities=43 if  a3x=="COYOACAN, D.F." 

 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="MONTERREY, N.L." 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="ESCOBEDO NUEVO LEON" 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="GUADALUPE, NUEVO LEON" 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="SAN NICOLAS DE LOS GARZA, N.L." 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="SANTA CATARINA NUEVO LEON" 

replace cities=44 if  a3x=="SANTA CATARINA, NUEVO LEON" 
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replace cities=44 if  a3x=="ZONA CENTRO MONTERREY N.L." 

 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="BARRIO SANTIAGO BONILLA,PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="PUEBLA, PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="SAN FRANCISCO OCOTLAN, PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="SAN LORENZO ALMECATLAN PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="SAN PEDRO CHOLULA, PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="SANTA MARIA ZACATEPEC,PUEBLA" 

replace cities=45 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO JC BONILLA PUEBLA" 

 

replace cities=46 if  a3x=="BOCA DEL RIO, VERACRUZ" 

replace cities=46 if  a3x=="VERACRUZ" 

replace cities=46 if  a3x=="VERACRUZ, VERACRUZ" 

 

replace cities=47 if  a3x=="GUANAJUATO" 

replace cities=48 if  a3x=="JALISCO" 

replace cities=48 if  a3x=="SAN PEDRO JALISCO" 

replace cities=49 if  a3x=="MONCLOVA, COAHUILA" 

 

replace cities=410 if  a3x=="NUEVO LEON" 

 

replace cities=51 if  a3x=="COL*" 

replace cities=51 if  a3x=="COL." 

replace cities=51 if  a3x=="COLON" 

replace cities=51 if  a3x=="COLÓN" 

replace cities=51 if  a3x=="GIROL DE COLON" 

 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PAMAMA" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAM" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMA" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMÁ" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMÁ" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="CARRASQUILLA" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="CORONADO" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="JUAN DIAZ" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="LOS ANGELES" & a1==5 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PACORA" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMA CHILIBRE" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMA LAS CUMBRE" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMA PUERTO CAIMITO" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PANAMA3" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="PUEBLO NUEVO" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="SAN MIGUELITO" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="VIA ARGENTINA" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="VIA BRASIL" 

replace cities=52 if  a3x=="VISTA HERMOSA, PANAMA" 

 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="ARRAIJAN" 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="CHORRERA" 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="COPIRA CALLE PRINCIPAL" 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="LA CHORRERA" 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="LLANO BONITO" 
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replace cities=53 if  a3x=="NUEVO ARRAIJAN" 

replace cities=53 if  a3x=="VACAMONTE ARRAIJAN" 

 

replace cities=54 if  a3x=="CHEPO" 

replace cities=54 if  a3x=="DISTRITO DE CHEPO" 

replace cities=54 if  a3x=="VACAMONTE" 

 

replace cities=61 if  a3x=="Arequipa" 

 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="Callao" 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="Chorrillos" 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="Lima" 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="San Miguel" 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="Santa Anita" 

replace cities=62 if  a3x=="Surco" 

 

replace cities=63 if  a3x=="Chiclayo" 

 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Asuncion" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Asunci¢n" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Capiata" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Catedral" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Encarnacion" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Fernando  de la Mora" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Fernando de La Mora" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Fernando de la Mora" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Fernandode la Mora" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="J.A. Saldivar" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="La Catedral" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="La Encarnacion" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Lambare" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="LambarŠ" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Limpio" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Luque" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="La Encarnacion" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Mariano  Roque Alonso" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Mariano Roque  Alonzo" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Mariano Roque Alonzo" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Recoleta" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="San Antonio"  & a1==7 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="San Lorenzo" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="San Roque" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Santa Trinidad" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Santisima  Trinidad" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Santisima Trinidad" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Villa Elisa" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="Ypana" 

replace cities=71 if  a3x=="¥emby" 

 

replace cities=72 if  a3x=="Guarambare" 

replace cities=72 if  a3x=="Ypacarai" 

replace cities=72 if  a3x=="Villeta" 

replace cities=72 if  a3x=="Itaugua" 
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replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Barra Carrasco" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Montevideo" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Canelones, Las toscas" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Colonia Nicolich" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Joanico" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Lagomar" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="MOntevideo" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Medanos de Solymar" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Paso Carrasco" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Progreso"  & a1==8 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Salinas" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="La Paz, Canelones" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Las Piedras" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Barros Blancos" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Capitan Artigas" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Empalme Olmos" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Parque del Plata" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Shangrila" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Solymar" 

replace cities=81 if  a3x=="Villa Garcia" 

 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Canelones" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Las Brujas" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="San Bautista" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="San Ramon" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Santa Lucia" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Santa Rosa" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Sauce" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Tala" 

replace cities=82 if  a3x=="Canelones, Pando" 

 

replace cities=83 if  a3x=="Paso de los Toros" 

 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="ANCUD" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="ANGELMO" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="CASTRO" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="CHONCHI" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="DALCAHUE" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="FRUTILLAR ALTO" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="LLANQUIHUE" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="MAULLIN" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="OSORNO" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="PTO MONTT" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="PTO MONTT / MAULLIN" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="PTO VARAS" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="PUERTO MONTT" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="PURRANQUE" 

replace cities=91 if  a3x=="RIO NEGRO" 

 

replace cities=92 if  a3x=="ANTOFAGASTA" 

replace cities=92 if  a3x=="ANTOFAGASTA  MEJILLONES" 

replace cities=92 if  a3x=="CALAMA" 
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replace cities=92 if  a3x=="MARIA ELENA" 

replace cities=92 if  a3x=="MEJILLONES" 

replace cities=92 if  a3x=="TOCOPILLA" 

 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="ARAUCO" & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="BIO BIO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="BULNES"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CHIGUAYANTE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CHIGUAYANTE /CONCEPCION"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CHILLAN"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CHOLGUAN"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CONCEPCION"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CORONEL"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="CURANILAHUE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LAJA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LEBU"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LIRQUEN"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LOS ALAMOS CONCEPCION"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LOS ANGELES"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="LOTA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="PANQUEHUE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="PENCO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="SAN CARLOS KM 374"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="SAN PEDRO DE LA PAZ"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="TALCAHUANO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="TOME"  & a1==10 

replace cities=93 if  a3x=="VENTANA"  & a1==10 

  

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="BELLOTO / QUILPUE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="CALERA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="CASA BLANCA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="CON CON"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="EL TABO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LA CALERA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LA LIGUA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LIMACHE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LLAY LLAY"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LLO  LLEO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LOS ANDES"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LOS ANDES / STA MARIA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="LLO  LLEO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="QUILLOTA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="QUILPUE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="SAN FELIPE"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="QUINTERO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="SAN ANTONIO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="San Antonio"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="San Felipe"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="VALAPARAISO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="VALPARAISO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="VALPRAISO"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="VILLA ALEMANA"  & a1==10 

replace cities=94 if  a3x=="VIÑA DEL MAR"  & a1==10 
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replace cities=95 if  a3x=="CONCHALI / RM" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO  LAS CONDES" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO  LAS CONDES" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO - CENTRO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / CAMINO MELIPILLA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / CERRO NAVIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / ESTACION CENTRAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / HUECHURABA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / INDEPENDENCIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / LO ESPEJO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / MACUL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / MAIPU" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / PEDRO DE VALDIVIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / PROVIDENCIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / PUDAHUEL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / QTA NORMAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / QUILICURA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / QUINTA NORMAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / RECOLETA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / RENCA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / RM" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / SAN BERNARDO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / SAN MIGUEL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO / ÑUÑOA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO /QUILICURA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO CENTRO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO CERRILLOS" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO El Bosque" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO LA REINA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO Las Condes" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO MAIPU" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO PTE ALTO MAIPU" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO QTA NORMAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO QUINTA NORMAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO RECOLETA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO SAN MIGUEL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO ÑUÑOA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO- RENCA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO-RENCA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO/CERRILLOS" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO/PROVIDENCIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO/QTA.NORMAL" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="HUELQUEN" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="LA CISTERNA / SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="LAMPA / SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="PROVIDENCIA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="PROVIDENCIA SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="QTA NORMAL / SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="QUINTA NORMAL REGION METROPOLITANA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="Quilicura Region Metropolitana" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAANTIAGO LA REINA" 
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replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAN BERNARDO / SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAN JOAQUIN" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="STA CLARA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAN BERNARDO / SANTIAGO" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAN JOAQUIN" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="SAANTIAGO LA REINA" 

replace cities=95 if  a3x=="PTE ALTO / SANTIAGO" 

 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="CORRAL VALDIVIA" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="SANTIAGO/QTA.NORMAL" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="LOS LAGOS" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="Los Lagos" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="PANGUPILLI" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="VALDIVIA" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="VALDIVIA FUTRONO" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="VALDIVIA PAILLACO" 

replace cities=96 if  a3x=="VALDIVIA" 

 

replace cities=101 if  a3x=="CUENCA" 

 

replace cities=102 if  a3x=="AMBATO" 

 

replace cities=103 if  a3x=="GUAYAQUIL" 

replace cities=103 if  a3x=="DURAN" 

replace cities=103 if  a3x=="MILAGRO" 

 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="QUITO" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="CUMBAYA" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="PUEMBO" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="PUSUQUI" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="QUITO-CONOCOTO" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="SANGOLQUI" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="SANTO DOMINGO" 

replace cities=104 if  a3x=="TUMBACO" 

 

replace cities=105 if  a3x=="LA LIBERTAD" 

replace cities=105 if  a3x=="CHANDUY" 

 

replace cities=106 if  a3x=="MANTA" 

 

replace cities=111 if  a3x=="Ahuachapan, Ahuachapan" 

replace cities=111 if  a3x=="Ahuachapán, Ahuachapán" 

replace cities=111 if  a3x=="Concepción de Ataco, Ahuachapán" 

 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN SALVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Miguelito, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, El Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, Ilopango" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, San  Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, San Jacinto" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, San Marcos" 
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replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador, San Slvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador,San Miguelito" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Salvador,San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Savador, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Antigua Cuscatlan, La Libertad" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Antiguo Cuscatlan, La Libertad" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Antiguo Cuscatlán, La Libertad" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Apopa" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Apopa, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Cabañas, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Ciudad Delgado" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Cuscatancingo, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EKL SALVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADIR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR ANTIGUO DOSCATLAN" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR CIUDAD DELGADO" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR CIUDAD MERLIOT" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR NIJICANOS" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN ANTONIO" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN ANTONIO ABAD" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN MARCOS" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN SALCVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN SALVADPR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAN SLAVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SAYAPANGO" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR SOYAPANGO" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="EL SALVADOR, LAYCO" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="El Paisnal, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Ilopango" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Ilopango, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Mariona, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Mejicanos, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Metrocentro, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Quetzaltepeque" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="S.S Ayutuxtepeque" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="SAN MARCOS" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="SAN SALVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="SAN SALVADOR EL SALVADOR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="SAN SLVADPR" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Bartolo, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Marcos" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Marcos San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Marcos, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Martin" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Vicente, San Vicente" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San Vicente,San Vicente" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San jacinto, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San salvador, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San salvador, san salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Santa Anita, San Salvador" 
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replace cities=112 if  a3x=="San salvador, san salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Santa Tecla, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Santo Tomas, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Soyapango, San Salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="Soyapango,San  Sansalvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="el salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="el salvador soyapango" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="el salvador, san salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="el salvador/ san salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="guatemala" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="mejicanos" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="san salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="san salvador, cuidad delgado" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="san salvador/ el salvador" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="san salvador/ mexicanos" 

replace cities=112 if  a3x=="soyango" 

 

replace cities=113 if  a3x=="Armenia, Sonsonate" 

replace cities=113 if  a3x=="Ateos, sonsonate" 

replace cities=113 if  a3x=="Sonsonate, Sonsonate" 

replace cities=113 if  a3x=="sonsonate" 

replace cities=113 if  a3x=="sonsonate/ el salvador" 

 

replace cities=114 if  a3x=="Armenia, Usulután" 

replace cities=114 if  a3x=="Usulutàn, Usulutàn" 

replace cities=114 if  a3x=="Usulután, Usulután" 

 

replace cities=115 if  a3x=="Chalatenango, Chalatenango" 

replace cities=115 if  a3x=="La Palma, Chalatenango" 

 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Chalchuapa" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Chalchuapa, Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Ciudad Arce, Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Metapan, Metapan" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Metapan, Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Santa Ana ," 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Santa Ana,  Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Santa Ana, Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="Santa Ana,Santa Ana" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="santa ana / el salvador" 

replace cities=116 if  a3x=="santa ana/ el salvador" 

 

replace cities=117 if  a3x=="Chapaltique, San Miguel" 

replace cities=117 if  a3x=="San Migel, San Migel" 

replace cities=117 if  a3x=="San Miguel, San Miguel" 

replace cities=117 if  a3x=="San Miguel, San miguel" 

 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Ciudad Merliot  Santa Tecla" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Ciudad Merliot, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Ciudad merliot, LaLibertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Ciudad merliot, la libertad" 
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replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Colon, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Colòn, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Colón, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="La Herradura, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="La Libertad, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Lourdes Colon , La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Lourdes Colon, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Lourdes colon, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Lourdes colon, la libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Lourdes, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Merliot, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Nuevo Cuscatlán, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Opico, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="San Juan Opico, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Santa Elena, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Santa Tecla, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Santa tecla, la Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="Zapotitan, La Libertad" 

replace cities=118 if  a3x=="santa tecla" 

 

replace cities=119 if  a3x=="Cojutepeque, Cuscatlan" 

replace cities=119 if  a3x=="STA ANITA" 

replace cities=119 if  a3x=="antifua cuscatlan" 

replace cities=119 if  a3x=="antigua cuscatlan" 

replace cities=119 if  a3x=="cuscatlan" 

 

replace cities=1110 if  a3x=="Gualococti, Morazan" 

replace cities=1110 if  a3x=="Jocoro, Morazan" 

replace cities=1110 if  a3x=="Jocoro, Morazán" 

replace cities=1110 if  a3x=="San Francisco Gotera, Morazán" 

 

replace cities=1111 if  a3x=="LA PAZ ROSARIO DE A PAZ" 

replace cities=1111 if  a3x=="Olocuilta, La Paz" 

replace cities=1111 if  a3x=="San Luis Talpa, La Paz" 

 

replace cities=1112 if  a3x=="La Union, La Union" 

replace cities=1112 if  a3x=="La Unión, La Unión" 

 

replace cities=1113 if  a3x=="Sensuntepeque, Cabañas" 

 

replace cities=121 if  a3x=="CHOLUTECA" 

replace cities=121 if  a3x=="Choluteca" 

 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="TEG" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="TEGU" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="TEGUCIGALPA" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="TEGUCIGALPA HONDURAS" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="TEGUCIGAPA" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="Tegucigalpa" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="Tegucigapla" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="Tegucilgapa" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="COMAYCIGUELA" 
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replace cities=122 if  a3x=="FCO MARAZAN" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="FCO MORAZAN" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="Talanga" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="Valle de Angeles" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="comayaguela" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="honduras" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="HONDURAS" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="tegucigalpa" 

replace cities=122 if  a3x=="tegucigalpa/ talanga" 

 

replace cities=123 if  a3x=="Catacamas" 

replace cities=123 if  a3x=="Juticalpa" 

 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="Ceiba" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="LA CELBA ATTANTIDA" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="La Ceiba" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="La Ceiba, Atlantida" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="La ceiba" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="la ceiba atlantida" 

replace cities=124 if  a3x=="la ceiba, atlantida" 

 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="Choloma" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="Naco, Cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="SAN PEDRO SULA" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="San Pedro Sula" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="SAN PEDRO SULA" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="VILLANUEVA CORLES" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="Villanueva, Cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="choloma cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="la lima cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="puerto cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="san pedro sula" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="san pedro sula, honduras" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="villanueva cortes" 

replace cities=125 if  a3x=="San pedro Sula" 

 

replace cities=126 if  a3x=="Danli" 

replace cities=126 if  a3x=="Jacaleapa" 

replace cities=126 if  a3x=="danli" 

 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="EL PROGRESO YORO"  & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="El Progreso" & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="El Progreso, Yoro" & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="Progreso" & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="el progreso" & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="el progreso yoro" & a1==13 

replace cities=127 if  a3x=="progreso yoro" & a1==13 

 

replace cities=128 if  a3x=="LA PAZ" & a1==13 

replace cities=128 if  a3x=="LA PAZ HONDURAS" 

replace cities=128 if  a3x=="la paz honduras" 

 

replace cities=129 if  a3x=="STA ROSA DE COPAN" 
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replace cities=129 if  a3x=="santa rosa" 

replace cities=129 if  a3x=="santa rosa copan" 

replace cities=129 if  a3x=="santa rosa de copan" 

 

replace cities=1210 if  a3x=="Comayagua" 

replace cities=1210 if  a3x=="Siguatepeque" 

replace cities=1210 if  a3x=="comayagua" 

replace cities=1210 if  a3x=="comayagua, comayagua" 

replace cities=1210 if  a3x=="comayagua/ tegucigalpa" 

 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Amatitlan" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Amatitlán" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="GUATEMALA" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Guatemala" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="guatemala" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="gutemala" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Boca del Monte" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Ciudad San Cristobal" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Fraijanes" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Guatemala Mixco" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Mixco" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Villa Canales" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="Villa Nueva" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="amatitlan" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="amatitlan/ guatemala" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="mixco" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="san jose pinula" 

replace cities=131 if  a3x=="villa canales/ guatemala" 

  

replace cities=132 if  a3x=="Antigua Guatemala Milpas altas" 

replace cities=132 if  a3x=="San Lucas Sacatepequez" 

replace cities=132 if  a3x=="San Pedro Sacatepequez" 

replace cities=132 if  a3x=="san pedro sacatepequez" 

 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="Coban" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="San Juan Chamolco" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="San Juan Chamulco" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="Tactic" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="Tactic, Coban" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="coban" 

replace cities=133 if  a3x=="coban alta verapaz" 

 

replace cities=134 if  a3x=="El Progreso Jutiapa" 

replace cities=134 if  a3x=="Jutiapa" 

replace cities=134 if  a3x=="Sanarate, Guastatoya" 

replace cities=134 if  a3x=="guastatoya" 

replace cities=134 if  a3x=="sanarate" 

 

replace cities=135 if  a3x=="Huehuetenango" 

 

replace cities=136 if  a3x=="Jalapa" 

replace cities=136 if  a3x=="San Luis Jilotepeque" 
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replace cities=137 if  a3x=="Jocotan, Chiquimula" 

 

replace cities=138 if  a3x=="Mazatenango" 

replace cities=138 if  a3x=="mazatenago" 

replace cities=138 if  a3x=="mazatenango" 

 

replace cities=139 if  a3x=="Morales, Izabal" 

replace cities=139 if  a3x=="Piedra Parada Puerto Barrios" 

replace cities=139 if  a3x=="Puerto Barrios" 

replace cities=139 if  a3x=="morales izabal" 

 

replace cities=1310 if  a3x=="Palin, Escuintla" 

replace cities=1310 if  a3x=="escuintla" 

 

replace cities=1311 if  a3x=="Quetzaltenango" 

replace cities=1311 if  a3x=="Xela" 

replace cities=1311 if  a3x=="coatepeque" 

replace cities=1311 if  a3x=="quetzaltenango" 

replace cities=1311 if  a3x=="xela" 

 

replace cities=1312 if  a3x=="Quiche" 

 

replace cities=1313 if  a3x=="Retalhuleu" 

replace cities=1313 if  a3x=="reu" 

replace cities=1313 if  a3x=="Retalhuleu" 

 

replace cities=1314 if  a3x=="Salama Baja Verapaz" 

 

replace cities=1315 if  a3x=="Solola" 

replace cities=1315 if  a3x=="san lucas" 

replace cities=1315 if  a3x=="Solola" 

 

replace cities=1316 if  a3x=="Tecpan" 

replace cities=1316 if  a3x=="chimaltenango/guatemala" 

replace cities=1316 if  a3x=="Tecpan" 

 

replace cities=1317 if  a3x=="Zacapa" 

 

replace cities=1318 if  a3x=="flores peten" 

replace cities=1318 if  a3x=="peten" 

replace cities=1318 if  a3x=="poptun peten" 

 

replace cities=141 if  a3x=="Acoyapa, Chontales" 

replace cities=141 if  a3x=="Chontales, Santo Tomas" 

replace cities=141 if  a3x=="Chontales, Santo Tomás" 

 

replace cities=142 if  a3x=="Boaco, Boaco" 

replace cities=142 if  a3x=="Boaco, Camoapa" 

replace cities=142 if  a3x=="Boaco, San José de los Remates" 

replace cities=142 if  a3x=="boaco, camoapa" 

 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Carazo" 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Carazo, Dolores" 
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replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Carazo, jinotepe" 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Dinamba" 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Diriamba" 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="Diriamba-Carazo" 

replace cities=143 if  a3x=="San Marcos, Carazo" 

 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chichigalpa, Chinandega" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega, Chinandega" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega, Corinto" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega, chinandega" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega-Corinto" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="El Viejo" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="el viejo, chinandega" 

replace cities=144 if  a3x=="Chinandega,Chinandega" 

 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="MAnagua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managu" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managua, Bellacruz" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managua, Belloamanecer" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managua, Managua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="El crucero, managua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Managuya" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="San Rafael del sur-Managua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Sandino" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="Tititapa-Managua" 

replace cities=145 if  a3x=="managua" 

 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="Esteli" 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="Esteli, Esteli" 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="Estelí" 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="Estelí, Estelí" 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="La Trinidad, Estelí" 

replace cities=146 if  a3x=="Esteli, esteli" 

 

replace cities=147 if  a3x=="Granada" 

replace cities=147 if  a3x=="Granada, Granada" 

replace cities=147 if  a3x=="Granada, granada" 

replace cities=147 if  a3x=="granada, granada" 

 

replace cities=148 if  a3x=="Jinotega San Rafael" 

 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="La Paz Centro" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="La Paz Centro, León" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="Leon" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="Leon, leon" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="La Paz Centro, León" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="León" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="León, León" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="León- La Paz Centro" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="Nagarote, leon" 

replace cities=149 if  a3x=="leon" 
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replace cities=149 if  a3x=="leon, leon" 

 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="MASAYA" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masatepe, Masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya, Catarina" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya, Masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya, Niquinohomo" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya, San Juan de Oriente" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya, masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Masaya-Managua" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Massaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Mosotepe, Masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="masaya, nandasmo" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="Niguinohomo, Masaya" 

replace cities=1410 if  a3x=="masaya" 

 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa, El Cementerio" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa, Matagalpa" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa, Mercado Norte Guanuca" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa, Río Blanco" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="Matagalpa, Sebaco" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="San Isidro, Matagalpa" 

replace cities=1411 if  a3x=="matagalpa" 

  

replace cities=1412 if  a3x=="Nueva segovia, ocotal" 

replace cities=1412 if  a3x=="Ocotal, Nueva Segovia" 

 

replace cities=1413 if  a3x=="Rivas" 

replace cities=1413 if  a3x=="Rivas, Rivas" 

replace cities=1413 if  a3x=="Rivas, San Juan del Sur" 

replace cities=1413 if  a3x=="San Jorge, Rivas" 

replace cities=1413 if  a3x=="rivas" 

 

replace cities=1414 if  a3x=="Somoto, Madriz" 

replace cities=1414 if  a3x=="madris, somoto" 

 

recode cities (11=11 "Buenos Aires") (12=12 "Cordoba") (13=13 "Mendoza") (14=14 "Rosario") /// 

(21=21 "Cochabamba") (22=22 "La Paz") (23=23 "Santa Cruz") /// 

(31=31 "Barranquilla") (32=32 "Bogota") (33=33 "Cali") (34=34 "Medellin") /// 

(41=41 "Ciudad Juarez/Chihuaha Estado") (42=42 "Guadalajara/Jalisco Estado") (43=43 "Mexico 

City/Metropolitana de la Ciudad de México") /// 

(44=44 "Monterrey/Nuevo Leon Estado") (45=45 "Puebla") (46=46 "Veracruz") (47=47 "Guanajuato") 

(48=48 "Jalisco Estado") /// 

(49=49 "Monclova/Coahuila Estado") (410=410 "Nuevo Leon Estado") /// 

(51=51 "Colon") (52=52 "Panama") (53=53 "Arraijan-chorrera") (54=54 "chepo") /// 

(61=61 "Arequipa") (62=62 "Lima") (63=63 "Chiclayo") /// 

(71=71 "Asuncion") (72=72 "Departamento Central") /// 

(81=81 "Montevideo") (82=82 "Canelones") (83=83 "Paso de los Toros") /// 

(91=91 "Region Los Lagos") (92=92 "Region Antofagasta") (93=93 "Region Bio Bio") (94=94 "Region 

Valparaiso") (95=95 "Region Metropolitana") (96=96 "Region Rios") /// 
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(101=101 "Cuenca") (102=102 "Ambato") (103=103 "Guayaquil") (104=104 "Quito") (105=105 

"Provincia  Santa Elena") (106=106 "Manta") /// 

(111=111 "Ahuachapán") (112=112 "San Salvador") (113=113 "Sonsonate") (114=114 "Usulutan") 

(115=115 "Chalatenango") (116=116 "Santa Ana") /// 

(117=117 "San Miguel") (118=118 "La Libertad") (119=119 "Cuscatlan") (1110=1110 "Morazan") 

(1111=1111 "La Paz") (1112=1112  "La Union") (1113=1113 "cabanas") /// 

(121=121 "Choluteca") (122=122 "Tegucigalpa/Francisco Morazan Province") (123=123 "Olancho 

Province") (124=124 "Atlantida Province") (125=125 "San Pedro Sula/Cortes Province") /// 

(126=126 "El Paraiso Province") (127=127 "Yoro Province") (128=128 "La Paz Province") (129=129 

"Santa Rosa de Copan Province") (1210=1210 "Comayagua Province") /// 

(131=131 "Guatemala city/Province") (132=132 "Antigua/Sacatepéquez dept.")(133=133 "Alta verapaz 

dept.") (134=134 "Jutiapa dept.") (135=135 "Huehuetenango dept.") /// 

(136=136 "Jalapa dept.") (137=137 "Chiquimula dept.") (138=138 "Suchitepéquez dept.") (139=139 

"Izabal dept.") (1310=1310 "Escuintla dept.") (1311=1311 "Quetzaltenango dept.") /// 

(1312=1312 "Quiche dept.") (1313=1313 "Retalhuleu dept.") (1314=1314 "Baja Verapaz dept.") 

(1315=1315 "Solola dept.") (1316=1316 "Chimaltenango dept.") /// 

(1317=1317 "Zacapa dept.") (1318=1318 "Peten dept.")(141=141 "Chontales dept.") (142=142 "Boaco 

dept.") (143=143 "Carazo dept.") (144=144 "Chinandega dept.") /// 

(145=145 "Managua") (146=146 "Esteli dept.") (147=147 "Granada dept.") (148=148 "Jinotega dept.") 

(149=149 "Leon dept.") (1410=1410 "Masaya dept.") (1411=1411 "Matagalpa dept.") /// 

(1412=1412 "Nueva Segovia dept.") (1413=1413 "Rivas dept.") (1414=1414 "Madriz dept."), gen 

(LACcities) 

 

****2- SECTOR 

 

recode  a4b (1= 1 "Food products and beverages") (2=2 "Wearing apparel and fur") (3=3 "Textiles") (4=4 

"Machinery and equipment n.e.c.") /// 

(5=5 "Chemicals and chemical products")(6=6  "Electronics") (7=7 "Non-metal prod") (8=8 "Other 

manufacturing") (9=9 "Retail trade") /// 

(10=10 "Computer and  related activities") (11=11 "Other services") (12=12 "Construction and 

transport")(13=13 "Wholesale trade") , gen(sector) 

 

 recode l1 l3b l4a l9 n5a n5b n5c Le8a e6 b2b d12b d3b d3c d4 d14 j14 j2 j7a i1 i3 i2a c9a c15 c20 

k8 k3b k5b h1 h2 d2 d17 (-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 =.) 

 

***3-FACTORY SIZE  

 recode l1 (1/24=1) (nonmiss=0), gen(small) 

 recode l1 (25/74=1) (nonmiss=0), gen(medium) 

 recode l1 (75/max=1) (nonmiss=0), gen(large) 

 

***4-International Integration 

 gen forown = b2b/100 

 gen exttot = (d3b+d3c)/100 

 gen forinp = d12b/100  

 

****5- PRODUCTIVITY VARIABLES 

***Variables in USD using IMF average exchage rates.  

*** Base year 2005 BLS  PPI  average = 155.7 

 

 * Argentina ICS data from 2005  

 gen USY= d2/2.9036575 if a1 ==1   

 gen USL= n2a/2.9036575 if a1 ==1    

 gen USK= .15*(n6a + n6b)/2.9036575 if a1 ==1    
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 gen USM= n2e/2.9036575 if a1 ==1  

 

 * Bolivia  ICS data from 2005  

 replace USY = d2/8.04 if a1 ==2  & USY==. 

 replace USL = n2a/8.04 if a1 ==2 & USL==. 

 replace USK= .15* (n6a + n6b)/8.04  if a1 ==2 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e/8.04 if a1 ==2 & USM==. 

 

 * Chile  ICS data from 2005  

 replace USY = d2/ 514.21  if a1==10 & USY==. 

 replace USL =  n2a/ 514.21  if  a1==10 & USL==. 

 replace USK= .15*(n6a + n6b)/514.21 if  a1==10 & USK==. 

 replace USM =  n2e/ 514.21  if  a1==10 & USM==. 

 

 * Colombia ICS data from 2005  

 replace USY = d2/ 2284.22 if a1==3 & USY==. 

 replace USL =   n2a/ 2284.22 if a1==3 & USL==. 

 replace USK= .15*(n6a + n6b)/2284.22 if a1==3 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e/ 2284.22 if a1==3 & USM==. 

 

 * Ecuador  ICS data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2 if a1==11 & USY==. 

 replace USL = n2a if a1==11 & USL==. 

 replace USK = .15* (n6a + n6b) if  a1==11 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e if  a1==11 & USM==. 

 

 * El Salvador  ICS data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2 if a1==12 & USY==. 

 replace USL =  n2a if a1==12 & USL==. 

 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b) if a1==12 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e if a1==12 & USM==. 

 

 * Guatemala  ICS data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/7.6103 if a1==14 & USY==. 

 replace USL =   n2a/7.6103 if a1==14 & USL==. 

 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b)/7.6103 if a1==14 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e/7.6103 if a1==14 & USM==. 

 

 * Honduras ICS data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/18.832341666667 if a1==13 & USY==. 

 replace USL =n2a/18.832341666667 if  a1==13 & USL==. 

 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b)/18.832341666667 if  a1==13 & USK==. 

 replace USM =  n2e/18.832341666667 if  a1==13 & USM==. 

 

 * Mexico data from 2005  

 replace USY = d2/10.7777 if a1==4 & USY==. 

 replace USL = n2a/10.7777 if a1==4 & USL==. 

 replace USK=  .15* (n6a + n6b)/10.7777 if a1==4 & USK==. 

 replace USM =  n2e/10.7777 if a1==4 & USM==. 

  

 * Nicaragua data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/16.73332953405 if a1==15 & USY==. 

 replace USL =  n2a/16.73332953405 if a1==15 & USL==. 
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 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b)/16.73332953405 if a1==15 & USK==. 

 replace USM =  n2e/16.73332953405 if a1==15 & USM==. 

 

 * Panama data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2 if a1==5 & USY==. 

 replace USL =  n2a if a1==5 & USL==. 

 replace USK=   .15* (n6a + n6b) if a1==5 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e if a1==5 & USM==. 

 

 * Paraguay data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/6120 if a1==7 & USY==. 

 replace USL =  n2a/6120 if  a1==7  & USL==. 

 replace USK=  .15* (n6a + n6b)/6120 if  a1==7  & USK==. 

 replace USM =  n2e/6120 if  a1==7  & USM==. 

 

 * Peru data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/3.295841666667 if a1==6 & USY==. 

 replace USL=  n2a/3.295841666667 if a1==6 & USL==. 

 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b)/3.295841666667 if a1==6 & USK==. 

 replace USM= n2e/3.295841666667 if a1==6 & USM==. 

 

 * Uruguay data from 2005 

 replace USY = d2/24.1 if a1==8 & USY==. 

 replace USL=  n2a/24.1 if  a1==8 & USL==. 

 replace USK =  .15* (n6a + n6b)/24.1 if  a1==8 & USK==. 

 replace USM = n2e/24.1 if  a1==8 & USM==. 

 

**** 6- IMPUTATION OF MISSING VALUES (PENA-TFP Workshop 2007) 

*** 6.1- 1st LEVEL - Generate median of firms in same sector, city and size and replace in USY, USL, 

USK, USL 

          

 gen sizeLAC=1 if small==1 

 replace sizeLAC=2 if medium==1 

 replace sizeLAC=3 if large==1 

 

 recode USY USL USK USM (0 =.) 

 

 sort  sizeLAC sector LACcities 

 egen medK=median (USK), by ( sizeLAC sector LACcities) 

 replace USK=medK if USK==. 

 

 egen medY=median (USY), by ( sizeLAC sector LACcities) 

 replace USY=medY if USY==. 

 

 egen medL=median (USL), by ( sizeLAC sector LACcities) 

 replace USL=medL if USL==. 

 

 egen medM=median (USM), by ( sizeLAC sector LACcities) 

 replace USM=medM if USM==. 

 

*** 6.2- IMPUTATION- 2nd LEVEL - Generate median of firms in same sector and city  and replace in  

USK, USM 
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 egen medK1=median (USK), by ( sector LACcities) 

 replace USK=medK1 if USK==. 

 

 egen medM1=median (USM), by (sector LACcities) 

 replace USM=medM1 if USM==. 

 

 ****Input Shares Generation  

 

 gen PL= USL / (USL + USK + USM) 

  

 gen PK = USK / (USL + USK + USM) 

 

 gen PM = USM / (USL + USK + USM) 

 

 *** Log shares 

 

 gen lsales=ln(USY) 

 gen llabor = ln(PL) 

 gen lcapital = ln(PK) 

 gen linputs = ln(PM) 

 

 

**7-ORIGINAL VARIABLES 

 

***Innovation measures  

 * 1- New Product (NPROD) 

  recode e7 (1=1)  (2=0), gen(NPROD)  

  replace NPROD=0 if NPROD==. 

 

 **2- New production processes (NPROC) 

  recode e8 (1=1) (2=0), gen (NPROC) 

  replace NPROC=0 if NPROC==. 

 

***Internationalization of production metrics  

 

 *3- factories foreing CA only manuf only innov only exports (FCAX) 

  gen FCAX = 1 if b2b>50 & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) & exttot>0 

  replace FCAX = 0 if FCAX==. & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) 

 

 *4- factories foreing CA only manuf only innov NO export (FCANX) 

  gen FCANX = 1 if b2b>50 & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) & 

exttot==0 

  replace FCANX = 0 if FCANX==. & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) 

 

 *5- factories foreing influence + portfolio only manuf only exports (FIAX)- Quasi Hierarchy 

Legally indep: Local firms with a degree of foreign ownership that export 

  gen FIAX=1 if b2b>0 & b2b<=50 & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) & 

exttot>0 

  replace FIAX = 0 if FIAX==. & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) 

 

 *6- factories foreing influence + portfolio only manuf NO exports (FIANX)- Quasi Hierarchy 

Legally indep: Local firms with a degree of foreign ownership that export 
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  gen FIANX=1 if b2b>0 & b2b<=50 & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) 

& exttot==0 

  replace FIANX = 0 if FIANX==. & a1!=16 & a1!=17 &  sector<9 & (e7==1 | e8==1) 

 

 *7- factories locally owned export only manuf (LFX)- Local firms engaged in global production 

through market transactions 

  gen LFX=1 if b2b==0 & sector<9  & exttot>0 

  replace LFX = 0 if LFX==. &  sector<9 

 

 *8- factories locally owned NO export only manuf (LFNX) 

  gen LFNX=1 if b2b==0 & sector<9 & exttot==0 

  replace LFNX = 0 if LFNX==.  &  sector<9  

 

***Knowledge sources :  

  

 **9- In house R&D activities / 10- Extra-mural R&D activities / 11-Investment in new 

machinery/: 

  * Argentina ICS data from 2005  

   gen RDIH= Le8b /2.9036575 if a1 ==1  

   gen RDEM= Le8c /2.9036575 if a1 ==1  

   gen NEWM= n5a/2.9036575 if a1 ==1   

 

  * Bolivia  ICS data from 2005  

   replace RDIH= Le8b /8.04 if a1 ==2  & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /8.04 if a1 ==2  & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/8.04 if a1 ==2  & NEWM==. 

  

  * Chile  ICS data from 2005  

   replace RDIH= Le8b /514.21  if a1==10 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /514.21  if a1==10 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/ 514.21  if a1==10 & NEWM==. 

  

  * Colombia ICS data from 2005  

   replace RDIH= Le8b /2284.22 if a1==3 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /2284.22 if a1==3 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/ 2284.22 if a1==3 & NEWM==. 

  

  * Ecuador  ICS data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b if a1==11 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c if a1==11 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a if a1==11 & NEWM==. 

  

  * El Salvador  ICS data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /8.75 if a1==12 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /8.75 if a1==12 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/8.75 if a1==12 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Guatemala  ICS data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /7.6103 if a1==14 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /7.6103 if a1==14 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/7.6103 if a1==14 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Honduras ICS data from 2005 
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   replace RDIH= Le8b /18.832341666667 if a1==13 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /18.832341666667 if a1==13  & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/18.832341666667 if a1==13 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Mexico data from 2005  

   replace RDIH= Le8b /10.7777 if a1==4 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /10.7777 if a1==4  & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/10.7777 if a1==4 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Nicaragua data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /16.73332953405 if a1==15 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /16.73332953405 if a1==15 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/16.73332953405 if a1==15 &  NEWM==. 

 

  * Panama data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b if a1==5 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c if a1==5 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a if a1==5 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Paraguay data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /6120 if a1==7 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /6120 if a1==7 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/6120 if a1==7 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Peru data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /3.295841666667 if a1==6 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /3.295841666667 if a1==6 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/3.295841666667 if a1==6 & NEWM==. 

 

  * Uruguay data from 2005 

   replace RDIH= Le8b /24.1 if a1==8 & RDIH==. 

   replace RDEM= Le8c /24.1 if a1==8 & RDEM==. 

   replace NEWM= n5a/24.1 if a1==8 & NEWM==. 

  replace RDIH =0 if RDIH==. 

  replace RDEM =0 if RDEM==. 

  replace NEWM =0 if NEWM==. 

 

 ** 12- Foreign licenses  

 recode e6 (1=1)  (2=0), gen(FORLIC)  

 replace FORLIC=0 if FORLIC==. 

 

*** Industry structure  

 

 **13-Number of  skilled full time production employees (SFTPW) 

  generate SFTPW=l4a 

  replace SFTPW=0 if l4a==. 

 

 **14-Number of un-skilled full time production employees (USFTPW) 

  generate USFTPW=l4b 

  replace USFTPW=0 if l4b==. 

 

 **15-Number of full time non-production workers (FTNPW) 

  generate FTNPW=l3b 
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  replace FTNPW=0 if l3b==. 

 

 **16-Number of temporary full time employees (TFTW) 

  replace l8=0 if l8==. 

  generate TFTW=(l6*l8)/12 

  replace TFTW=0 if l6==. 

  

 **17-Capital intensity (fixed capital/total sales)  

  gen KINT= (USK)/USY 

 

** SUB 

gen Sub=Ld8/100 

gen lSub=ln(Ld8) 

replace lSub=0 if Ld8==0 

 

****Agglomeration Economies 

 

 *** 18- Localization Economies (LE)- city/region industry concentration 

  *employment of industry i in city r in country j 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: egen erjt = sum(l1) 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: gen zijt = l1/erjt 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: gen zijtsq = zijt^2  

  ***Herfindahl index of industry i in city r in country j 

  egen hrjt = sum(zijtsq), by (sector LACcities a1) 

  ***measure of own industry concentration 

  gen ehatrjt = erjt*(1-hrjt) 

  rename ehatrjt LE 

  gen lLE=ln(LE) 

 

 *** 19-Urbanization Economies (UE)- Herfindahl city/regional diversification Index* 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: egen erjtt = sum(l1) 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: gen zijtt = l1/erjtt 

  *Check if market share equals 1 

  egen sufs = sum(zijtt), by(a1 LACcities sector) 

  drop sufs 

  bysort a1 LACcities sector: gen zijtsq2 = zijtt^2  

  ***Herfindahl index of industry i in city r at time t 

  egen hrjtt = sum(zijtsq2), by (a1 LACcities) 

  gen UE= 10 - hrjtt 

  gen lUE=ln(UE) 

 

*droping services & no values for USK, USL, USM, USY 

 

drop if  sector>=9 

drop if USK==. & USL==. & USM==. & USY==. 

drop if USK==. | USL==. | USM==. | USY==. 

 

 

** new sector according to OECD 2003 

gen twodigit=int(d1a2/100) 

gen ISIC=171819 if  twodigit==17 | twodigit==18 | twodigit==19 

replace ISIC=1516 if  twodigit==15 | twodigit==16 

replace ISIC=202122 if  twodigit==20 | twodigit==21 | twodigit==22 
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replace ISIC=3637 if  twodigit==36 | twodigit==37 

replace ISIC=2728 if  twodigit==27 | twodigit==28 

replace ISIC=26 if  twodigit==26 

replace ISIC=25 if  twodigit==25 

replace ISIC=29 if  twodigit==29 

replace ISIC=352 if  d1a2==3520 

replace ISIC=24 if  twodigit==24 & d1a2!=2423 

replace ISIC=34 if  twodigit==34 

replace ISIC=31 if  twodigit==31 

replace ISIC=33 if  twodigit==33 

replace ISIC=32 if  twodigit==32 

replace ISIC=30 if  twodigit==30 

replace ISIC=2423 if d1a2==2423 

 

recode  ISIC (171819= 171819 "LT-Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear") (1516=1516 "LT-

Food products, beverages and tobacco") /// 

(202122=202122 "LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing") (3637=3637 "LT-

Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c.") /// 

(2728 =2728 "MLT-Basic metals and fabricated metal products") (26=26  "MLT-Other non-metallic 

mineral products") /// 

(25=25 "MLT-Rubber and plastics products") (29=29 "MHT-Machinery and equipment, n.e.c.") (352=352  

"MHT-Railroad equipment and transport equipment, n.e.c.") /// 

(24=24 "MHT-Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals") (34=34 "MHT-Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-

trailers") (31=31 "MHT-Electrical machinery and apparatus, n.e.c") /// 

(33=33 "HT-Medical, precision and optical instruments") (32=32 "HT-Radio, TV and communications 

equipment") (30=30 "HT-Office, accounting and computing machinery") /// 

(2423=2423 "HT-Pharmaceuticals") , gen(ISIC2) 

 

 

** gen HT (2423, 30, 32, 33) and divide MHT in Chem (24) and all machinery  (31, 34, 352, 29) 

gen ISIC3=ISIC 

replace ISIC3=99 if ISIC==2423 | ISIC==30 | ISIC==32 | ISIC==33 

replace ISIC3=991 if ISIC==31 | ISIC==34 | ISIC==352 | ISIC==29 

 

recode  ISIC3 (171819= 171819 "LT-Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear") (1516=1516 "LT-

Food products, beverages and tobacco") /// 

(202122=202122 "LT-Wood, pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing") (3637=3637 "LT-

Furniture, Manufacturing, n.e.c.")  /// 

(2728 =2728 "MLT-Basic metals and fabricated metal products") (26=26  "MLT-Other non-metallic 

mineral products") /// 

(25=25 "MLT-Rubber and plastics products") /// 

(24=24 "MHT-Chemicals excluding pharmaceuticals") (991=991 "MHT-All machinery 

sectors:31,34,352,29") (99=99 "HT Sectors:2423,30,32,33") , gen(ISIC4) 

 

*gen quantile 100 

xtile q1000=USY, n(1000) 

 

drop if q1000==1000 

sort idu 

 

egen v1= seq(), from (1) to (6684) 
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************************** 

 

* drop NA values in DEA because [USY - (USM+USL+USK)]<0 

 

drop if _n==1809 | _n==2223 | _n==2423 | _n==3425 

 

drop v1 

 

*merging with DEA 

egen v1= seq(), from (1) to (6684) 

sort v1 

merge v1 using DEA-CRS-VRS 

 

* generating reciprocals of BS scores 

gen vrsbsr=1/vrsbs 

gen crsbsr=1/crsbs 

gen sebs=crsbs/vrsbs 

gen sebsr=1/sebs 

 

***VALUE ADDED 

gen lnVA = ln(USY/USL - USM/USL) 

 

** labor productivity  

gen totemp=l1+ TFTW 

gen LP=USY/totemp 

gen lLP=ln(LP) 

 

*8-Data Management 

  

 

 *8.2- Logarithm transformation continuous variables 

  gen lRDIH =ln(RDIH) 

  replace lRDIH=0 if lRDIH==. 

 

  gen lRDEM  =ln(RDEM) 

  replace lRDEM=0 if lRDEM==. 

 

  gen lNEWM =ln(NEWM) 

  replace lNEWM=0 if lNEWM==. 

 

  gen lSFTPW =ln(SFTPW) 

  replace lSFTPW=0 if lSFTPW==. 

 

  gen lUSFTPW =ln(USFTPW) 

  replace lUSFTPW=0 if lUSFTPW==. 

 

  gen lFTNPW =ln(FTNPW) 

  replace lFTNPW=0 if lFTNPW==. 

   

  gen lTFTW =ln(TFTW) 

  replace lTFTW=0 if lTFTW==. 

 

  gen lKINT =ln(KINT) 
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  replace lKINT=0 if lKINT==. 

 

  replace lLE=0 if lLE==. 

 

  replace lUE=0 if lUE==. 

 

 *9.3 Merged Globalization variables  

   gen FA= 1 if b2b>50  

   replace FA = 0 if FA==.  

 

   gen FI=1 if b2b>0 & b2b<=50  

   replace FI = 0 if FI==.  

 

 

 *9.7- Continuous globalization variables, binary RD 

  *binary RD 

  gen RD=1 if Le8a==1 

  replace RD=0 if Le8a==2  

 

  *binary IT (too many missing data ~95% for manufacturing establishments) 

 

  *binary training 

  gen Train=1 if l10==1 

  replace Train=0 if l10==2  

 

  *binary NEWM 

  gen Mach=1 if n5a>0 & sector<9 

  replace Mach=0 if n5a==0 & sector<9 

 

  *forown 

 

  *input foreign if local 

  gen fori =forinp if forown==0 

 

  *export if local 

  gen exp =exttot if forown==0 

 

*Var def  

gen lvrsbs=ln(vrsbs) 

gen lcrsbs=ln(crsbs) 

gen lsebs=ln(sebs) 

 

gen lnsize=ln(totemp) 

gen innov=1 if NPROD==1 |NPROC==1 

replace innov=0 if innov==. 

 

gen sSkProdW=  (SFTPW / (SFTPW+USFTPW+FTNPW+TFTW))*100 

replace sSkProdW=0 if sSkProdW==. 

replace sSkProdW=1 if sSkProdW==0 

gen lsSkProdW= ln(sSkProdW/(100-sSkProdW)) 

 

gen sUSkProdW= ( USFTPW / (SFTPW+USFTPW+FTNPW+TFTW))*100 

replace sUSkProdW=0 if sUSkProdW==. 
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replace sUSkProdW=1 if sUSkProdW==0 

gen lsUSkProdW= ln(sUSkProdW/(100-sUSkProdW)) 

 

gen sNoProdW=  (FTNPW / (SFTPW+USFTPW+FTNPW+TFTW))*100 

replace sNoProdW=0 if sNoProdW==. 

replace sNoProdW=1 if sNoProdW==0 

gen lsNoProdW= ln(sNoProdW/(100-sNoProdW)) 

 

 

gen sTempW=  (TFTW / (SFTPW+USFTPW+FTNPW+TFTW))*100 

replace sTempW=0 if sTempW==. 

replace sTempW=1 if sTempW==0 

gen lsTempW= ln(sTempW/(100-sTempW)) 

 

*survey design strata=industrial strata 

svyset [pweight= w_strict], strata(ind_sample) 

 char a1[omit]6 

 char ISIC4[omit]2728 

 

*Regressions OLS  

 

*Regressions OLS lLP 

xi:  regress lLP FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4  

outreg using OLS 

 

*Regressions OLS lnVA 

xi:  regress lnVA FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4  

outreg using OLS, append 

 

*Regressions OLS PTE 

xi:  regress lvrsbs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4  

outreg using OLS, append 

 

*Regressions OLS TE 

xi:  regress lcrsbs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4  

outreg using OLS, append 

 

*Regressions OLS SE 

xi:  regress lsebs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4  

outreg using OLS, append 

 

 

*Regressions Heckman 

*Regressions Heckman lLP All Emp vars 

xi: heckman  lLP FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 
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outreg2 using heck 

 

*Regressions Heckman lnVA 

xi: heckman  lnVA FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 

outreg2 using heckVA 

 

*Regressions Heckman PTE 

xi: heckman  lvrsbs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 

outreg2 using heckPTE 

 

*Regressions Heckman TE 

xi: heckman  lcrsbs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 

outreg2 using heckTE 

 

*Regressions Heckman SE 

xi: heckman  lsebs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW 

lTFTW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lSFTPW lUSFTPW  lFTNPW lTFTW 

lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 

outreg2 using heckSE 

 

xi: heckman lsebs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lsSkProdW lsUSkProdW 

lsNoProdW lsTempW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, /// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train  lsSkProdW lsUSkProdW lsNoProdW 

lsTempW  lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 i.ISIC4) 

 

***Heckman oinly Skilled and size  

*Regressions Heckman PTE 

 

 

xi: heckman  lsebs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC  lnsize lsSkProdW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, 

/// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC lnsize lsSkProdW lKINT  lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 

i.ISIC4) 

*Regressions Heckman PTE 

 

xi: heckman  lsebs FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC  lnsize sNoProdW lKINT lLE i.a1 i.ISIC4, 

/// 

select (innov= FA FI  LFX forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC lnsize sNoProdW lKINT  lKINT lLE lUE i.a1 

i.ISIC4) 

 

*Regressions Heckman PTE 

 

* standadize vars only continous  
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egen zRDIH=std(RDIH) 

egen zRDEM=std(RDEM) 

egen zNEWM=std(NEWM) 

egen zSFTPW=std(SFTPW) 

egen zUSFTPW=std(USFTPW) 

egen zFTPW=std(FTNPW) 

egen zTFTW=std(TFTW) 

egen zKINT=std(KINT) 

egen zLE=std(LE) 

egen zUE=std(UE) 

 

     Sub   UE 

 

* cluster with originals only merged FA FI 

 

cluster ward  FA FI  LFX LFNX zRDIH zRDEM zNEWM FORLIC zSFTPW zUSFTPW zFTPW zTFTW 

zKINT zLE zUE, measure (Gower) 

 

 *a)Calinski & Harabasz stopping rule 

   cluster stop 

  *b)dendrogram 

   cluster dend, cutn(20) 

  *c)Duda & Hart stopping rule 

   cluster stop, r(duda) 

cluster gen nofactorig4=gr(4) 

cluster gen nofactorig7=gr(7) 

 

 

*cluster with new vars 

egen zforinp=std(forinp) 

egen zexttot=std(exttot) 

 

cluster ward  FA FI  LFX LFNX zforinp zexttot RD Mach FORLIC Train SDum zSFTPW zUSFTPW 

zFTPW zKINT zLE zUE, measure (Gower) 

cluster gen nofact2=gr(4) 

 

 

tabstat d1a3 if d1a3>=0, s(mean p50) 

 

gen RDint= (Le8b + Le8c ) /  d2 

 

* CHECK if 1 clustering is due to exclusive vars  

  

cluster ward  zRDIH zRDEM zNEWM FORLIC zSFTPW zUSFTPW zFTPW zTFTW zKINT zLE zUE, 

measure (Gower) 

 *a)Calinski & Harabasz stopping rule 

   cluster stop 

  *b)dendrogram 

   cluster dend, cutn(20) 

  *c)Duda & Hart stopping rule 

   cluster stop, r(duda) 

cluster gen noFAorig4=gr(4) 
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* CHECK if 2 clustering is due to exclusive vars  

gen SDum=1 if Sub>0 

replace SDum =0 if Sub==0 

cluster ward  zforinp zexttot RD Mach FORLIC Train SDum zSFTPW zUSFTPW zFTPW zKINT zLE 

zUE, measure (Gower) 

 *a)Calinski & Harabasz stopping rule 

   cluster stop 

  *b)dendrogram 

   cluster dend, cutn(20) 

  *c)Duda & Hart stopping rule 

   cluster stop, r(duda) 

cluster gen noFAorig4=gr(4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*graphs Efficency by sector 

graph dot v2, over (sector) 

graph dot (median) v2, over (sector) 

graph dot (median) v2, over (ISIC4) 

graph dot (mean) v2, over (ISIC4) 

 

 

graph dot lnVA, over (sector) 

graph dot (median) lnVA, over (sector) 

graph dot (median) lnVA, over (ISIC4) 

graph dot (mean) lnVA, over (ISIC4) 

 

 

graph dot (median) lLP, over (ISIC4) 

graph dot (mean) lLP, over (ISIC4) 

 

 

 

 

*9-FACTOR ANALYSIS 

 *9.1-PEARSON correlations all original variables 

  corr NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX FIAX FIANX LFX LFNX RDIH

 RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT  

 

  matrix A = (1, -0.1681, -0.0019, -0.007, 0.0005, 0.0124, 0.0348, -0.0322, 0.1031, 0.0655, 

0.0642, 0.0435, 0.043, 0.0226, 0.0962, 0.011, -0.0544, /// 

  1, 0.0375, 0.0247, 0.0242, -0.0175, 0.0434, -0.068, 0.1415, 0.0965, 0.1205, 0.0571, 

0.1099, 0.0492, 0.078, 0.0573, -0.0192, ///   

  1, -0.0361, -0.0307, -0.0222, -0.1484, -0.2685, 0.0782, 0.0193, 0.137, 0.2117, 0.2006, 

0.0676, 0.2181, 0.0941, -0.0753, /// 

  1, -0.0223, -0.0161, -0.1077, -0.1949, 0.0008, 0.0166, -0.0055, 0.0663, 0.0095, 0.0114, 

0.0515, -0.0028, -0.0285, /// 

  1, -0.0137, -0.0915, -0.1656, 0.0751, 0.0313, 0.0586, 0.0634, 0.1234, 0.0624, 0.1053, 

0.028, -0.0398,  /// 
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  1, -0.0663, -0.1199, 0.0177, 0.0095, -0.0323, 0.0441, -0.0033, -0.002, 0.0011, -0.0101, -

0.0245, /// 

  1, -0.8013, 0.1547, 0.1182, 0.1713, 0.0542, 0.2025, 0.1874, 0.2009, 0.1271, -0.1023, /// 

  1, -0.2033, -0.135, -0.2278, -0.1898, -0.3131, -0.2255, -0.3284, -0.1647, 0.1535, /// 

  1, 0.2959, 0.2987, 0.107, 0.2282, 0.157, 0.2805, 0.1172, -0.0977, /// 

  1, 0.1557, 0.0755, 0.098, 0.1077, 0.1751, 0.1117, -0.0527, /// 

  1, 0.0992, 0.2571, 0.2435, 0.3429, 0.1869, -0.1365, /// 

  1, 0.193, 0.1001, 0.2456, 0.0684, -0.1006, /// 

  1, 0.148, 0.5355, 0.1217, -0.164, /// 

  1, 0.4182, 0.1306, -0.1331, /// 

  1, 0.1872, -0.249, /// 

  1, -0.0245, /// 

  1) 

 

  * Matrix not PSD then use forcepsd for 

  factormat A, n(4592) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX FIAX

 FIANX LFX LFNX RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW 

KINT) forcepsd  

 

  *9.2 - TETRACHORIC, PEARSON AND BISERIAL CORRELATIONS ORIGINAL 

VARIABLES 

 

  * building the correlation matirx 

  *Pearson (continuous/continuous) 

   corr  lRDIH lRDEM  lNEWM lSFTPW lUSFTPW lFTNPW lTFTW lKINT lLE 

lUE 

 

 

  *Tetrachoric (binary/binary) 

   recode  NPROD NPROC (-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 =.) 

   tetrachoric  NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX  FIAX FIANX LFX LFNX 

FORLIC 

 

  *Biserial (binary/continuous) 

             pbis  NPROD lRDIH 

   pbis  NPROD  lRDEM 

   pbis  NPROD   lNEWM 

   pbis  NPROD   lSFTPW 

   pbis  NPROD  lUSFTPW 

   pbis  NPROD   lFTNPW 

   pbis  NPROD   lTFTW 

   pbis  NPROD  lKINT 

   pbis  NPROD   lLE 

   pbis  NPROD  lUE 

 

   pbis  NPROC lRDIH 

   pbis  NPROC  lRDEM 

   pbis  NPROC   lNEWM 

   pbis  NPROC   lSFTPW 

   pbis  NPROC  lUSFTPW 

   pbis  NPROC   lFTNPW 

   pbis  NPROC   lTFTW 

   pbis  NPROC  lKINT 
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   pbis  NPROC   lLE 

   pbis  NPROC  lUE 

 

   pbis   FCAX lRDIH 

   pbis   FCAX  lRDEM 

   pbis   FCAX  lNEWM 

   pbis   FCAX  lSFTPW 

   pbis   FCAX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis   FCAX   lFTNPW 

   pbis   FCAX   lTFTW 

   pbis   FCAX  lKINT 

   pbis   FCAX   lLE 

   pbis   FCAX  lUE 

 

   pbis   FCANX lRDIH 

   pbis   FCANX  lRDEM 

   pbis   FCANX  lNEWM 

   pbis   FCANX  lSFTPW 

   pbis   FCANX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis   FCANX   lFTNPW 

   pbis   FCANX   lTFTW 

   pbis   FCANX  lKINT 

   pbis   FCANX   lLE 

   pbis   FCANX  lUE 

 

   pbis    FIAX lRDIH 

   pbis    FIAX  lRDEM 

   pbis    FIAX  lNEWM 

   pbis    FIAX  lSFTPW 

   pbis    FIAX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis    FIAX   lFTNPW 

   pbis    FIAX   lTFTW 

   pbis    FIAX  lKINT 

   pbis    FIAX  lLE 

   pbis    FIAX  lUE 

 

   pbis    FIANX lRDIH 

   pbis    FIANX  lRDEM 

   pbis    FIANX  lNEWM 

   pbis    FIANX  lSFTPW 

   pbis    FIANX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis    FIANX   lFTNPW 

   pbis    FIANX   lTFTW 

   pbis    FIANX  lKINT 

   pbis    FIANX  lLE 

   pbis    FIANX  lUE 

 

   pbis     LFX lRDIH 

   pbis     LFX  lRDEM 

   pbis     LFX  lNEWM 

   pbis     LFX  lSFTPW 

   pbis     LFX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis     LFX  lFTNPW 
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   pbis     LFX   lTFTW 

   pbis     LFX  lKINT 

   pbis     LFX   lLE 

   pbis     LFX  lUE 

 

   pbis     LFNX lRDIH 

   pbis     LFNX  lRDEM 

   pbis     LFNX  lNEWM 

   pbis     LFNX  lSFTPW 

   pbis     LFNX  lUSFTPW 

   pbis     LFNX  lFTNPW 

   pbis     LFNX   lTFTW 

   pbis     LFNX  lKINT 

   pbis     LFNX   lLE 

   pbis     LFNX  lUE 

 

   pbis    FORLIC lRDIH 

   pbis    FORLIC  lRDEM 

   pbis    FORLIC lNEWM 

   pbis    FORLIC lSFTPW 

   pbis    FORLIC lUSFTPW 

   pbis    FORLIC lFTNPW 

   pbis    FORLIC  lTFTW 

   pbis    FORLIC lKINT 

   pbis    FORLIC lLE 

   pbis    FORLIC lUE 

 

   matrix B = (1, -1, 0.0094, -0.0273, 0.013, 0.0769, 0.0765, -0.0724, 0.101, 

0.0656, 0.0616, 0.1173, 0.0504, 0.0284, 0.0988, 0.0229, -0.0504, 0.0545, 0.0234, /// 

   1, 0.1226, 0.1144, 0.0644, -0.0945, 0.0896, -0.1252, 0.142, 0.0969, 0.1201, 

0.1372, 0.1032, 0.0532, 0.0762, 0.0621, -0.0055, 0.0094, 0.002, /// 

   1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 0.0804, 0.0215, 0.1175, 0.4819, 0.2334, 0.1188, 0.248, 

0.1632, -0.0583, 0.05, -0.0415, /// 

   1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 0.0009, 0.0146, -0.0114, 0.224, 0.0052, 0.0091, 0.0493, -0.0163, 

-0.026, 0.0096, 0.0287, /// 

   1, -1, -1, -1, 0.0698, 0.03, 0.0477, 0.264, 0.1489, 0.0982, 0.1207, 0.0915, -

0.0389, 0.0297, -0.0187, /// 

   1, -1, -1, 0.0203, 0.0117, -0.0312, 0.1831, -0.0047, 0.0027, 0.0055, -0.0128, -

0.0106, 0.0162, 0.0187, /// 

   1, -1, 0.1537, 0.1281, 0.159, 0.0993, 0.196, 0.1954, 0.1895, 0.1627, -0.0848, 

0.076, -0.0174, /// 

   1, -0.203, -0.1448, -0.2038, -0.351, -0.3279, -0.2659, -0.3364, -0.2414, 0.1262, -

0.1076, 0.0267, /// 

   1, 0.3088, 0.2815, 0.114, 0.2421, 0.1777, 0.2948, 0.1798, -0.0712, 0.0795, 

0.0386, /// 

   1, 0.1649, 0.0801, 0.1177, 0.1273, 0.1929, 0.1215, -0.0398, 0.0521, 0.0023, /// 

   1, 0.0779, 0.2239, 0.2395, 0.3003, 0.2182, -0.1214, 0.0802, -0.0118, /// 

   1, 0.2307, 0.1385, 0.275, 0.136, -0.0798, 0.0706, -0.0421, /// 

   1, 0.2649, 0.5939, 0.3167, -0.1318, 0.127, -0.0761, /// 

   1, 0.4923, 0.2542, -0.109, 0.158, -0.0215, /// 

   1, 0.3525, -0.199, 0.1956, -0.0205, /// 

   1, -0.0471, 0.0644, -0.0155, /// 

   1, -0.0663, 0.0426, /// 
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   1, 0.3379, /// 

   1) 

 

   factormat B, n(4608) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX 

FIAX FIANX LFX LFNX RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT 

LE UE) forcepsd  

   * heywood case two eigenvalues <0 

 

   factormat B, n(4608) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX 

FIAX FIANX LFX LFNX RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT 

LE UE) forcepsd pcf 

  

   factormat B, n(4608) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FCAX FCANX 

FIAX FIANX LFX LFNX RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT 

LE UE) forcepsd pcf factors(4) 

 

   rotate, oblique oblimin  

 

 *9.3 Merged Globalization variables  

 

  *tetrachoric  NPROD NPROC FA FI LFX LFNX FORLIC 

 

   pbis   FA lRDIH 

   pbis   FA  lRDEM 

   pbis   FA  lNEWM 

   pbis   FA lSFTPW 

   pbis   FA  lUSFTPW 

   pbis   FA   lFTNPW 

   pbis   FA  lTFTW 

   pbis   FA  lKINT 

   pbis   FA   lLE 

   pbis   FA  lUE 

 

   pbis   FI lRDIH 

   pbis   FI  lRDEM 

   pbis   FI  lNEWM 

   pbis   FI lSFTPW 

   pbis   FI  lUSFTPW 

   pbis   FI   lFTNPW 

   pbis   FI  lTFTW 

   pbis   FI  lKINT 

   pbis   FI   lLE 

   pbis   FI  lUE 

 

   matrix C = (1, -1, -0.0053, 0.0375, 0.0765, -0.0724, 0.101, 0.0656, 0.0616, 

0.1173, 0.0504, 0.0284, 0.0988, 0.0229, -0.0504, 0.0545, 0.0234, /// 

   1, 0.1355, 0.0021, 0.0896, -0.1252, 0.142, 0.0969, 0.1201, 0.1372, 0.1032, 

0.0532, 0.0762, 0.0621, -0.0055, 0.0094, 0.002, /// 

   1, -1, -1, -1, 0.0664, 0.0264, 0.0894, 0.4501, 0.1943, 0.1028, 0.2329, 0.1238, -

0.0635, 0.0467, -0.0166, /// 

   1, -1, -1, 0.0692, 0.0314, 0.0212, 0.261, 0.1197, 0.0823, 0.1024, 0.0677, -

0.0381, 0.0338, -0.0045, /// 
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   1, -1, 0.1537, 0.1281, 0.159, 0.0993, 0.196, 0.1954, 0.1895, 0.1627, -0.0848, 

0.076, -0.0174, /// 

   1, -0.203, -0.1448, -0.2038, -0.351, -0.3279, -0.2659, -0.3364, -0.2414, 0.1262, -

0.1076, 0.0267, /// 

   1, 0.3088, 0.2815, 0.114, 0.2421, 0.1777, 0.2948, 0.1798, -0.0712, 0.0795, 

0.0386, /// 

   1, 0.1649, 0.0801, 0.1177, 0.1273, 0.1929, 0.1215, -0.0398, 0.0521, 0.0023, /// 

   1, 0.0779, 0.2239, 0.2395, 0.3003, 0.2182, -0.1214, 0.0802, -0.0118, /// 

   1, 0.2307, 0.1385, 0.275, 0.136, -0.0798, 0.0706, -0.0421, /// 

   1, 0.2649, 0.5939, 0.3167, -0.1318, 0.127, -0.0761, /// 

   1, 0.4923, 0.2542, -0.109, 0.158, -0.0215, /// 

   1, 0.3525, -0.199, 0.1956, -0.0205, /// 

   1, -0.0471, 0.0644, -0.0155, /// 

   1, -0.0663, 0.0426, /// 

   1, 0.3379, /// 

   1) 

 

   factormat C, n(4608) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FA FI LFX LFNX 

RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT LE UE) forcepsd  

   *Heywood case 

 

   factormat C, n(4608) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FA FI LFX LFNX 

RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf  

factors(5) 

 

   rotate, oblique oblimin  

 

   *store scores  

   predict  f11 f22 f33 f44 f55 

 

   ***CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

   * cluster hierarchical methods 

   *cluster a f11 f22 f33 f44 f44 

   cluster ward f11 f22 f33 f44 f55, L2 

 

  *9.4 - Merged in one Globalization Varibales  

   gen FO=1 if b2b>0 

   replace FO=0 if b2b==0 

   replace FO=0 if b2b==. 

 

   matrix D = (1, -1, 0.001, 0.08, -0.07, 0.10, 0.07, 0.06, 0.12, 0.05, 0.03, 0.10, 

0.02, -0.05, 0.05, 0.03, /// 

   1, 0.11, 0.09, -0.13, 0.14, 0.10, 0.12, 0.14, 0.10, 0.05, 0.08, 0.06, -0.01, 0.01, 

0.001, /// 

   1, -1, -1, 0.09, 0.05, 0.09, 0.46, 0.24, 0.13, 0.26, 0.15, -0.07, 0.06, -0.02, /// 

   1, -1, 0.15, 0.13, 0.16, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20, 0.19, 0.16, -0.08, 0.08, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.20, -0.14, -0.20, -0.35, -0.33, -0.27, -0.34, -0.24, 0.13, -0.11, 0.03, /// 

   1, 0.31, 0.28, 0.11, 0.24, 0.18, 0.29, 0.18, -0.07, 0.08, 0.04, /// 

   1, 0.16, 0.08, 0.12,  0.13, 0.19, 0.12, -0.04, 0.05, 0.002, /// 

   1, 0.08, 0.22, 0.24, 0.30, 0.22, -0.12, 0.08, -0.01, /// 

   1, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, -0.08, 0.07, -0.04, /// 

   1, 0.26, 0.59, 0.32, -0.13, 0.13, -0.08, /// 

   1, 0.49, 0.25, -0.11, 0.16, -0.02, /// 
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   1, 0.35, -0.20, 0.20, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.05, 0.06, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.07, 0.04, /// 

   1, 0.34, /// 

   1) /// 

 

 

   factormat D, n(4667) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FO LFX LFNX 

RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf   

 

   rotate, oblique oblimin  

 

 

  *9.5- Merged in one glob vars no prod no proc  

   matrix E = (1, -1, -1, 0.09, 0.05, 0.09, 0.46, 0.24, 0.13, 0.26, 0.15, -0.07, 0.06, -

0.02, /// 

   1, -1, 0.15, 0.13, 0.16, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20, 0.19, 0.16, -0.08, 0.08, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.20, -0.14, -0.20, -0.35, -0.33, -0.27, -0.34, -0.24, 0.13, -0.11, 0.03, /// 

   1, 0.31, 0.28, 0.11, 0.24, 0.18, 0.29, 0.18, -0.07, 0.08, 0.04, /// 

   1, 0.16, 0.08, 0.12,  0.13, 0.19, 0.12, -0.04, 0.05, 0.002, /// 

   1, 0.08, 0.22, 0.24, 0.30, 0.22, -0.12, 0.08, -0.01, /// 

   1, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, -0.08, 0.07, -0.04, /// 

   1, 0.26, 0.59, 0.32, -0.13, 0.13, -0.08, /// 

   1, 0.49, 0.25, -0.11, 0.16, -0.02, /// 

   1, 0.35, -0.20, 0.20, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.05, 0.06, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.07, 0.04, /// 

   1, 0.34, /// 

   1) /// 

    

   factormat E, n(4667) shape(upper) names(FO LFX LFNX RDIH RDEM 

NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf   

 

   rotate, oblique oblimin  

 

  *9.6 all but sector<9 

        pbis  NPROD lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD  lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD   lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD   lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD  lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD   lFTNPW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD   lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD  lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD   lLE if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROD  lUE if sector<9 

 

   pbis  NPROC lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC  lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC   lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC   lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC  lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC   lFTNPW if sector<9 
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   pbis  NPROC   lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC  lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC   lLE if sector<9 

   pbis  NPROC  lUE if sector<9 

 

   pbis   FO lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis   FO    lFTNPW if sector<9 

   pbis   FO    lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis   FO    lLE if sector<9 

   pbis   FO   lUE if sector<9 

 

   pbis     LFX lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lFTNPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX   lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX   lLE if sector<9 

   pbis     LFX  lUE if sector<9 

 

   pbis     LFNX lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lFTNPW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX   lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX   lLE if sector<9 

   pbis     LFNX  lUE if sector<9 

 

   pbis    FORLIC lRDIH if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC  lRDEM if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lNEWM if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lUSFTPW if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lFTNPW if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC  lTFTW if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lKINT if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lLE if sector<9 

   pbis    FORLIC lUE if sector<9 

 

   matrix F = (1, 0.81, 0.05, 0.27, -0.26, 0.31, 0.21, 0.19, 0.36, 0.20, 0.20, 0.31, 

0.08, -0.11, 0.08, 0.02, /// 

   1, 0.10, 0.27, -0.27, 0.32, 0.22, 0.21, 0.36, 0.22, 0.21, 0.29, 0.10, -0.09, 0.06, 

0.01, /// 
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   1, -1, -1, 0.09, 0.05, 0.12, 0.44, 0.18, 0.12, 0.21, 0.15, -0.09, 0.06, -0.01, /// 

   1, -1, 0.19, 0.14, 0.20, 0.16, 0.17, 0.21, 0.20, 0.17, -0.11, 0.08, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.22, -0.16, -0.25, -0.39, -0.27, -0.26, -0.31, -0.25, 0.16, -0.11, 0.03, /// 

   1, 0.35, 0.29, 0.16, 0.26, 0.22, 0.34, 0.18, -0.10, 0.09, 0.03, /// 

   1, 0.18, 0.12, 0.15, 0.16, 0.23, 0.12, -0.06, 0.06, 0.01, /// 

   1, 0.10, 0.17, 0.23, 0.27, 0.23, -0.16, 0.10, -0.01, /// 

   1, 0.24, 0.24, 0.30, 0.13, -0.10, 0.07, -0.03, /// 

   1, 0.31, 0.64, 0.25, -0.13, 0.14, -0.03, /// 

   1, 0.54, 0.23, -0.12, 0.16, -0.01, /// 

   1, 0.30, -0.21, 0.21, 0.01, /// 

   1, -0.08, 0.06, -0.02, /// 

   1, -0.0773, 0.0383, /// 

   1, 0.3548, /// 

   1) 

 

   factormat F, n(6916) shape(upper) names(NPROD NPROC FO LFX LFNX 

RDIH RDEM NEWM FORLIC SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf   

rotate 

 

 *9.7- Continuous globalization variables, binary RD 

 

  matrix G = (1, -1, -1, -0.03, -0.08, 0.18, 0.15, 0.47, 0.29, 0.24, 0.13, 0.26, 0.15, 0.05, -

0.08, 0.07, -0.02, /// 

  1, -1, -0.09, -0.66, 0.25, 0.20, 0.10, 0.19, 0.19, 0.20, 0.19, 0.16, 0.06, -0.08, 0.11, 0.06, /// 

  1, 0.11, 0.66, -0.31, -0.25, -0.36, -0.30, -0.33, -0.27, -0.33, -0.24, -0.07, 0.13, -0.14, -0.04, 

/// 

  1, 0.08, -0.12, -0.08, -0.03, -0.09, -0.10, -0.13, -0.14, -0.07, -0.01, 0.04, -0.14, -0.12, /// 

  1, -0.17, -0.15, -0.10, -0.14, -0.19, -0.19, -0.28, -0.13, -0.01, 0.12, -0.11, -0.07, /// 

  1, 0.29, 0.24, 0.51, 0.21, 0.15, 0.29, 0.15, 0.09, -0.07, 0.09, 0.09, /// 

  1, 0.13, 0.31, 0.14, 0.16, 0.22, 0.15, 0.04, -0.12, 0.09, 0.02, /// 

  1, 0.32, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, 0.12, -0.08, 0.08, -0.03, /// 

  1, 0.27, 0.18, 0.36, 0.19, 0.04, -0.07, 0.06, 0.04, /// 

  1, 0.26, 0.60, 0.32, 0.02, -0.14, 0.15, -0.02, /// 

  1, 0.49, 0.26, -0.01, -0.11, 0.17, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.36, 0.01, -0.20, 0.24, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.02, -0.05, 0.08, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.04, 0.03, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.093, -0.002, /// 

  1, 0.03, /// 

  1) 

 

  factormat G, n(4667) shape(upper) names(FO LFX LFNX li le RD Mach FORLIC Train 

SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW Sub KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf  factors (6) 

 

  rotate 

 

 *9.8- sin LFNX 

 

  matrix H = (1, -1, -0.03, -0.08, 0.18, 0.15, 0.47, 0.29, 0.24, 0.13, 0.26, 0.15, 0.05, -0.08, 

0.07, -0.02, /// 

  1, -0.09, -0.66, 0.25, 0.20, 0.10, 0.19, 0.19, 0.20, 0.19, 0.16, 0.06, -0.08, 0.11, 0.06, /// 

  1, 0.08, -0.12, -0.08, -0.03, -0.09, -0.10, -0.13, -0.14, -0.07, -0.01, 0.04, -0.14, -0.12, /// 

  1, -0.17, -0.15, -0.10, -0.14, -0.19, -0.19, -0.28, -0.13, -0.01, 0.12, -0.11, -0.07, /// 
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  1, 0.29, 0.24, 0.51, 0.21, 0.15, 0.29, 0.15, 0.09, -0.07, 0.09, 0.09, /// 

  1, 0.13, 0.31, 0.14, 0.16, 0.22, 0.15, 0.04, -0.12, 0.09, 0.02, /// 

  1, 0.32, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, 0.12, -0.08, 0.08, -0.03, /// 

  1, 0.27, 0.18, 0.36, 0.19, 0.04, -0.07, 0.06, 0.04, /// 

  1, 0.26, 0.60, 0.32, 0.02, -0.14, 0.15, -0.02, /// 

  1, 0.49, 0.26, -0.01, -0.11, 0.17, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.36, 0.01, -0.20, 0.24, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.02, -0.05, 0.08, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.04, 0.03, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.093, -0.002, /// 

  1, 0.03, /// 

  1) 

  factormat H, n(4667) shape(upper) names(FO LFX li le RD Mach FORLIC Train 

SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW Sub KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf 

 

 *9.9 sin LFX same 

 

  matrix I = (1, -1, -0.03, -0.08, 0.18, 0.15, 0.47, 0.29, 0.24, 0.13, 0.26, 0.15, 0.05, -0.08, 

0.07, -0.02, /// 

  1, 0.11, 0.66, -0.31, -0.25, -0.36, -0.30, -0.33, -0.27, -0.33, -0.24, -0.07, 0.13, -0.14, -0.04, 

/// 

  1, 0.08, -0.12, -0.08, -0.03, -0.09, -0.10, -0.13, -0.14, -0.07, -0.01, 0.04, -0.14, -0.12, /// 

  1, -0.17, -0.15, -0.10, -0.14, -0.19, -0.19, -0.28, -0.13, -0.01, 0.12, -0.11, -0.07, /// 

  1, 0.29, 0.24, 0.51, 0.21, 0.15, 0.29, 0.15, 0.09, -0.07, 0.09, 0.09, /// 

  1, 0.13, 0.31, 0.14, 0.16, 0.22, 0.15, 0.04, -0.12, 0.09, 0.02, /// 

  1, 0.32, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, 0.12, -0.08, 0.08, -0.03, /// 

  1, 0.27, 0.18, 0.36, 0.19, 0.04, -0.07, 0.06, 0.04, /// 

  1, 0.26, 0.60, 0.32, 0.02, -0.14, 0.15, -0.02, /// 

  1, 0.49, 0.26, -0.01, -0.11, 0.17, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.36, 0.01, -0.20, 0.24, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.02, -0.05, 0.08, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.04, 0.03, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.093, -0.002, /// 

  1, 0.03, /// 

  1) 

 

 

  factormat I, n(4667) shape(upper) names(FO LFNX li le RD Mach FORLIC Train 

SFTPW USFTPW FTNPW TFTW Sub KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf 

 

 

 *9.10- sin glob vars 

  matrix J = (1, 0.08, -0.12, -0.08, -0.03, -0.09, -0.10, -0.13, -0.14, -0.07, -0.01, 0.04, -0.14, 

-0.12, /// 

  1, -0.17, -0.15, -0.10, -0.14, -0.19, -0.19, -0.28, -0.13, -0.01, 0.12, -0.11, -0.07, /// 

  1, 0.29, 0.24, 0.51, 0.21, 0.15, 0.29, 0.15, 0.09, -0.07, 0.09, 0.09, /// 

  1, 0.13, 0.31, 0.14, 0.16, 0.22, 0.15, 0.04, -0.12, 0.09, 0.02, /// 

  1, 0.32, 0.23, 0.14, 0.28, 0.14, 0.12, -0.08, 0.08, -0.03, /// 

  1, 0.27, 0.18, 0.36, 0.19, 0.04, -0.07, 0.06, 0.04, /// 

  1, 0.26, 0.60, 0.32, 0.02, -0.14, 0.15, -0.02, /// 

  1, 0.49, 0.26, -0.01, -0.11, 0.17, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.36, 0.01, -0.20, 0.24, 0.03, /// 

  1, 0.02, -0.05, 0.08, 0.03, /// 
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  1, -0.04, 0.03, 0.03, /// 

  1, -0.093, -0.002, /// 

  1, 0.03, /// 

  1) 

 

  factormat J, n(4667) shape(upper) names(li le RD Mach FORLIC Train SFTPW 

USFTPW FTNPW TFTW Sub KINT LE UE) forcepsd pcf  

 

  rotate 

 

  *sub  

  gen Sub=Ld8/100 

 

 * 9.11- Sin Glob vars and forinp , exttot raw no logs, no logs in K no converison to US$ no 

imputation pw correlation 

  matrix K = (1.000, 0.055, 0.051, 0.074, 0.087, 0.041, 0.028, 0.023, 0.065, 0.008, -0.003, 

0.025, -0.023, -0.097, /// 

  1.000, 0.090, 0.066, 0.125, 0.112, 0.276, 0.190, 0.180, 0.221, 0.039, 0.017, 0.077, -0.011, 

/// 

  1.000, 0.291, 0.244, 0.514, 0.206, 0.155, 0.294, 0.151, 0.089, 0.042, 0.089, 0.086, /// 

  1.000, 0.134, 0.314, 0.142, 0.160, 0.218, 0.146, 0.037, 0.109, 0.089, 0.023, /// 

  1.000, 0.316, 0.235, 0.138, 0.278, 0.138, 0.123, 0.046, 0.082, -0.032, /// 

  1.000, 0.274, 0.176, 0.359, 0.187, 0.041, 0.042, 0.060, 0.037, /// 

  1.000, 0.264, 0.597, 0.318, 0.023, 0.083, 0.145, -0.025, /// 

  1.000, 0.492, 0.251, -0.007, 0.058, 0.172, 0.030, /// 

  1.000, 0.354, 0.011, 0.137, 0.233, 0.033, /// 

  1.000, 0.018, 0.007, 0.071, 0.026, /// 

  1.000, 0.053, 0.033, 0.030, /// 

  1.000, 0.110, 0.050, /// 

  1.000, 0.286, /// 

  1.000) 

 

  factormat K, n(4593) shape(upper) names(forinp exttot RD Mach FORLIC Train SFTPW 

USFTPW FTNPW TFTW Sub KINT LE UE) pcf factors (4) 

  predict f41 f42 f43 f44 

 

cluster ward  FA FI  LFX LFNX f41 f42 f43 f44, measure (Gower) 

 

***CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

 * cluster hierarchical methods 

  *cluster a f11 f22 f33 f44 f44 

  cluster ward f11 f22 f33 f44 f55, L2 

 *# clusters identification 

  *a)Calinski & Harabasz stopping rule 

   cluster stop 

  *b)dendrogram 

   cluster dend, cutn(20) 

  *c)Duda & Hart stopping rule 

   cluster stop, r(duda) 

 

****IDENTIFICATION OF DOMINANT GROUPS  

cluster gen gower=gr(6) 
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cluster gen gower5=gr(5) 

 

*** PRODUCTIVITY ESTIMATIONS 

 char LACcities[omit]40 

 char sector[omit]8 

 

***KLEM  

 

 xi: reg  lsales lcapital llabor linputs, r  

 predict tfp2, resid 

 

*cluster by lnVA 

bysort sector membership3 : sum lnVA 

 

bysort sector membership3 : sum lnVA 

 

*cluster by LProd 

 

bysort a1 gower : sum lLP if sector==2 

 

bysort a1 : tab gower if sector==7, sum (LP) 

 

tabexport UE using ue, s(mean) by (LACcities) 

 

tabexport LE using leAR1 if a1==1, s(mean  count) by (sector LACcities) 

 

***DISTANCE TO FRONTIER  

 

 

 

**** TFP CALCULATION  

 

 

 

*LP 

tabexport LP using LPISIC, s(mean count) by (a1 ISIC4 gower) 

tabexport LP using LPISICall, s(mean) by (ISIC4 gower) 

*delete LPISICall 

tabexport LP using LPISICall, s(count) by (ISIC4 gower) 

 

*ln LP 

tabexport lLP using lLPISIC, s(mean count) by (a1 ISIC4 gower) 

tabexport lLP using lLPISICall, s(mean) by (ISIC4 gower) 

*delete lLPISICall 

tabexport lLP using lLPISICall, s(count) by (ISIC4 gower) 

 

 

*ln VA 

tabexport lnVA using lnVAISICall, s(mean) by (ISIC4 gower) 

*delete LPISICall 

tabexport lnVA using lnVAISICall, s(count) by (ISIC4 gower) 
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** Dijt is a dummy variable that is 1 if firm i is affiliated with sector j. 

 

 char a1[omit]1 

 char ISIC4[omit]99 

 

 

xi: reg lnVA FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4, b 

 

outreg using REG 

 

xi: reg lLP FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4, b 

 

outreg using REG, append 

 

xi: reg LP FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4, b 

 

outreg using REG, append 

 

**robust reg to deal with outliers 

 

xi: rreg lnVA FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4 

 

outreg using REG 

 

xi: rreg lLP FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4 

outreg using REG, append 

 

xi: rreg LP FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4 

 

outreg using REG, append 

 

 

xi: reg lLP FA FI LFX f41 f42 f43 f44 i.a1 i.ISIC4 [pw=w_median], b 

 

tabstat lLP [w=w_median], s(mean) by (ISIC4 gower) 
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Appendix 5 DEA Bootstrapping FEAR Program in R 

Language 

 

DEAmanuf5 <- read.table("DEAmanuf5.txt") 

b<-as.matrix(DEAmanuf5) 

x=b[(1:6673),(1:3)] 

y=b[(1:6673),(4)] 

x=matrix(nrow=6673,ncol=3) 

x[1,]=DEAmanuf5$V1 

x[2,]=DEAmanuf5$V2 

x[3,]=DEAmanuf5$V3 

y=matrix(nrow=6673,ncol=1) 

y[1,]=DEAmanuf5$V4 

ls() 

 

x=t(matrix(c(DEAmanuf5$V1,DEAmanuf5$V2, DEAmanuf5$V3), nrow=6673,ncol=3)) 

y=t(matrix(c(DEAmanuf5$V4),nrow=6673,ncol=1)) 

 

deascores=dea(XOBS=x,YOBS=y) 

deabs2=boot.sw98(XOBS=x,YOBS=y,NREP=100) 

 

n=ncol(x) #number of DMUs 

table2.in=matrix(nrow=n,ncol=7) 
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table2.in[,1]=c(1:n) 

table2.in[,2]=deascores 

table2.in[,3]=deascores-deabs2$bias #bias-corrected estimate 

table2.in[,4]=deabs2$bias 

table2.in[,5]=deabs2$var 

table2.in[,6:7]=deabs2$conf.int 

table2.in[1:9,1]=paste(" ",table2.in[1:9,1],sep="") 

 

 

table2.in[,2]=ifelse(nchar(table2.in[,2])==1, 

paste(table2.in[,2],".",sep=""), 

table2.in[,2]) 

table2.in[,2:7]=paste(table2.in[,2:7],"000000",sep="") 

table2.in[,c(2:3,5:7)]=substr(table2.in[,c(2:3,5:7)],1,6) 

table2.in[,4]=substr(table2.in[,4],1,7) 

table2.in=paste(table2.in[,1]," & ", 

table2.in[,2]," & ", 

table2.in[,3]," & ", 

table2.in[,4]," & ", 

table2.in[,5]," & ", 

table2.in[,6]," & ", 

table2.in[,7]," \\",sep="") 
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table2.in[1:5] 
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Appendix 6 STATA Import of DEA Scores 
 

 

file.path(C: My documents 

 

read.table("DEAmanuf2.txt", header = TRUE) 

 

DEAmanuf3 <- read.table("DEAmanuf3.txt") 

 

 
insheet using "C:\Documents and Settings\Juan Julio\My Documents\Dissertation 09\DEA -

FEAR\basicDEAscores.txt", tab 

 

list if v2=="NA" 

 

3035. [3035]   NA  

3104. [3104]   NA  

4706. [4706]   NA  

4984. [4984]   NA  

4995. [4995]   NA  

 ------------- 

4996. [4996]   NA  

5009. [5009]   NA  

5379. [5379]   NA  

5414. [5414]   NA  

5544. [5544]   NA  

 ------------- 

5621. [5621]   NA  

5651. [5651]   NA  

5719. [5719]   NA  

5745. [5745]   NA  

5831. [5831]   NA  

 ------------- 

5850. [5850]   NA  

6324. [6324]   NA 

 
drop if v2=="NA" 

 

destring v2, replace 

 

 

* Once the NA values are discovered through DEA, we need to erase those observations 

from the original Productivity variables (inputs and outputs)  to perform the DEA 

bootstrapping, so in the STATA file: 
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drop if _n==3035 | _n==3104 | _n==4706 | _n==4984  | _n==4995 | _n==4996 | _n==5009 | 

_n==5379 | _n==5414  | _n==5544   | _n==5621  | _n==5651  | _n==5719  | _n==5745  | 

_n==5831 | _n==5850   | _n==6324 
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